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Report of the Town Clerk
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
At the special meeting held January 28, 1910, the follow
ing action was taken on the articles in the warrant . —
Article 1 To choose a moderator.
Chose Frank W. Jones moderator, by ballot, and he was
sworn by the clerk.
Article 2 Will the town rescind that part of the vote
taken at the annual meeting in 1906, relative to the number
of highway surveyors ?
Voted to rescind.
Article 3 Will the town elect one highway surveyor at the
annual election, March 7, 1910 ?
Voted to elect one highway surveyor at the annual election
March 7, 1910.
Article 4 Will the town give the selectmen any instruc-
tions in regard to the Samuel A. Ward suit against the town
of Norwell ?
Voted to instruct the selectmen to employ counsel and con-
test the suit brought by said Samuel A. Ward against the
town.
Article 5 Or act or do anything relative to the above.
Voted that this meeting be dissolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
6ANNUAL TOWN MEETING AND ELECTION 191a
Pursuant to a warrant duly executed, the qualified voters
of the Town of Norwell, met at the Town Hall on Monday,
March 7, 1910, and took the following action on the articles
in the warrant
:
Article 1 To choose a moderator.
John H. Crocker was chosen moderator by ballot, and he
was sworn in open meeting by the town clerk.
The ballots, cards of instruction and ballot box keys were
delivered to him by clerk and William D. Turner, Amos H.
Tilden, John Whalen, Charles W. Thomas and Charles
Scully were sworn as election officers and ballot clerks. The
polls were declared open at 6.15 a. m. Ernest H. Sparrell
and Jeremiah H.Lehan were appointed additional election
officers and the counting of ballots began at 10 a. m. The
polls were closed at 11.15 a. m. One hundred and ninety-five
names were checked on the lists and the ballot box registered
the same number. The ballots were canvassed and counted in
open meeting and the result declared by the moderator :
Town Clerk (for one year)
Joseph P. Merritt 179
Blanks 16
Selectman (for three years)
Ezra E. Stetson
Kelvin Little
Elliott W. Crowell
Frank Baker
Blanks
7Assessor (for three years)
Ezra E. Stetson 147
Melvin Little 1
Elliott W. Crowell 2
Blanks 45
Overseer of the Poor (for three years)
Ezra E. Stetson 149
Melvin Little 1
Eiliott W. Crowell 2
Blanks 43
Town Treasurer (for one year)
Joseph F. Merritt 178
Blanks 17
Auditor (for one year)
James H. Pinkham 145
Elliott W. Crowell 2
Blanks 48
Collector of Taxes (for one year)
Frank W. Jones
- 49
Alfred B. Litchfield 49
Walter T. Osborn 88
Blanks 9
School Committee (for three years)
Claude G. Ainslie 66
Benjamin Loring 106
Blanks 23
8Board of Health (for three years)
Harry J. Little 157
Blanks 38
Surveyor of Highways (for one year)
L,. Frank Hammond 95
Emanuel P. Joseph 92
Blanks 8
Constables (for one year)
J. Warren Foster 155
L,. Frank Hammond 150
Walter T. Osborn i47
Jesse M. Winslow 145
Otis H. Perry j
Frank Dver 2
Arthur Mitchell x
Archie F. Merritt x 8
Atwood Ainslie 3
George A. Jackman
x
John Collamore
x
Frank Vining 2
Lyman Lincoln
x
Henry C. Ford
x
Andrew J. Litchfield x
Frank Thomas
x
Atwood L. Ford
!
James H. Pinkham
x
Blanks 34Q
9Tree Warden (for one year)
Harry P. Henderson 93
John H. Sparrell 85
Blanks 17
Shall License be granted for the sale of Intoxicating
Liquors in this town?
Yes 7 1
No 97
Blanks 27
OFFICERS ELECTED
Town Clerk, Joseph F. Merritt.
Selectman, Assessor and Overseer of the Poor for three
years, Ezra E. Stetson.
Town Treasurer, Joseph F. Merritt.
Auditor, James H. Pinkham.
Collector of Taxes, Walter T. Osborn.
School Committee for three years, Benjamin Loring.
Board of Health for three years, Harry J. Little.
Surveyor of Highways, L. Frank Hammond.
Constables, J. Warren Foster, Walter T. Osborn, L.
Frank Hammond, Jesse M. Winslow, Archie F. Merritt.
Tree Warden, Harry P. Henderson.
Article 3 To hear the reports of the several boards of of-
ficers and committees of the town and act thereon.
Voted to accept the reports of the Town Clerk and Treas-
urer.
Voted to accept the reports of all of the town officers.
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Article 4 To make the necessary appropriations to defray
the expenses of the town and for other purposes, and to raise
such sums of money as the town shall deem expedient.
Voted that a committee of three be appointed by nomina-
tion from the floor, to prepare a list of appropriations to be
be submitted to the meeting. Committee, Horace T. Fogg,
Elliott W. Crowell, Ezra E. Stetson. The committee re-
ported the following list :
Support of Poor $2,000 00
Incidentals 400 00
Snow, Excise tax
Town Officers 1,300 00
Assessors, for valuation 1,000 00
State Aid 2,000 00
Soldiers' Relief 250 00
Tree Wardtn 50 00
Schools 6,500 00
School Physician 25 00
Board ol Health 50 00
Cemetery on Washington street 50 00
Fire Department 200 00
James Library 100 00
Post 112, G. A. R., Memorial Day 150 00
Highways, general work 1,800 00
Highways, special 1,200 00
Squares and Triangles 100 00
Abatement of Taxes 200 00
Discount on Taxes 150 00
Town Hall 50 00
Town Note, due Dec. 30, 1910 1,000 00
Electric Lights 150 00
Gypsy Moth 367 98
Voted to appropriate the above amounts.
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Voted to raise by taxation a sum not to exceed $17,500
and that it be assessed on the polls and estates of residents
and on the estates of non-residents.
Article 5. To see if the town will authorize the treasurer
under the direction of the Selectmen, to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes and for disbursement under the pro-
visions of the law relating to State Aid and Military Aid and
to defray the expense of the town.
It was voted by a majority of the legal voters present and
voting that the treasurer be and hereby is authorized with
the approval of the selectmen, to borrow during the present
municipal year in anticipation of tne collection of taxes, such
sums of money as may be necessary for the current expenses
of the town, but not exceeding the total tax levy for said
year, giving the notes of the town therefor payable within
twelve months from the date thereof. All debts incurred
under the authority of this vote shall be paid from the taxes
of the present municipal year.
Article 6. What compensation will the town make for
removing snow and appropriate money for the same?
Voted to pay 25c per hour for removing snow.
Article 7. In what manner and time shall the taxes be
collected the ensuing year?
Voted that a discount of two per cent, be allowed on taxes
paid before Ocrober 1st; that on all taxes not paid Decem-
ber 1st interest be charged at the rate of 6 per cent. Alter
April 1, 191 1 the collector shall issue summons and proceed
to collect all unpaid taxes, and that the money shall be paid
to the treasurer or a deposit made by the collector for all un-
paid taxes on July 1, 191 1.
Voted that the collector have the same powers in the col-
lection of taxes that he would have if he were town treasurer.
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Article 8 To make allowance to town creditors.
No bills were presented.
Article 9 What sum of money will the town appropriate
for the use of Post 112, G. A. R., on Memorial Day.
Referred to committee on appropriations and acted on
under Article 4.
Article 10 Will the town cause a statement of its finan-
cial affairs to be printed in February next.
Voted that a statement be printed at that time and that the
valuation of taxable property be included in the report.
Article 11 Will the town appropriate a sum of money to
be expended in the cemetery on Washington street ?
Included in vote on general appropriations.
Article 12 What price will the town pay for labor on the
the highways for the ensuing year ?
Voted to pay 25 cents per hour for men, and 62 1-2 cents
per hour for man and two horses.
Article 13 What action will the town take in regard to
keeping the sidewalks in repair ?
Voted to raise and appropriate $300 for sidewalks.
Article 14 Will the town give any instructions to the
town officers.
Voted that the selectmen be instructed to grant no permit
for the transportation of intoxicating liquor.
Voted that the selectmen recall the license in the hands of
the town clerk.
Voted, that the town clerk be instructed to deliver the
license to no one but the selectmen.
Voted, that the selectmen be instructed to revoke the
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license for pool table and bowling alleys issued to H. P.
Soggese at the earliest practicable moment ; also all other
pool room licenses in town.
Voted, that the selectmen open an account known as the
"stone crusher account", that the cost of operating and up-
keep be charged, and the amount of material crushed be
credited to it.
Voted, that the school committee be instructed that in the
transportation of scholars, they shall prepare a regular form
of contract and issue proposals. That this contract shall be
signed by both parties, and that they shall oblige the person
or persons to whom the contracts are awarded to live up to
the conditions therein contained.
Voted, that the selectmen be authorized to institute suits
for, or defend or compromise any suit that may be brought
against the town.
Voted, that the town clerk be instructed to record the fol-
lowing letter:
To the Citizens of Norwell
In Town Meeting assembled :
We, the undersigned, wish to extend to you our sincere
thanks for the kind words sent to us from your last meeting,
of the appreciation of what our Husband and Father did in
the past and also for the beautiful floral tribute.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs. Lucy A. Thomas
And Family
Article 15 What price will the town pay for work at fires
for the ensuing year ?
Voted to pay 35 cents per hour for work at fires.
Article 16 Will the town take any action in regard to
the care of parks, squares and triangles and make any appro-
priation for the same?
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Voted that the money aopropriated for this purpose under
Article 4, be expended under the direction of the Town
Clerk.
Article 17 Will the town make an appropriation for the
James Library in return for the free privilege of taking books
which the towns people now have.
An appropriation was made for this purpose under Article
4-
Article 18 Will the town appropriate a sum of money to
be expended under the direction of the Massachusetts High-
way Commission in the construction of one mile of road ?
Voted that the special appropriation of $1200 be used for
this purpose.
Article 19 Will the town contract with the Massachu-
setts Highway Commission for the construction of said mile
of road ?
Voted that the selectmen be authorized to execute a con-
tract with said Commission for this purpose.
Article 20 Will the town act in conjunction with the
town of Hanover to have an electric light at the terminus of
River street, Norwell, and Broadway, Hanover, at the Third
Herring Brook ?
Voted to leave this matter to the selectmen.
Article 21 Will the town appropriate the sum of three
hundred and sixty-seven dollars and ninety-eight cents for
the suppression of Gypsy and Brown Tail Moths?
Passed under Article 4 on general appropriations.
Article 22 What sum of money will the town appropriate
to pay the Superintendent of Schools?
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Voted to appropriate $500 for salary of Superintendent of
Schools.
Article 23 Will the town raise and appropriate a sum of
money to purchase additional fire equipment, or take any
action in regard to the same ?
Voted that one-half of the appropriation of $200 for fire
department be used as an appropriation for fighting fires,
and one-half be used to purchase additional equipment.
Voted that the selectmen and forest warden be a committee
to purchase additional equipment.
Article 24 Will the town purchase a sprayer or cause any
work to be done for the preservation of our elm trees, and
raise and appropriate a sum of money for the same ?
Voted to raise and appropriate $350 for purchase of a
sprayer.
Voted to raise and appropriate $300 for operating it on the
trees along the highways.
Voted that the selectmen and tree warden be a committee
to purchase sprayer.
Article 25 Or act or do anything relative to the above.
Voted that the secretary of the school committee receive
$50, the other members not over $25 each ; town treasurer,
$150. Collector of taxes, $225.
Voted that the constables act as field drivers.
Voted that the selectmen act as fence viewers.
Voted that the report of cemetery committee be accepted,
and that Wallace W. Farrar, Arthur T. Stoddard and Frank
W. Jones, act as committee for the ensuing year.
Two fish rights were sold at public auction for $2.00 and
$1.62 1-2 respectively, purchaser, James H. Barnard.
Voted that the moderator be paid $5.
Voted at 3.25 P. M. that meeting be dissolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
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SPECIAL ELECTION
Pursuant to a warrant duly executed the qualified voters of
the town of Norwell met at the Town Hall on Tuesday,
March 22, 1910, at 6 a. m. # Ezra E. Stetson, Chairman of
the Board of Selectmen presided. William D. Turner,
Frank W. Jones, John Whalen, Amos H. Tilden,
Charles Scully and Charles W. Thomas were election officers
and ballot clerks. The ballots and everything to be used at
the election were delivered to the presiding officer by the
town clerk, who read the warrant.
The polls were opened at 6.05 a. m. and closed at 11.05
a. m. One hundred and seventy names were checked on
the lists and 170 ballots cast. On being canvassed and
counted in open meeting, they were found to be for the fol-
lowing persons and the result was declared by the clerk .—
Representative in Congress Fourteenth District
William R. Buchanan, Republican 45
Eugene N. Foss, Democratic 123
John McCarty, Socialist o
Blanks 2
Meeting dissolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
STATE ELECTION
Pursuant to a warrant duly executed the qualified voters
of the Town of Norwell met at the Town Hall, on Tuesday,
November 8, 1910, at 6 a. m. Ezra E. Stetson, Chairman
of the Board of Selectmen acted as presiding officer. The
Town Clerk read the warrant and William D. Turner, Frank
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W. Jones, Amos H. Tilden, John Whalen, Charles W.
Thomas and Charles Scully, having been appointed election
officers and ballot clerks were duly sworn to faithfully per-
form their duties by the clerk. The ballots, cards of
instruction and ballot box keys were then delivered to the
presiding officer, the ballot box examined by all of the
officers and the polls declared open at 6.05 a. m. They
were closed at 12.06 p. m. Three hundred and twenty-
eight names were checked on the lists and the same number
of ballots cast.
On being canvassed and counted in open meeting they
were found to be for the following persons and the result de-
clared :
GOVERNOR
Eben S. Draper, Republican
Eugene N. Foss, Democratic
Eugene N. Foss, Democratic Progressive Nom. Paper
Eugene N. Foss, no designation
John A. Nicholls, Prohibition
Moritz E. Ruther, Socialist Labor
Daniel A. White, Socialist
171
121
9
13
o
o
1
Blanks
328
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Thomas F. Cassidy, Democratic Ind. Nom. Paper
Louis A. Frothingham, Republican
Henry C. Hess, Socialist Labor
Patrick Mahoney, Socialist
William G. Merrill, Prohibition
98
184
o
o
I
Blanks 45
328
18
SECRETARY
3
81
o
190
3
328
TREASURER
Carl Fredrikson, Socialist Labor 3
Thomas A. Frissell, Prohibition r
Sylvester J. McBride, Socialist o
Benjamin F. Peach, Democratic 84
Elmer A. Stevens, Republican 191
Blanks 49
328
AUDITOR
John Holt, Prohibition 2
Jeremiah P. McNally, Socialist Labor o
Ambrose Miles, Socialist 2
Charles C. Paine, Democratic 84
Henry E. Turner, Republican 188
Blanks 52
328
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Dennis McGoff, Socialist Labor 2
Harold Metcalf, Socialist o
John B. Ratigan, Democratic 80
Harriet D'Orsay, Socialist
Charles J. Martell, Democratic
Andrew Mortenson, Socialist Labor
William M. Olin, Republican
William E. Thomas, Prohibition
Blanks
19
James M. Swift, Republican 187
Blanks 59
328
CONGRESSM AN— (Fourteenth District)
Robert O. Harris, Republican 198
John McCarty, Socialist o
Thomas C. Thacher, Democratic 98
Blanks 32
328
COUNCILLOR- (First District)
Charles O. Brightman, Republican 189
Joseph Palme, Socialist 9
Blanks 130
328
SENATOR— (First Plymouth District)
John A. Billings, Socialist 2
Washington Clark, Prohibition 1
Melvin S. Nash, Republican 213
Benjamin F. Peterson, Democratic 71
Blanks 41
328
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT
(Second Plymouth District)
Lloyd Franklin Hammond, Republican 143
20
Joseph F. Merritt, Democratic 173
Blanks 12
328
COUNTY COMMISSIONER— (Plymouth)
George A. Alcott, Socialist 3
Edward P. Boyntoii, Democratic 73
Walter H. Faunce, Republican 193
Blanks 59
328
ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONERS— (Plymouth)
John E. Ashley, Democratic 47
Charles J. Brandt, Socialist 2
William W. Burke, Democratic 62
Albert T. Sprague, Republican 137
Ezekiel R. Studley, Republican 152
John J. White, Socialist 1
Blanks 255
656
DISTRICT ATTORNEY—(Southeastern District)
Albert F. Barker, Republican 198
Charles E. Burbank, Socialist o
Moses H. McGaughey, Democratic 68
Blanks 62
328
SHERIFF- (Plymouth County)
Charles Douglas, Socialist 14
21
Henry S. Porter, Republican 214
Blanks 100
328
Meeting dissolved.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
I hereby certify that on the petition of Horace T. Fogg
and others, duly filed November 9 at 8.45 p. m., requesting
a recount of the ballots cast for a Representative to the
General Court at the election held November 8, 1910, that
I examined the petition and found it to be in apparent con-
formity with the law, and notified the Registrars of
Voters to meet at the Selectmen's Office, Monday, Nov. 14,
1910, for the purpose of making said recount, and also
notified the candidates interested of the time and place of
meeting of the Board.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk of Norwell.
Nov. 14, 1910.
To the Town Clerk of Norwell:
We hereby certify that on the petition for a recount of
ballots cost for a Representative in the General Court at
an election held in this town November 8, 1910, that we
have this day opened the envelopes and recounted the con-
tents of the same, due notice having been given the parties
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interested, and find the vote to be as follows :
Whole number of ballots cast, three hundred and twenty-
eight.
Lloyd Franklin Hammond, one hundred and forty-three.
Joseph F. Merritt, one hundred and seventy-four.
Blanks, eleven.
JOHN H. PROUTY,
EDWARD N. SEXTON,
HAROLD E. STETSON,
JEREMIAH H. LEHAN,
Registrars of Voters
I hereby certify that on the petition of Jeremiah H.
Lehan and others filed November 10, 1910, at 10 a. m.,
requesting a recount of the ballots cast for a Represent-
ative in Congress at the election held in this town, Novem-
ber 8, 1910, that I examined the petition and found it to
be in apparent conformity with law, and notified the
Registrars of Voters to meet at the Selectmen's office,
Monday, November 14, 1910, at 3 p. m. for the purpose of
making said recount, and also mailed, postage prepaid,
notices of the time and place of recount to each of the can-
didates, directed to the address given on the official ballot.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk of Norwell.
November 14, 1910.
To the Town Clerk of Norwell:
We hereby certify that on a petition for a recount of
the ballots cast for a Representative in Congress for the
23
14th District, at the election held in this town November
8, 1910, that we have this day opened the envelopes and
recounted the contents of the same, due notice having
been given to the parties interested, and find the vote to
be as follows:
Robert 0. Harris, one hundred and ninety-nine;
John McCarty, none;
Thomas C. Thacher, ninety-eight;
Whole number of ballots, three hundred and twenty-
eight.
JOHN H. PROUTY,
EDWARD M. SEXTON,
HAROLD E. STETSON,
JEREMIAH H. LEHAN,
Registrars of Voters.
I hereby certify that I have transmitted to the Secretary
of the Commonwealth amended returns of the votes for
Representative in Congress and Representative to General
Court at the election held November 8, 1910, as required
by the Revised Laws.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
TOWN CLERKS' CONVENTION
At a meeting of the Town Clerks of the several towns
comprising the Second Plymouth Representative District
held at Marshfield, November 18, 1910, the vote for Rep-
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resentative throughout the district was found to be as
follows:
Total Hammond Merritt Blanks
Marshfield 203 110 85 8
Duxbury 286 140 98 48
Scituate 376 148 193 35
Pembroke 145 72 65 8
Norwell 328 143 174 11
Whole number of Ballots 1338
Lloyd Franklin Hammond 613
Joseph F. Merritt 615
Blanks 110
Joseph F. Merritt, having a plurality of the votes cast,
was found to be elected and his certificate made out in
accordance therewith.
GEORGE H. WEATHERBEE,
Town Clerk of Marshfield.
GEORGE H. STEARNS,
Town Clerk of Duxbury.
JETSON WADE,
Town Clerk of Scituate.
WILBERT L. HALLADAY,
Town Clerk of Pembroke.
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk of Norwell.
ENROLLED MILITIA
There were 233 men enrolled for military duty in this
town April 1st, 1910.
25
REGISTERED VOTERS
At the close of registration, October 29, 1910, there
were 400 qualified male voters and 3 female voters on the
list.
DOGS LICENSED
During the year ending November 30, 1910.
Whole number licensed 175.
152 males at $2.00 $304 00
23 females at $5.00 115 00
$419 00
Less clerk's fees, 175 licenses at 20c 35 00
Amount turned over to County Treasurer $384 00
RESIDENT HUNTERS' LICENSES
Whole number of resident hunters' licenses issued
during the year ending December 31, 1910, 74.
Amount turned over to State Treasurer, $18.
Amount turned over to Commissioners on Fisheries and
Game, $56.
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MARRIAGES RECORDED IN NORWELL DURING
THE YEAR, 1910.
February 26. At Norwell, Henry Bell and Martha Dow-
ney, both of Norwell, by Rev. William E. Ennis,
April 15. At Hanover, Frank W. Jones and Lizzie J. Wil-
liamson, both of Norwell, by Rev. Melvin S. Nash.
June 29. At Mansfield, George Clarence Turner of Nor-
well and Ethelyn Gertrude Wood of Mansfield, by
Rev. William M. Macnair.
July 9. At Worcester, Nelson Peabody Spinney of Nor-
well and Maria Frances Stetson of Hanover, by Rev.
A. V. House.
July 17. At Norwell, Cutting Warren Harris of Rockland
and Marjorie Jeannette Prinole of Abington, by Rev.
Joseph Dinzey.
July 23. At Norwell, Orville Martin and Mercy Eveline
Mott, both of Norwell, by Rev. William E. Ennis.
September 3. At Scituate, George F. Sargent, Jr., of Co-
hasset and Abbie Lois Wilder of Norwell, by Rev.
Hartnell J. Bartlett.
September 14. At Norwell, Herbert Franklin Howard
and Annie Elizabeth Lowe, both of Norwell, by Rev.
William Reid.
September 14. At Rockland, Patrick J. Ford and Martha
Cecelia Scully, both of Norwell, by Rev. E. J. Fagan.
- September 18. At Norwell, Edward Clarence Joseph and
Eva Florence Merritt, both of Norwell, by Rev.
Thomas H. Goodwin.
September 24. At Norwell, John E. Mann and Dora B.
Stearns, both of Norwell, by Rev. William E. Ennis.
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October 16. At Hanover, Arthur Irving Bates and Grace
Atherton Hunt, both of Norwell, by Rev. Melvin S.
Nash.
November 12. At Norwell, Earl S. Richardson and Mar-
ian T. White, both of Norwell, by Rev. William E.
Ennis.
November 16. At Hingham, Harry Bearse Merritt of
Norwell and Elizabeth Ann Delory of Hingham, by
Rev. Peter F. McCall.
.
December 4. At Scituate, Luthur J. Litchfield of Nor-
well and Mary B. Clapp of Scituate, by Rev. John
Wild.
28
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Report of the Town Treasurer
JANUARY 17, 1910 TO JANUARY 23, 1911,
FOR YEAR 1910.
RECEIPTS
To Cash on hand
General funds $1,352 62
High school fund 215 41
From Frank W. Jones, Collector of Taxes
Assessment of 1909, Interest and
deposit $4860 07
Abatements 612 14
Discounts on taxes 149 13
From Walter T. Osborn, Collector of Taxes
Assessment of 1910 $11575 00
Street Railway Excise tax 314 23
Discount on taxes 187 21
Abatements 40 32
$1,568 03
$5,621 34
$12,116 76
33
Loans in Anticipation of Taxes of 1910
South Scituate Savings Bank $9,000 00
Rockland Trust Company 1,500 00
$10,500 00
From Miscellaneous Sources
Rockland Trust Company, Interest
on balance $27 34
Superintendent of Almshouse, sale
of produce, etc. 1909 97 66
Superintendent of Almshouse, sale
of produce, 1910 93 73
Second District Court, fines 33 74
Sealer of Weights and Measures 3 62
L. E. Fessenden, Sale of Lumber 3 11
Spraying Private Property 23 60
J. H. Barnard, Sale of Fish Rights 3 63
A. Stoddard, Refund Cemetery Account 75
$287 18
From Elmer A. Stevens, State Treasurer
Corporation Tax $1,390 58
National Bank Tax 803 11
Street Railway Tax 295 91
State Aid Refund 2,140 00
Gypsy Moth Account 941 52
State Foresters' Account 50 00
State Highway Department 1,185 00
Burial of Soldier 37 00
Inspection of Animals 22 00
$6,865 12
34
For School Purposes Only
Horace T. Fogg, County Treasurer,
Dog Tax refunded 348 04
Elmer A. Stevens, Treasurer, Income
of Massachusetts School Fund 1,277 80
Tuition of Children 254 00
High School Tuition 500 00
Superintendent of Schools 416 66
$2,796 50
From Licenses
Eugene B. Tobey, pedlers' license $6 00
John Monahan, pedlers' license 6 00
Charles L. Gleason, pedlers' license 6 00
Geo. A. Hatch, carraige 1 00
George S. Hatch, carriage 1 00
Walter T. Osborn, carraige 1 00
Alvan Spencer, carraige 1 00
Herbert G. Simmons, slaughter house 1 00
Wallace W. Damon, slaughter house 1 00
W. W.' Cutler, slaughter house 1 00
Corthell Bros., slaughter house 1 00
Walter Wagner, slaughter house 1 00
$27 00
Aid Refunded
Town of Pembroke, $22 25
Town of Hanson, 15 75
Town of Hanover, 73 00
Town of Hull, 190 75
Town of Canton, 156 00
Town of Scituate, 369 55
35
Town of Rockland, 10 50
Town of Cohasset, 7 50
Town of Randolph, 3 00
City of Salem, 21 00
Bridget Griffith, 62 39
M. L. Deming, state aid, 4 00
$935 69
Sale of Lots in Cemetery
James E. Cobbett, $10 00
Howard Mann, 12 00
Estate Alpheus Thomas, 12 00
Edward Vining, 12 00
Geneva A. Young, 12 00
James L. Prouty, account 1 50
Ann M. Babbitt, 2 00
$61 50
$40,779 12
PAYMENTS
Highway account, 1909 $15 42
Highway account, 1910 1,977 00
State Road account, 1910 2,428 74
Squares and Triangles, 1908 1 00
Squares and Triangles, 1910 95 87
Snow, 559 53
$5,077 56
36
Almshouse, 1909 $15 87
Almshouse, 1910 1,001 89
Outside Poor, (this town) 2,731 00
Outside Poor, (of other towns) 568 55
State Aid, 1909 $30 00
State Aid, 1910 2,058 00
Soldiers' Relief 152 25
Schools $9,189 04
State school fund for high school 676 57
$4,317 31
$2,240 25
$9,865 61
Town officer account, 1909 $10 00
Town officer account, 1910 1,633 95
Police officers, by order 2d Dist. Court 63 76
Moderator, by vote of town 5 00
Gypsy moth account, 1909 $34 00
Gypsy moth account, 1910 1,431 95
Incidental account, 1908-1909 $19 84
Incidental account, 1910 387 88
$1,712 71
$1,465 95
$407 72
37
Sundry accounts
Town hall $30 2S
Board of health 229 05
Cemetery, 1909 49 qo
Cemetery, 1910 46 00
Tree Warden 50 50
Spraying 291 81
School physician 4 00
James Library 100 00
Post 112, G. A. R. 150 00
Valuation 1,001 99
Electric Lights 5 33
Fire Account 376 78
Abatement of Taxes, 1909 $612 14
Abatement of Taxes, 1910 40 32
Discounts on Taxes, 1909 149 13
Discounts on Taxes, 1910 187 21
State Tax $1,650 00
County Tax 1,406 69
Scituate Tax 5 59
NOTES AND INTEREST PAID
South Scituate Savings bank Anticipa-
tion 1909 $3,000 00
South Scituate Savings Bank Interest
on same 169 63
$2,334 74
$988 80
$3,062 28
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South Scituate Savings Bank Anticipa-
tion 1910 2,500 00
South Scituate Savings Bank, Interest
on same 70 00
South Scituate Savings Bank, Account
of $1,500 Time Loan 1,000 00
South Scituate Savings Bank, Interest
on same . 60 00
Rockland Trust Company, Anticipation
1910 1,500 00
Rockland Trust Company, Interest on
same 3 00
Interest on "A. T. Otis" poor fund note 52 00
Interest on "Coffin" fund note 80 00
$40,779 12
Respectfully submitted,
$8,434 63
Cash on hand to balance
General funds
High School fund
$833 72
37 84
$871 56
JOSEPH F. MERTITT,
Treasurer.
Report of Overseers of the Poor
ALMSHOUSE ACCOUNT DR.
Articles on hand, Jan. 1, 1910 $480 75
John S. Gardner 300 00
Curtis & Bates 131 08
Samuel Oslon" 27 13
W. W. Cutler 50 33
Turner Bros., seed 4 95
H. S. Turner & Co. 120 69
E. W. French, repairing shoes 3 90
Henry C. Ford, hay 10 95
L. F. Hammond, harrowing 2 50
A. J. Litchfield & Son 130 08
C. W. Tilden, smith work 10 40
J. C. J. Flammand, pig 12 00
J. A. Martin, ice 6 23
E. H. Sparrell, burial of Henry Fox 30 00
Joseph Briggs, ice 6 58
George H. Turner, fertilizer 7 40
W. D. Turner, wood 35 50
Herbert E. Bobbins, insurance 54 40
H. J. Little, M. D., medical attendance 6 75
John Monahan, dry goods 13 20
Corthell Bros. 37 82
$1,482 64
40
ALMSHOUSE ACCOUNT CR.
Received from sale of milk, eggs and pro-
duce less purchases for cost $93 73
Board of Edgar Fernald received 156 00
Articles on hand Jan. 1, 1911 491 00
Due from sale of calf 8 28
$749 01
Net cost of almshouse $733 63
ARTICLES ON HAND JAN. 1, 1911
Hay $50 00
Cow 40 00
Horse 35 00
Pig 15 00
Manure 30 00
Wood 60 00
Fowl 50 00
Grain 4 00
Wagons and tools, etc. 75 00
Harnesses 10 00
Vegetables 17 00
Coal 40 00
Pork and ham 15 00
Groceries and supplies on hand 50 00
$491 00
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PAID FOR SUPPORT OF OUT DOOR POOR
HOME POOR
E. E. Steton & Son, supplies $78 88
Mrs. Charles N. Pratt, nursing 144 00
City of Boston, medical aid 220 00
Mae M. Brennan, nursing 50 00
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies 104 00
A. L. MacMillan, M. D., medical attend-
ance 277 65
W. R. Torrey 24 16
L. Davis, M. D., operation 50 00
W. W. Cutler, supplies 18 94
Wallace Hacket, wood 2 75
Brooks & Young, supplies 62 20
C. H. Colgate, M. D., medical aid 35 75
H. E. Robbins, insurance 1 30
H. J. Little, M. D., medical aid 49 50
Town of Hingham, supplies and medical
aid 105 75
Mrs. A. A. Harrington, nursing 100 00
Town of Hanover 30 00
C. L. Howes, M. D., medical aid 188 50
W. D. Turner, wood 18 00
H. S. Turner & Co., supplies 87 50
Mrs. L. E. Fairbanks, supplies 42 00
Curtis & Bates, supplies 138 33
E. S. Damon, shoes 6 00
Town of Rockland, supplies 395 87
A. Culver Co., fuel 4 12
C. W. and E. H. Sparrell, burials 122 00
J. S. Brooks Co., supplies 71 80
Lena McDonald, nursing 198 00
Harry A. Gardner, board 104 00
$2,731 00
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PAID FOR OUTDOOR POOR—OTHER TOWNS
L. B. McPherson, nursing $60 00
H. J. Little, M. D., medical aid 120 00
C. W. Groce, house rent 104 00
A. J. Litchfield & Son supplies 166 85
A. L. MacMillan, M. D., medical aid 65 00
C. W. and E. EL Sparrell, burial 30 00
H. S. Turner & Co., supplies 2 00
J. Pratt, supplies 2 00
J. S. Brooks & Co., supplies 5 00
Town of Scituate, refunded 13 70
$568 55
SUMMARY OF POOR ACCOUNT
Total amount paid for home poor $2731 00
Total amount paid for poor of other towns 568 55
Net cost of almshouse 733 63
Received from other towns $299 55
Due from other towns 269 00
Appropriation 2000 00
Exceeded 1464 63
$4,033 18
$4,033 18
Amount paid
STATE All)
$2,058 00
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SOLDIERS' RELIEF
W. S. Simmons $26 00
A. L. MacMillan, M. D. 19 75
E. A. Turner 4 00
Charles Hammond, M. D. 34 50
C. W. and E. H. Sparrell 35 00
Town of Hanover 21 00
Town of Abington 12 00
$152 25
Unexpended balance
Appropriation
$97 75
$250 00
$250 00
E. E. STETSON,
WILLIAM D. TURNER,
FRANK W. JONES,
Overseers of the Poor.
Highway Account 1910
Albion Snowdale, 5 days at $2.00 $10 00
Charles W. Smith, 4 days at $2.00' 8 00
Herbert Litchfield, 1 1-2 days at $2.00 3 00
Walter H. Briggs, 10 days, 6 hours at $2.00 21 50
George W. Bailey, 15 days, 3 hours at $2.00 30 75
Albion Damon, 17 days, 6 hours at $2.00 35 50
Josiah A. Damon, 19 days, 2 hours at $2.00 38 50
Josiah A. Damon, use of drills 63
Wallace Damon and horse, 2 days at $3.36 6 72
James L. Merritt, 1 1-2 days at $2.00 3 00
Mrs. Carlton Pincin, use of horse 4 50
Alpheus Damon, 8 1-2 days at $2.00 17 00
William J. Hayden, 13 days, 2 hours at $2.00 26 50
Otto D. Burhoff, 5 1-2 days at $2.00 11 00
John T. Melauthlin, 5 1-2 days at $2.00 11 00
Pvverett E. Jacobs and horse, 7 1-2 days
at $3.36 25 20
Arthur T. Stoddard, 2 1-2 days at $2.00 5 00
Arthur T. Stoddard, use of horse 3 00
George H. Bates, 4 days at $2.00 8 00
Charles V. Chapman, 15 days at $2.00 30 00
John P. Jones, 2 days at $2.00 4 00
Timothy Sheehan, men and teams 109 80
Herbert G. Simmons, 4 days at $5.00 20 00
William A. Brown, 1 day at $2.00 2 00
William A. Brown and horse, 2 1-2 days
at $3.36 8 40
William H. Brown, 6 1-2 days at $2.00 13 00
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E. G. Bates and team, 3 1-2 days at $5.00 $17 50
Oscar Wagner and team, 3 days at $5.00 15 00
L. F. Hammond, 55 1-2 days a $2.50 138 75
Man and 2 horses 43 1-2 days at $5.00 217 50
Two horses 17 days at $3.00 51 00
One horse 9 days at $1.50 13 50
One man 6 days at $2.00 12 00
Francis E. Henderson, men and teams 171 13
Frank Dyer and horse 4 days and 5
hours at $3.36 15 54
Frank Dyer 19 3-4 days at $2.00 39 50
William G. Collamoie 5 1-2 days at $2.00 11 00
John Prince 18 1-2 days at $2.00 37 00
Bert Richardson, man and team 1 1-2
days at $7.00 10 50
Bert Richardson removing stone, 1 00
George H. Lee 5 days at $2.00 10 00
Edgar E. Lee 10 days at $2.00 20 00
Edgar E. Lee lighting street 2 50
George Chamberlain 10 days at $2.00 20 00
James Smith 32 1-2 days at $2.00 65 00
Charles Smith 10 days at $2.00 20 00
Robert Smith 10 days at $2.00 20 00
William S. Simmons and team 5 days
at $5.00 25 00
Charles Hunt 5 days at $2.00 10 00
Theo. Appleford and horse 4 days at $3.36 13 44
Theo. Appleford 2 3-4 days at $2.00 5 50
John Appleford 5 days at $2.00 10 00
Charles B. Macomber and horse 6 days
at $3.36 20 16
William O. Merritt 5 days at $2.00 10 00
Frank Baker 17 days at $2.00 34 °°
Edward F. Winslow 3 days at $2.00 6 00
Charles Jones 14 days at $2.00 28 00
Atwood Ainslie 8 days at $2.00 16 00
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Frank dishing 4 days at $2.00 $8 00
John Whalen and team 7 days at $5.00 35 00
John Whalen and horse 4 days at $3.36 13 44
George H. Turner and team 12 dsys at $5. 60 00
William D. Turner and team 1 day at $5. 5 00
Fred Wheelwright 7 days at $2.00 14 00
Daniel R. Ewell 2 1-2 days at $2.00 5 00
Alonzo Sylvester 6 days at $2.00 12 00
John H. Sparrell 1-2 day at $2.00 1 00
Andrew Stockbridge railing bridge 16 50
Herbert S. Turner 2 shovels 1 20
Primus Leggens 5 days at $2.00 10 00
Claude G. Ainslie 13 days at $2.00 26 00
Harry Randall 5 1-2 days at $2.00 11 00
Charles A. Bates 3 days at $2.00 6 00
Paul Briggs 3 days at $2.00 6 00
Harry B. Brown 1 day at $2.00 2 00
Robert Lavett 3 days at >2.oo 6 00
Albert Osborne 5 days at $2.00 10 00
Fred M. Curtis and horse 5 days at $3.36 16 80
Fred M. Curtis 10 days and 2 hours at $2. 20 50
Harry J. Litchfield 5 1-2 days at $2.00 11 00
Edward Freeman 4 days at $2.00 8 00
William Rand, 213 loads gravel at 6 cts. 12 78
Freight bill on machine knife and cash
paid 40
Edward Gardner, iron work 1 20
Andrew J. Litchfield & Son, 2 rakes 1 00
H. N. Magoun & Son, drain pipe 16 00
Ellsworth Curtis, drain pipe 9 06
Gilbert West, 120 loads gravel at 6 cts. 7 20
Frank Baker, 120 loads gravel at 10 cts. 12 00
William (). Clapp, gravel and labor 13 40
Horace T. Fogg, 60 loads gravel at 10 cts. 6 00
Bert Richardson, 64 loads gravel at 6 cts 4 08
Emma H. Bates, 87 loads gravel at 6 cts. 5 22
47
28
6o
6 oo
8 50
2 00
1 5c
William Wilder, 38 loads gravel at 6 cts. $2
C. W. Groce, 10 loads gravel at 6 cts.
H. N. Magoun, drain tile
Good Roads Machine Co., repairs
Caleb Litchfield, 1 day's labor
R. O. Hight, 6 hours labor
C. W. Tilden, repairs on road machine,
1909-10 18 70
R. W. McDonald, repairs on roller 12 00
Hall & Torrey, drain tile 4 62
Oscar Lambert, two days' labor, 1909 4 00
Andrew Stockbridge, 1 day's labor, 1909 2 00
Balance unexpended
$i,997 50
102 50
Appropriation, Highways
Sidewalks
$1,800 00
300 00
$2,100 00 $2,100 00
Out standing orders $20 50
L. F. HAMMOND
Surveyor.
STATE ROAD ACCOUNT
L. F. Hammond, labor and team $409 00
Arthur J. Mitchell, labor and team 88 75
Joseph Briggs, labor and team 73 75
William G. Evans, labor and team 87 50
George H. Turner, labor and team 96 2 5
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W D Turner labor and team $234 25
W D Turner freight on bounds 1 03
Willinm T^nrrar lahorVV 1 1 1 1 d 1X1 -1 a . 1 ill , Uwl 45 SO
It Aitmlip lahor 27 OO/
T qhflti P»ate<* labor 19 OO
(
11
\7 (Mnnnmn laborV . \ . V Hit M lliul , Id UUl 50
Ti ninth v vSheehan laborX 1 . M H 11 \ ^ 1 1R t. Hit 1 1 , 1 il 1 n 1 74 oa
IwKvnrH P Witmlow labor I I OO
Tohn Oshorn labor II OO
P \T T.eavitt labor IO OO
Tohn Priiir**-* labor 87 SO
PrpH Wli hhI wri crht labor 80 7 S
Prank RaWer laborX 1 . * 1 1 K. IMIv^ 1 , ill'VM 16 OO
Paul RriiTcr*; laborX it 1X1 XJlltlt^O, l t llM/i 20 OO-
H T Litchfield labor11. 1 • 1 , i i V 1 1 1 i V 1 V_l y 1 i L I " 1 OO
Primus Lcggens, labor SQ SO
Prltyar T ee labor 20 OO
PTprhert Randall labor 6^ so
Herbert Litchfield, labor 26 00
Albert Oshorn labor CQ CO
William O Onllamorf* lahor A 7 CO
T^rlwarrl Witmlow laViOri
-4 vA » A 1 vt > % 1 1 1 %T3 1 V/ VV y Uv/l 6c CO
Walter ^^agner, labor c6 00
A. C. Sylvester, labor 69 00
Harvv Randall labor 2 OO
Ansel Phillips, labor J.Q CO'
Tohn T4 T itrhfield labor "2 ? CO>
Prlward P ri •h in a n lahnrl .i| .\ ill ii x \\ i i.i. ill. Id UU1 t n *7 ci0 7^>
Carlton O. Litchfield, labor and team 60 OO
John Burns, labor and team 48 75
Leander Damon, labor paving gutter 68 55
Ames Implement Co., tools 16 87
H. T. Fogg, gravel 18 00
Henry Godbeer, stone bounds 3 00
H. vS. Turner & Co., 2 shovels 1 20
Geo. F. Welch, coal 10 is
49
luwu vji j\ULis idiiLi, ubc 01 bicdui roller $75 00
. VV • 1 11UCU, HUH VV Ul IV 4 50
-Tv . w . iViciyULiditi, iron woriv 5 70
Humphrey Turner, lighting street 12 75
Howard C. Torrey, stone 5 64
Curtis & Bates, supplies 2 40
Frank L. Thomas, gravel 10 80
Walter T. Osborn, gravel 28 80
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies 1 35
C. G. Ainslee, labor 22 00
J. Frank Turner, stock and labor 5 25
$2428 74
Appropriation, one-half to be refunded
by State 2400 00
Exceeded $28 74
Snow Account
H. St. Peter $2 25
H. Woodward 45
0. D. Burhoff 75
James Dunbar 2 00
William Luring 1 00
John Loring 1 00
H. Penniman 1 25
Edward Loring 3 00
A. J. Pan- 2 50'
George K. Farrar 2 75
(ieor^e Oshorn 5 25
Ernest Keene 1 20
Benjamin Loring 31 25
C. D. Litchfield 14 00
Harold (>sl>orn 3 50
Caleb Litchfield 1 00
Herbert Litchfield 1 00
Elmer Leavitt 4 00
Arthur Sprague 1 25
W. s. Brigga 4 00
A. \V. Thomas 1 50
Joseph Briggs 11 50
Timothy Sheehan 6 00
G. II. Bates 1 37
Clifford A. Br.»tt 41 75
Charles Studley 3 00
John T. Batch 2 00
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T"l T~» T 1E. P. Joseph 43 75
Charles V. Chapman 2 00
C. E. Brewster 6 00
Asa Vining 1 50
Fred Cromwell 3 oO
J~i TT TGeorge H. Lee 3 25
Andrew Brengan 4 25
"\TT T71 "T> i iW. F. Pratt 3 75
Alonzo Stoddard 0 AA1 00
IS T _ 1
ii. E. Jacobs 3 00
Robert N. Leavitt 5 25
Frank Osborn A AA4 00
/~1 1 i T~» •Carlton Pmson 3 25
\\ llbam Hammond 2 25
TT T> j_Henry Bates 2 13
Charles Curtis O 1 o2 13
T7^ 1 TIT r
.Frank W. Jones 63
George Sylvester 50
William Farrar 3 50
TTT" 1 1 ' /'111William Collamore 3 oO
Edward Hines O HA2 00
Harry Griitin 2 00
Brenton Gnffm 2 2o
W.„ H. Damon 2 25
Frank Damon 2 00
Howard Mann 1 00
Albert Loring 4 38
George Chamberlain 83
Charles Smith 1 50
F. E. Henderson 44 50
John Strachan 1 75
B. P. Stetson 1 75
Arthur Damon 4 50
Thomas Whittaker 1 1 75
Edward Sanford 1 75
52
Lancaster Snowdale 1 75
Charles Hunt 1 00
Henry T. Gunderw&y 1 00
T. Applet'ord 5 00
Robert Montgomery 1 00
Robert Smith 1 50
James Smith 1 50
Harding Sproul 1 00
A. W. Dyer « 1 00
Clarence Winslow 1 63
Jesse Winslow 1 63
James Winslow 88
L. P. Hammond 39 00
W. C. Soule 4 00
Herbert Soule 2 50
William Sexton 3 00
John Sparrell 3 00
Albert Osborn 4 2^
Lewis Merritt 4 1
3
Ernest Merritt 4 2~>rt AO
Irving Winslow 2 87
Daniel R. Ewell
Edward Lehan 75
Edgar Lee
C. G. Ainslie
John Leslie ± OKJ
William Leslie
Lyman Lincoln 8 23
Harry McHugh 2 75
A. Black 2 00
Edward Bates 1 00
Percy Litchfield 1 50
Paul Briggi 1 00
Edgar Ellms 1 25
S. A. Ward 1 00
53
Carl Litchfield
Harry Brown
William Brown
Tilon Williams
Ernest Henderson
W. E. Magoun
Charles Pratt
J. Alden Damon
Albion Damon
Jesse Leavitt
Richardson Brothers
Arthur Stoddard
John Prince
Benjamin Loring, 1 plow
C. M. Tilden, 2 plows
Appropriation, excise tax
Exceeded
Amount standing orders
1 25
1 00
1 00
4 00
2 12
2 50
2 25
2 13
2 13
2 63
24 00
1 00
1 50
12 40
43 00
$542 53
314 23
$228 30
$7 25
Town Officers
Ezra E. Stetson, selectman, overseer of
poor and assessor $260 00
Wm. D. Turner, selectman, overseer of
poor and assessor 275 00
Frank W. Jones, selectman, overseer of
poor and assessor 250 00
Joseph F. Merritt, town clerk 100 00
Joseph F. Merritt, treasurer 150 00
Joseph F. Merritt, registrar of voters 20 00
Mary E. Curtis, school committee 50 00
Benjamin Loring, school committee 25 00
George C. Turner, school committee 25 00
James H. Pinkham, services as auditor
to Nov. 1 10 00
Walter T. Osborn, services as constable 48 15
L. Frank Hammond, services as constable 27 00
Jesse M. Winslow, services as constable 4 50
J. Warren Foster, services as constable 5 50
Archie F. Merritt, services as constable 1 50
J. Warren Poster, inspection of animals 34 00
E. M. Sexton, registrar of voters 15 00
Harold Stetson, registrar of voters 15 00
John H. Prouty, registrar of voters 15 00
Frank W. Jones, tax collector 225 00
Alpheus Damon, inspector of prov. 17 50
H.J. Little, M. D., inspector of prov. 21 50
John Whalen, election officers 9 00
55
Chas. Scully, election officer $9 00
C. W. Thomas, election officer 9 00
Amos H. Tilden, election officer 9 00
J. H. Lehan, election officer 3 00
E. H. Sparrell, election officer 3 00
Elliott W. Crowell, sealer of weights and
measures 2 80
Appropriation
Exceeded
Out standing orders
$1639 45
1300 00
$339 45
$5 5o
Incidental Account
C. W. & E. H. Sparrell, returning deaths $11 25.
Thorpe & Martin, supplies 2 00
Rockland Standard Pub. Co., printing
town reports 128 70
Joseph F. Merritt, returning births 23 30
P. B. Murphy, blanks 4 70
N. Y. & Boston Despatch Ex. Co. 1 05
Carrie M. Ford, printing 26 25
Hobbs & Warren, books and stationery 3 75
Xorwell P. O., stamps and supplies 48 33
E. E. Stetson, books 3 50
Southern Mass. Telephone Co. 15 88
Rockland Standard Pub. Co., printing
ballots, etc. 28 85
C. L. Howes, M. D., return of birth 25
A. L. P'airbanks & Co., assessors' blanks 23 00
Walter T. Osborn, freight and carting 3 42
A. L. McMillan, M. D., return of birth 25
W. D. Turner, ledger and ink 2 50
Thomas Groom & Co., order books 16 25
John B. Washburn, transfers 14 65
Rockland Trust Co., certification of town
notes 10 00
Witnesses fees, Ward case 5 00
H. J. Little, M. D., return of births 50
E. W. Crowell, supplies for sealer 4 00
Joseph Frame, M. D., return of birth 25
57
Town of Pembroke, seeding ponds $8 40
A. J. Litchfield, supplies 35
C. H. Colgate. M. D., return of births 50
C. E. Knight, M. D., return of birth 25
Gilman Osgood, M. D., return of births 75
$387 88
Unexpended balance 12 12
$400 00
Appropriation $400 00
Valuation Account
i
E. E. Stetson $33° 00
W. D. Turner 262 00
Frank \V. Jones 310 00
Globe Wernscke, cards 46 99
George H. Lee, labor 1 75
A. J. Stockbridge, labor 2 50
Andrew Bates, labor 50
C. M. Leavitt, labor 75
A. S. Richardson, labor 2 00
Gustavus Totman, labor 1 00
F. E. Henderson, labor 2 50
C. V. Chapman, labor 1 50
A. W. Thomas, labor 1 00
C. H. Lapham, labor 1 00
D. D. Sprague, labor 5 00
John H. Prouty, labor 1 50
Benjamin Loring, labor 5 00
Lincoln Ellms, labor 2 00
E. W. Crowell, labor 18 75
E. C. Briggs, labor 6 25
$1,001 99
Appropriation $1,00000
Exceeded $1 99
Fire Account
Knight & Thomas, extinguishers $150 00
John Whalen, labor at fires 34 00
John Whalen, cash paid for fires 12 67
A. J. Litchfield <5l Son, supplies 2 80
E. E. Stetson, supplies 4 56
E. W. Gardner, Valley Swamp fire 5 50
A. L. Ford, Valley Swamp fire 1 55
Lyman Lincoln, Valley Swamp fire 1 00
W. E. Leslie, Valley Swamp fire 2 80
A. T. Brett, Valley Swamp fire 4 80
C. E. Brett, Valley Swamp fire 4 90
Herbert Simmons, Valley Swamp fire 70
W. F. Pratt, Valley Swamp fire 70
W. McArthur, Valley Swamp fire 1 23
Arthur Sullivan, Valley Swamp ffre 1 23
Hingham Fire Dept., Grove street fire 16 65
E. W. Gardner, Grove street fire 17 10
H. A. Pratt, Grove street fire 2 10
R. N. Leavitt, Grove street fire 910
Lyman Lincoln, Grove street fire 9 10
Arthur Damon, Grove street ore 4 90
Elmer Leavitt, Grove street fire 4 90
Earl Ainslie, Grove street fire 4 90
Joseph Sylvia, Grove street fire 2 10
D. D. Sprague, Grove street fire 2 10
Benjamin Loring, Grove street fire 4 50
A. J. Mitchell, Grove street fire 3 00
60
Lewis Merritt, Grove street fire $i 05
Harry Merritt, Grove street fire 1 05
Frank Osborne, Grove street fire 1 40
A. B. Litchfield, Grove street fire 53
J. I. Bullard, Grove street fire 1 05
F. W. Jones, Grove street fire 70
A Stoddard, Grove street fire 1 05
A. Chandler, Grove street fire 1 05
Allen Mott, Grove street fire 1
A. T. Jacobs, Grove street fire 1 05
Hanover Fire Dept. Pine street fire 13 00
F. E. Henderson, Pine street fire 6 13
R. C. Henderson, Pine streel fire 1 58
A. F. Henderson, Pine street fire 1 58
Robert Smith, Pine street fire 1 58
Chas. Smith 1 58
Henry T. Gunderway, Pine, street fire 70
C. B. Macomber, Pine streei fire 70
T. Whittaker, Pine street fire 70
H, A. Gardner, Pine street fire 70
George Lee, Pine street fire 70
Ralph Gardner, Pine street fire 70
Waldo Prince, Pine street fire 70
James Prince, Pine street fire 70
Jesse Winslow, Pine street fire 70
Melvin Little, Pine street fire 70
E. E. Stetson, Pine street fire 70
W. S. Simmons, Pine street fire 70
C. T. Ainslie, Wilder fire 3 50
F. M. Curtis, Wilder fire 3 50
Edward Bates, Wilder fire 2 10
Francis Leslie, Wilder fire 2 10
Jerome Wadswoith, Wilder fire 1 05
North Hanover Fire Dept. High street fire 11 81
$376 78
61
Reimbursed from State $50 00
Appropriation 200 00
.250 00
Exceeded $126 78
Sixth Annual Moth Report for Year
Ending Dec. 31, 1910
J. H. Sparrell, 194 days. 4 hrs. at $2.50 $486 25
Use of team 11 50
Cash paid 4 25
J. F. Totman, 26 days, 2 1-2 hrs. at $2.00 52 63
F. M. Curtis, 49 days, 3 1-2 hrs. at $2.00 98 88
Chas. Bates, 25 days at $2.00 50 00
W. E. Sexton, 31 days, 5 hrs. at $2.00 63 25
Ernest L. Henderson, 36 days, 1 1-2 hrs.
at $2.00 72 38
Arthur J. Turner, 4 days at $2.00 8 00
Alexander Black, 11 days at $2.00 22 00
Robert Leavitt, 14 days at $2.00 28 00
Harry McHugh, 14 days, 7 hrs. at $2-00 29 75
Frank H. Osborne, 39 days, 3 hrs. at
$2.00 78 75
Albert Osborne, 33 days at $2.00 66 00
Chas. H. Jones, 4 days, 3 hrs. at $2.00 8 75
Wm. Leslie, 4 days, 3 hrs. at $2.00 8 75
Irving Winslow, 3 days, 3 hrs. at $2.00 6 75
John Bates, 3 days at $2.00 6 00
Edw. F. Winslow, 40 days, 3 hrs. at $2.00 80 75
John T. Osborn, 3 days at $2.00 6 00
Perry H. Osborn, 4 days, 3 hrs. at $2.00 8 75
Alvin G. Spencer, 4 days, 3 hours at $2.00 8 75
Geo. A. Bates, 30 days, 3 hours at $2.00 60 75
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H. Earle Ainslie, 24 days, 2 hours at $2.0048 50
Jerome Wadsworth, 5 days at $2. 00 10 00
Harry Randall, 5 days at $2.00 10 00
Garrett MacDonald, 5 days at $2.00 10 00
Frank Baker, 5 days at $2. 00 10 00
Amos H. Tilden, 5 days at $2.00 10 00
Harry G. Pincin, 9 days, 2 1-2 hours at $2. 18 63
A. J. Mitchell, express and carting 2 33
Curtis & Bates, stamps and supplies 5 93
A. J. Litchfield & Son, paint and supplies 3 10
W. T. Osborne, express, freight and
carting 3 70
C. W. & E. H. Sparrell, team and man 6 75
W. D. Turner, team and man 22 50
E. W. Gardner, filing saws and repairs 2 45
Total expenditures $1,431 95
Town liability $367 98
Amount charged property owners 147 99
Amt. received from state to balance 915 98
$1,431 95
JOHN H. SPARRELL,
Local Superintendent.
Miscellaneous
WASHINGTON STREET CEMETERY
W. W. Farrar $27 00
H. G. Simmons 5 00
Fred Farrar 3 50
James Prouty 1 50
John Jones 1 50
A. Stoddard 3 00
George Bates 3 50
Edwin C. Briggs 1 00
Refunded $ 75
Appropriation 50 00
$46 00
$50 75
Unexpended balance $4 75
Received from sale of lots [$61 50
BOARD OF HEALTH
Commonwealth of Massachusetts $12 80
T. H. Farmer, supplies 13 00
E. W. Gardner, services 4 50
F. E. Henderson, services 15 00
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H. J. Little, M. D., services 10 00
H. J. Little, M. D., medical attendance 173 75
$229 05.
Appropriation 50 00
Exceeded $179 05
TREE WARDEN
Harry P. Henderson, labor $32 00
Alvin Spencer, labor 14 00
Lincoln Ellms, trees 4 50
$50 50
Appropriation 50 00
Exceeded $ 50
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
H. J. Little, M. D. $4 00
Appropriation 25 00
Unexpended balance $21 00
JAMES LIBRARY
Mary L. Power, treasurer
Appropriation
$100 00
$100 00
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TOWN HALL
L. F. Hammond, janitor $25 00
John F. Wilder, labor 3 78
Curtis & Bates, supplies 1 50
$30 28
Unexpended balance 19 72
Appropriation $50 00
$50 00
SPRAYING ELM TREES
H. P. Henderson, labor $93 02
Lyman Lincoln, labor 2 63
Frank Baker, labor 34 38
Irving Henderson, labor 2 00
Fred M. Curtis, labor 34 75
Merrimac Chemical Co., supplies 84 00
Charles Z. Smith, labor 17 38
E. E. Stetson, climbers 4 60
Howard Delano, labor 2 00
Carrie M. Ford, printing 5 00
H. S. Turner & Co., supplies 2 05
A. W. Young, rent of sprayer 10 00
$291 81
Unexpended balance 3g4 79
Appropriation $650 00
Received for spraying 23 60
$676 60
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Due for spraying 3 00
ELECTRIC LIGHTS
Appropriation $150 00
Paid for lights 5 33
$676 60
Unexpended balance $144 67
SQUARES AND TRIANGLES
Appropriation $100 00
Charles H. Jones, labor $32 24
Lincoln Ellms, trees and shrubs 11 50
Church Hill Improvement Association 25 00
I. Austin Lincoln, labor 5 00
A. T. Stoddard, labor 4 05
F. M. Curtis, labor 17 12
A. J. Litchfield & Son, supplies 96
$95 87
Unexpended balance 4 13
$100 00
Report of Sealer Weights and
Measures
Number of Platform scales sealed 4
All other scales sealed 19
All other scales adjusted 1
All other scales condemned 1
Weights sealed 50
Dry measures sealed 27
Liquid measures sealed 19
Liquid measures condemned 1
Linear measures sealed 3
Linear measures condemned 1
Milk jars sealed 145
Milk jars condemned 7
Test weights 1
Amount paid, supplies $4 00
Amount paid, sealer 2 80
$6 80
Amount fees received and paid to
Treasurer 3 62
Net cost to Town $3 18
ELLIOTT W. CROWELL.
Assessors* Report
Total valuation of real estate $942,014 00
Total valuation, personal estate 194,356 00
$1,136,370 00
Taxable real estate $868,215 00
Taxable personal estate 190,825 00
Exempted real estate $73,799 00
Exempted personal estate 3,531 00
$77,330 00
Total valuation, 1910 $1,136,370 00
Total valuation, 1909 919,847 00
Increase over 1909 $216,947 00
Tax rate for 1910, $15.00 per $1,000 00
Town tax, 1910 $16,784 27
State tax, 1910 1,650 00
County tax, 1910 1,406 69
Street Railway, excise tax 1910 314 23
Persons assessed 1044
Persons assessed for poll tax only 147
Polls assessed 509
Polls exempted 60
Total number of polls 569
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Acres of land 12,860
Dwelling houses 496
Horses 323
Cows 184
Neat cattle other than cows 29
Sheep 32
Swine 68
Fowl 7833
Tax Collectors' Report
ASSESSMENT OF 1909
Polls $984 00
Personal 3,022 73
Real Estate 11,704 83
Excise Tax 295 42
Extra Assessment 25 20
Moth Tax 147 71
Interest on taxes 142 87
$16,322 76
Taxes abated $612 14
Discounts 149 13
Cash paid treasurer, 1909 10,701 42
Cash paid treasurer, 1910 4,860 07
$16,322 76
FRANK W. JONES,
Collector, 1909.
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT, 1910
Walter T. Osborn in account with Town of Norwell :
Dr.
Assessment $16,784 27
Excise tax 314 23
Moth tax 147 99
Interest collected 1 57
Cr.
Cash paid treasurer $11,575 00
Excise tax paid treasurer 314 23
Discount 187 21
Abatements 40 32
Cash on hand 3 16
Outstanding taxes 5,128 14
$17,248 06
$17,248 06
Financial Statement
LIABILITIES
Notes in favor of South Scituate Savings Bank.
Time Loan $500 00
Anticipation notes, 1910 6,500 00
Interest on same to Dec. 31 145 63
Note in favor Coffin fund 2,000 00
Note in favor Otis fund 1,300 00
Outstanding orders 37 25
$10,482
RESOURCES
Due State Aid $2,058 00
Town Aid to Poor 392 25
State Road 15 00
Inspection Cattle 17 00
Spraying Trees 3 00
Almshouse 8 28
Uncollected taxes 5,128 14
Cash in hands of treasurer 871 56
Cash in hands of collector 3 16
Interest due on Uncollected taxes 25 64
$8,522 03
Excess of Liabilities $1,960 85
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RECAPITULATION.
Highways $1,997 50
State Road 2,428 74
Snow 542 53
Almshouse 733 63
Home Outdoor poor 2,731 00
Other town poor 568 55
State aid 2,058 00
Soldiers' relief 152 25
Gypsy moth 1,431 95
Incidentals 387 88
Town officers 1,639 45
Fire 376 78
Valuation 1,001 99
Cemetery 46 00
Board of health 229 05
Tree warden 50 50
School physician 4 00
James library 100 00
Town hall 30 28
Spraying 291 81
Electric lights 5 33
Squares and triangles 95 87
Post 112, G. A. R. 150 00
Moderator 5 00
Abatement of taxes 652 46
Discount taxes 336 34
State, county taxes 3,062 28
Schools 7,090 59
$28,634 39
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CREDITS
Received from town aid
Gypsy moth tax
State account gypsy moth
Spraying trees
Sale cemetery lots
State highway
Interest, bank balances
Forest fire
Licenses
Court fines
Sealer weights
Fish rights
Corporation and bank taxes
$299 55
147 99
915 98
23 60
61 50
1,185 00
27 34
50 00
27 00
33 74
3 62
3 63
2,489 60
$5,268 55
$23,365 84
.
Location of Fire Extinguishers
WEST WARD
Joseph Briggs
Clifford Brett
E. G. Bates
J. H. Curtis
Charles N. Gardner
Edward W. Gardner
Charles W. Groce
Frank W. Jones
Andrew F. Jacobs
Alpheus Thomas
Charles W. Thomas
Benj. Loring
Richardson Bros.
School House, No. i
Town Hall
Timothy Sheehan
Herbert Simmons
EAST WARD
Curtis & Bates
A. L. Ford
A. J. Litchfield & Son
H. S. Turner & Co.
Town Farm
John E. Leslie
Frank Thomas
J. H. Hatch
L. S. Whiting
Geo. H. Turner
W. D. Turner
James L. Litchfield
Amos H. Tilden
Carlton O. Litchfield
John Whalen
SOUTH WARD
Francis E. Henderson Geo. E. Torrey
Melvin Little J. C. Otis
Win. Tolman E. E. Stetson
Joseph Tolman E. A. Jacobs
Frank Dyer
Report of Trustees
THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE COFFIN POOR FUND
Amount of fund $2,000 00
Loaned on town note at 4 per cent.
In Savings Bank, Jan. 1, 1910 $77 24
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1910 84 75
Interest on Bank Book 4 26
Interest on note 80 00
Paid worthy poor $82 55
In Bank, Jan. 1, 1911 128 95
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1911 4 75
Paid care of cemetery lot 30 00
$246 25
$246 25
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE ABIGAIL T. OTIS
CEMETERY AND TOMB FUNDS
Amount of funds S1 * 500 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1910 257 85
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Interest to Jan. 1, 1910 70 98
$1,828 83
Paid for cemetery repairs and flowers $55 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1911 273 83
Amount of funds 1,500 00
$1,828 83
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE A. T. OTIS POOR FUND
Loaned on town note $1,300 00
In Savings Bank 700 00
$2,000 00
In Savings Bank, Jan. 1, 1910 $103 97
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1910 54 96
Interest on Bank Book 32 78
Interest on town note 52 00
Paid worthy poor $105 12
In Bank Jan. 1, 1911 135 63
Cash on hand 2 96
$243 71
$243 71
TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE JOSSELYN CEMETERY
FUND
Amount of fund $200 00
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Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1910 17 98
Interest to Jan. 1, 1911 8 78
$226 76
Paid for care of lot $8 00
Interest on deposit January 1, 1911 18 76
Amount of fund 200 00
$226 76
NINETEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF
THE TRUSTEES OF THE SAMUEL C. CUDWORTH
CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit, January 1, 1910 30 17
Interest to January 1,1911 9 28
Paid care of lot $8 00
Interest in bank 31 45
Amount of fund 200 00
$239 45
$239 45
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF
THE TRUSTEES OF THE PRUDENCE C. DELANO
CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $300 00
Interest on deposit January 1, 1910 83 89
Interest to January 1, 1911 15 48
$399 37
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Paid for repairs and care of tomb $12 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1911 87 37
Amount of fund 300 00
$399 37
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE NANCY HERSEY CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1910 2 15
Interest to Jan. 1, 1911 4 12
Paid care of lot S4 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1911 2 27
Amount of fund 100 00
$106 27
$106 27
ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE BETSEY TOLMAN CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1910 4 04
Interest of Bank Book 4 08
Paid care of lot
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1911
$108 12
$6 12
2 00
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Amount of fund 100 00
$108 12
EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE GEORGE P. CLAPP CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1910 4 04
Interest on bank book 4 08
Paid care of lot $6 12
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1911 2 00
Amount of fund 100 00
$108 12
$108 12
SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE MARY O- ROBBINS CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1910 11 47
Interest on bank book 8 52
Paid care lot $8 00
Interest on bank book, Jan. 1, 1911 11 99
Amount of fund 200 00
$219 99
$219 99
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FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
THE CHARLES H. MERRITT CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $50 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1910 1 55
Interest on bank book 2 06
Paid care of lot $2 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1911 1 61
Amount of fund 50 00
$53 61
$53 61
FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
THE JAMES W. SAMPSON CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1910 4 15
Interest on bank book 4 20
Paid care of lot $4 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1911 4 35
Amount of fund 100 00
$108 35
$108 35
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE ROBBINS' TOMB FUND
Amount of Fund $100 00
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Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1911 13 72
$113 72
Interest in Savings Bank $13 72
Amount of fund 100 00
$113 72
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
THE DAVIS DAMON CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1910 1 5 32
Interest on bank book 4 24
Paid care of lot $4 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1911 5 56
Amount of fund 100 00
$109 56
$109 56
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
THE SUSAN C. DAMON CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1910 2 20
Interest on bank book 4 12
Paid care lot
$106 32
$4 00
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Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1911 2 32
Amount of fund 100 00
$106 32
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
THE GEORGE H. BATES CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit Jan. 1, 1910 2 16
Interest on bank book 4 12
Paid care of lot $4 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1911 2 28
Amount of fund 100 00
$106 28
$106 28
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE GAD LEAVITT CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $100 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1911 5 08
$105 08
$5 08
100 00
Interest on bank book
Amount of fund
$105 08
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FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
ADELINE PAINE CEMETERY FUND
Amount of fund $200 00
Interest on bank book 2 00
Interest on deposit, Jan. 1, 1911 $2 00
Amount of fund 200 00
$202 00
$202 00
E. E. STETSON,
F. W. JONES,
W. D. TURNER,
Trustees.
Auditors Report
I have examined the accounts of the Selectmen,
Overseers
of the Poor, Treasurer, School Committee and Tax
Collectors
and find them correct.
ELLIOTT W. CROWELL,
Auditor.
Appropriations Recommended
For 1 9 1 1
.
Support of poor $2,200 00
Incidentals 500 00
Support of Schools 6,500 00
Highway repairs 2,000 00
Special highway work 1,200 00
Removing snow, excise tax
Memorial day, G. A. R. 150 00
State aid 2,000 00
Soldiers' relief 200 00
Town officers 1500 00
Washington St. cemetery 50 00
Tree warden 50 00
Board of health 250 00
School physician 25 00
Squares and triangles 100 00
Town hall 50 00
Electric lights 200 00
James library 100 00
Fire department 300 00
Abatement of taxes 100 00
Discount on taxes 190 00
Gypsy moth 423 62
Town note 500 00
$18,588 62
Transcript of Articles in the Warrant
FOR THE ANNUAL MEETING MONDAY, THE SIXTH
DAY OF MARCH, 1911, AT SEVEN O'CLOCK
IN THE FORENOON.
Article 1. To choose a moderator.
Art. 2. To bring their votes for a Town Clerk for one year,
one Selectman, one Assessor, and one Overseer of the Poor for
three years, a Treasurer, a Collector of Taxes, and Auditor,
a Surveyor of Highways, five Constables, and a Tree Warden
for one year, one member of the School Committee, one mem-
ber of the Board of Health for three years, and to vote yes
or no in answer, to the question, "Shall licenses be granted
for the sale of intoxicating liquors in this town", all on one
ballot. Polls open from 7 A. M., to 11 A. M.
Art. 3. To hear the reports of the several boards of offi-
cers and committees of the town and act thereon.
Art. 4. To make the necessary appropriations to defray
the expenses of the town, and for other purposes and to raise
such sums of money as the town shall deem expedient.
Art. 5. To see if the town will authorize its treasurer un-
der the direction of the selectmen, to borrow money in antic-
ipation of taxes, and for disbursement under the provisions of
the law relating to State Aid and Military Aid, and to defray
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the expenses of the town.
Art. 6. What compensation will the town make for remov-
ing snow and appropriate money for the same.
Ai t. 7. In what manner and time shall the taxes be col-
lected for the ensuing year.
Art. 8. To make allowance to town creditors.
Art. (J. What sum of money will the town appropriate for
the use of Post 112, G. A. R. on Memorial Day.
Art. 10. Will the town cause a statement of its financial
affairs to be printed in February next.
Art. 11. Will the town appropriate a sum of money to be
expended in the cemetery on Washington street.
Art. 12. What price will the town pay for labor on the
highways for the ensuing year.
Aricle 13. What action will the town take in regard to keep-
ing the sidewalks in repair.
Art. 14. Will the town give any instructions to town offi-
cers.
Art. 15. What price will the town pay for work at fires
for the ensuing year.
Art. Hi. Will the town take any action in regard to the
care of parks, squares, and triangles and make any appropri-
ation for the same.
Art. 17. Will the town make an appropriation for the
A ainrs Library in return for the free privilege of taking books
which the townspeople now have.
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Art. 18. Will the town appropriate a sum of money to be
expended under the direction of the Massachusetts Highway
Commission in the construction of one mile of road on Wash-
ington street, Norwell, commencing at the Hingham town line.
Art. 19. Will the town contract with the Massachusetts
Highway Commission for the construction of said mile of road
Art. 20. Will the town give instructions to the School
Committee to reopen the school houses known as District
number two and District number four.
Art. 21. Will the town instruct the Selectmen to sell the
school houses in Districts number two and number four.
Art. 22. Will the town act in conjunction with the town
of Hanover to have an electric light at the terminus of River
street, Norwell, and Broadway Hanover, at the third Herring
brook.
Art. 23. Will the town appropriate the sum of four hund-
red, twenty-three dollars and sixty-two cents for the the sup-
pression of Gipsy and Browntail moths.
Art. 24. What sum of money will the town appropriate to
pay the Superintendent of Schools
Art. 25. Will the town raise and appropriate the sum of
three hundred dollars for the purpose of fighting fires and
for the purchase of additional fire apparatus.
Art. 26. What sum of mon-y will the town appropriate
for the purchase of a sprayer and the spraying of the elm
trees along the highways.
Art. 27. Will the town give the Selectmen instructions in
regard to taking up mortgages on the estates of persons sup-
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ported wholly or in part by the town.
Citizens desiring additional articles in the warrant must
present them to the selectmen on or before 5 o'clock P. M.
February 18, 1911.
EZRA E. STETSON,
WILLIAM D. TURNER,
PRANK W. JONES,
Selectmen of Norwell.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
OF THE
TOWN OF NORWELL
FOR THE YEAR WO

School Report
To the Citizens of Norwell : —
In presenting to you our annual report, we ask you to es-
pecially notice our Roll of Honor.
Of the 227 children attending our schools, two have not
been absent for three years, one for two years, ten for one
year, twenty-six for two terms and fifty-eight for one
term. We think this a very good record, much better
than in former years. Let the good work continue and
you will soon notice a vast improvement in scholarship
also.
During the past year we have lost several teachers who
had served us faithfully and well. Miss Scully, (Dist. No.
1, Grammar), Miss Rogers, (Dist. No. 1, Primary),
Miss Burns, (Dist. No. 6, Primary) and Miss
Ripley, (Asst. High School), all left us at the close of
school in June. Of the four teachers hired for these va-
cancies, only two are with us at the present time. The
High School asisstant hired for the position, after promis-
ing to stay a year, stayed four days, and when the Com-
mittee refused to release her until a successor should be
found, managed to drag through three more days, although
under protest. The teacher (a Normal graduate) hired for
No. 6 Primary, stayed ten weeks, but at the end of one
week she wanted to leave, and frankly said she should do
so at the first opportunity.
How much interest do such teachers take in the schools
over which they have charge ? We have about come to
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the conclusion that what are needed for country schools,
are country girls trained for the positions, city girls or
girls from thickly settled places, do not understand the
conditions of country life and very seldom take kindly to
it. Such is the opinion of Mr. Baldwin, Principal of the
Hyannis Normal School, for in the latest report of the
State Board of Education, he says :
"Some normal school graduates do now teach for a
short time in country schools, but for the most part they
are not the best teachers
;
they are often city bred, know-
ing nothing of country needs ; and in every case no
special preparation has been given to fit them to teach in
country schools. It seems to me desirable that one or two
of the Normal schools of this State shall offer a special
one year's course to prepare young men and young women
to teach in country schools.'
'
A list of our teachers, with salaries paid at the present
time is as follows :
F. W. Carrier, Principal High School, $1100 per year.
Mary G. Magner, Ass't in High School, $500 per year.
Gertrude M. Short, Ass't in High School, $500 per year.
Abbie E. Cutting, Grammar School, Dist. No. 1, $48 per
month.
Gladys J. Mitchell, Primary School Dist. No. 1, $42 per
month.
Eleanor E. Elliott, Grammar School Dist. No. 5, $48 per
month.
Marion G. Merritt, Primary School Dist. No. 5, $44 per
month.
Mabel E. Adams, Primary School Dist. No. 6, $40 per
month.
Maria W. Tolman, Primary School Dist. No. 7, $44 per
month.
Bertha M. Tilden, Drawing Teacher, $125 per year.
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The wages of our teachers have been increased the past
year and will have to be again advanced in the near future,
to meet the increased cost of living and to keep with us
good teachers.
Mr. Hayes, our efficient Superintendent, remained with
us this year, and, in recognition of his faithful services
and to show our appreciation of them, at the meeting of
the Joint Committee of Hanover, Hanson and Norwell, he
was given an increase in salary of $100, this amount to be
divided equally between the three towns. Mr. Hayes has
a most pleasing manner in the school room and is equally
at home in Primary, Grammar or High School. His visits
are eagerly looked forward to by the pupils in all grades
and his criticisms quoted on all occasions.
Mr. Hayes not only attends to affairs within the build-
ings but also to the condition of the different rooms and
outbuildings, suggesting repairs and improvements and
trying to make the pupils realize that they should have a
care over the town's property, that these buildings are for
use and not abuse.
The school house in Dist. No. 7 received some much
needed repairs during the long vacation, including shing-
ling, new plastering, painting the walls and many minor
repairs so that now it is in good condition and will need
nothing further for some time.
Two new stoves were placed in Dist. No. 1 sehoolhouse,
the old ones being pronounced unsafe by the plumber.
We are' hoping the coming year to add a course in music
to our studies with a special teacher for the same as is
done in all the neighboring towns. Several of our teach-
ers have done quite a little along this line already, especial-
ly in the lower grades.
Even the first year pupils are always pleased with the
singing and if it were carried right along through all the
grades, it would become as much a matter of course as the
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study of arithmetic, or any other essential study.
We wish we could persuade the parents and guardians of
the pupils to visit the school room during school hours and
observe the work that is being done. It is a habit, we are
sorry to say, for people to report what mischief is going
on in the schools, but very, very seldom what work is
being done. For instance, a pupil comes home at night
with a tale of what mischief he has done during the day,
does the parent punish him ? No, in the majority of cases
the parent will immediately proclaim to everyone with
whom he comes in contact as to what a failure that school
is and the teacher is the "worst ever". And again, if a
child is punished (as all children have to be) no matter
what the punishment may be, instead of waiting to hear
the facts in the case or even the other side of the story,
the teacher is immediately arraigned as "unfit to teach a
school", and should be summarily dismissed from her posi-
tion.
Parents, remember that there are many hours in a school
day and something is going on the greater part of the time
besides mischief, if not, you are the one primarily to blame
for not making your children see that their time is to be
spent in getting an education and not in fun.
The most criticisms, and the most unjust criticisms of
our school system, come from those people who under-
stand the least about schools and who haven't taken the
trouble to visit a school room for years and also find it an
impossibility to control their own children at home, yet
expect the teacher to transform them into young ladies or
young gentlemen without any trouble.
Our annual events, the exercises in commemoration of
Memorial Day and the Graduation of our High School
seniors, passed off very successfully, both events reflect-
ing much credit on pupils and teachers. Did you ever
attend the Memorial exercises ? If not, do so next year
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and we are sure you will be amply rewarded. It makes
such a splendid opportunity for all our schools to come to-
gether (the only one during the school year) and each
school strives to do its very best. The children look for-
ward to it for weeks and the teachers seldom find a child
unwilling to speak or sing at Decoration.
And do we not all feel proud as we see those young
ladies and gentlemen of our High School take their places
on the platform for their graduating exercises ?
After thirteen years of faithful effort now comes their
reward. Just think what they must have gained during
these years, not alone knowledge from books, but lessons
in strength and courage to meet the battles of life. As
we hear of the success which has attended many of our
graduates since our High School was established we say
with pride, 1 'Long live the Norwell High School, may its
work prosper more and more and its graduates go out to
fill honored places in the community".
Respectfully submitted,
BENJAMIN LORING,
GEORGE C. TURNER,
MARY E. CURTIS,
School Committee of Norwell.
Expenditures
FOR YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1910
TEACHERS' SALARIES
P. W. Carrier, 32 weeks $820 00
Eudora E. Ripley, 24 weeks 300 00
Mary G. Magner, 32 weeks 370 00
Gertrude M. Short, 6 weeks 75 00
Mary R. Davidson, 8 days 20 00
Martha C. Scully, 22 weeks 242 00
Mrs. Martha C. Ford, 2 weeks 24 00
Abbie E. Cutting, 14 weeks 168 00
Edith M. Moulton, 14 weeks 140 00
Ida R. Totman, 4 days 8 00
Muriel A. Rogers, 5 weeks and 4 days 58 00
Carrie E. Stoddard, 1 week 10 00
Gladys J. Mitchell, 12 weeks and 3 days 132 30
Mrs. Martha C. Ford, 2 weeks 21 00
Nancy M. Bueknain, 11 weeks 132 00
Eleanor B. Elliott, 27 weeks 324 00
Marion G. Merritt, 38 weeks 396 00
Eva S. Burns, 22 weeks 220 00
Berniee E. Batsman, 10 weeks 110 00
Mabel E. Adams. ."> weeks and 3 days 56 00
Maria W. Tolman, 38 weeks 396 00
Bertha M. Tilden, 40 weeks 125 00
$4,147 30
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TRANSPORTATION
John Whalen, 11 weeks at $10 $110 00
28 weeks at $15 420 00
L. F. Hammond, 12 weeks at $18 216 00
28 weeks at $20 560 00
John P. Osborne, 12 weeks at $18 216 00
28 weeks at $20 560 00
Memorial exercises 12 00
James L. Litchfield, 12 weeks at $15 180 00
28 weeks at $13 364 00
Mrs. E. L. Loring, 12 weeks at $20 240 00
28 weeks at $23 644 00
"Wm. O. Merritt, transportation of sick
pupils 2 00
$3,524 0(
SUPERINTENDENT
Received from state $250 00
Town appropriation 250 00
$500 00
Paid James S. Hayes 523 33
CARE OF ROOMS
L. F. Hammond, janitor, Town hall $200 00
H. Earle Ainslie, janitor Dist. No. 1 38 00
Mrs. M. A. Osborne, janitor Dist. No. 5 62 00
F. L. Thomas, janitor Dist. No. 6 57 00
Wm. C. Tolman, janitor Dist. N 57 00
Mrs. E. C. Jones, cleaning Dist. No. 1 12 00
Mrs. M. A. Osborne, cleaning Ifst. No. 5 12 00
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Mrs. H. E. Randall, cleaning Dist. No. 6 7 00
Mrs. E. L. Winslow, cleaning Dist. No. 7 10 00
$455 00
FUEL AND FITTING
F. E. Henderson, wood $6 50
Benjamin Loring, wood (as per contract) 24 00
Wm. S. Simmons, wood (as per contract) 22 90
Freerick D. Lee, labor on wood 7 50
Clifford A. Brett, coal 87 00
Wm. D. Turner, wood 15 50
A. C. Sylvester, housing wood 2 50
John Whalen, wood (as per contract) 36 00
Lyman W. Lincoln, sawing wood 5 00
Geo. H. Turner, sawing wood 8 00
H. Earle Ainslie, housing wood 2 50
Wm. C. Tolman, labor on wood 35
BOOKS AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
C. M. Ford, printing $15 75
S. Ward & Co., diplomas 7 00
American Book Co. 94 33
E. E. Babb & Co. 110 59
$217 75
$227 67
SUPPLIES AND INCIDENTALS
Harry S. Merritt, materials and labor $25 33
J. H. Lehan, materials and labor (1909) 16 65
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.1 TT Tjplian matprialw anrl lal*U • xx, i_ici ci , iiid tci Jaio dXLlX iclU Do o
-
^0
Fred Si Olson labor at Nn ^ 1 yju
E. L. Lehan, labor at No. 5 1X
Frank Turner labor at sehool bonsps 4 00
N Y & Bos Ey pxnrpssiTDo* 8 95.
\V T1 Osborn trnflnt nft'ipPT* 3 00
K Ti Afprritt rPT»a i rin o" f1 a cr vr»"np f\In ^xj. xj. -uciii iij i upaii iig xidg x UL/c, INU, »J 15
C TT .Tonps labor at Town Via 11V> • XX* W -11 V Q
?
-1- CI y / yj 1 (l C 1 V ' V V JJL lldlj. 2 00
Curtis & Bates, mdse. for schools 6 95
Curtis &, Bates eash naif! for exiiressinjo'Ul CIO W J—'U L ^Oj V_ (_X_ Oli |yUlU. Xvl v \L^X vOO^ligy
freight parting and tplpnhonincr 11 58
t! A Btmipp iamtor at pViiitpVi TYiPTYiriT»inlV_y . XX. Ul ULCj J dXXX L-AJ1 d b C 11 1X1 V_ 1J 1 1 1 C 1 1 M ) I ldX
pyptpiqp? and trradnationCACl L^loCo, d-IXCi. g L del Hd 11U11 Art OyJ
ATawr H, T "iiT'tic: n nlinn qtiH tinool Tr»i»ludl Xj. v_. U.I lib, I lUUUil dXLlX IxIXocl XUI
rl l Tilnm 51 cVXlJJlUilldo oLi
W^m. Sylvester, cleaning vaults au no
W W Wadp tnnincr nianosf I • M . M dcAC, LlXXlllXg I (UIV/O 4 00
Phillins Batps & Co buildine? material 43 75
W a 1 d o T Pbillins mason workII dXeXVJ X. X llllJ-lL/O, 111 (LO \jUL VV Ui -IV 12 50
Wm TT Snenopr materials and labor on
stovps 20 85
"Win TT ftnpnfPr twn ctovps for T)ist Nft 1>> ill. xx. otycixcci, li \j muvco iui x/ioi. i^iu. x 28 25
VV richnrno TT,"Y"nrPcc onfl partmcrVV . 1. vyoUOlxlc, Ti a^jx coo dxivi Kjcli tixig 4 43
ripA r* rra Tnrnpr PTnpnsp* in SPPliriniTVTcUI g C \J. XUXliCX, cJ^JLJC-IXoCo XIX oCCIXllllg
ICdCIxcX o, Lc-ic^xxUXL-liig , cLt. 2 86
Allon V T?nnd labor at No 7xxlieil x . XV till IX, dUUI l i>u. i 19 50
T-^pnnamin Tjnrincr PYnPnSPS in SPPlirmCXXCXIJ fl 1 1 1 1 1 1 XJUllXlg, CApCilOCO 111 OCVjUllllg
t.papbprs tplenboninET etc.. 9 42
Wm. E. Leslie, labor at Town hall 1 00
Jerome Wadsworth, labor at Town hall 1 00
Elmer Leavitt, labor at Town hall 1 00
F. E. Henderson, cleaning vault No. 7 2 00
H. N. Magoun & Son, labor at No. 7 1 50
Geo. F. Welch, materials 13 97
Beal & McCarthy, tuning piano 3 50
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Hall & Torrey, labor on pump 1 80
F. L. Thomas, labor at No. 6 2 50
James S. Hayes, expenses in hiring teach-
ers, telephoning, postage, etc. 6 00
A. J. Litchfield, & Son, supplies 5 70
C. W. Tilden, materials and labor 2 00
$333 99
HIGH SCHOOL FUND
Unexpended balance from last year $215 41
Received from state 500 00
Lillie C. Stoddard, teaching music $28 00
Mrs. W. T. Osborn, pianist at High school 4 00
Houghton, Mifflin Co., books 17 26
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co.,supplies 32 34
D. C. Heath & Co., books 24 84
Allyn & Bacon, books 33 75
American Book Co., books 86 00
Ginn & Co., books 24 00
E. E. Babb & Co., supplies 56 38
F. W. Carrier, 2 Mos. salary 220 00
Mary G. Magner, 2 Mos. salary 100 00
Gertrude M. Short, 2 Mos. salary 100 00
$715 41
$676. 57
$38 84
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SUMMARY
Total expense
Less amount received
Mass. School Fund
Supt. schools
State on acc't teachers' salaries
Tuition State children
High School Fund
Dog Tax
Sale lumber
Bal. 1909 High School Fund
Expense to town
Appropriation
Exceeded
$10,105 61
$1,277 80
250 00
166 66
254 00
500 00
348 04
3 11
215 41
$3,015 02
$7,090 59
6,500 00
$590 59
Approved by
ELLIOTT W. CROWELL, Auditor.
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Norwell Public Schools
PUPILS NOT ABSENT FOR THREE YEARS.
Dorothy Litchfield Harold Turner
NOT ABSENT FOR TWO YEARS.
Mildred Mott
NOT ABSENT FOR ONE YEAR.
Bertha Gardner Fred Joseph
G-lenwood Jones Herbert Lincoln
Elizabeth Corthell Marvel Morgan
Christian Olson Oliver Morgan
Mildred Blake Arthur Osborne
NOT ABSENT FOR TWO TERMS
Annie Olson Ethel Tolman
Margaret Tolman Frederick Lee
Louise Whiting James Eli
Edward Roberts Frank Tate
Newell Roberts Eugene Roberts
Stanley Winslow Helena Gray
Olive Briggs Gertrude Walsh
Elizabeth Lee Harry Monahan
Seth Thomas Miriam Ford
Lawrence Soule Ruth Tolman
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Robert Leavitt Otto Olson
Viola Martin Ashley Jones
Lawrence Osborne Donald Wilder
NOT ABSENT FOR ONE TERM
Alice Farrar Pearl Schultz
Elmer Leavitt Ralph Brown
Florence Williams Lawerance Prouty
Helen Farrar Claude Ainslie
Edna Osborne Arthur Hammond
Mae Collamore Lawrence Moulton
Clement Ross Howard Corbett
Eunice Sproul Ralph Lambert
Lillian Crocker Harriet Leach
Grace Morrill Edna Farrar
Helen Parr milliard Robinson
Irving Wilder Mildred Litchfield
Ethel Burns Willie Gray
Horace Henderson Ernest Hunt
Otis Corthell Doris Ainslie
Maisie Dyer Hazel Jones
Helen Sylvester Arthur Merritt
Gladys Pratt ( Jarleton Joyce
Helen frogg Samuel Babbitt
Francis Damon Wilbur Burns
Bessie Bent Lester Smith
Lucile Jones Russell Olson
Hazel Damon Alma Litchfield
Virginia Carrier Wallace Pratl
Grace Farrar Levi Olson
Alonzo Wilder Anna Laird
Wesley Osborne Mabel Whalen
Allan Thompson Jessie Clark
Wilson Morrill Orrin Cutler
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GRADUATION EXERCISES OF THE NORWELL HIGH
SCHOOL, UNITARIAN CHURCH, JUNE
TWENTY-THIRD, 1910.
Motto: ''Labor Conquers All".
PROGRAM
Prayer
Song, ''Love's Old Sweet Song"
Salutatory and Essay, "Evangeline"
Essay, "The Practically of Domestic
Song, ''A Merry Life"
Class History
Class Prophecy
Song, "Soldiers' Chorus"
Essay, "The Value of Mathematics"
Class Will
Song, "May Pole Dance"
Essay, "Robert Burns as a Man"
Song, "Auld Lang Syne"
Valedictory
Presentation of Diplomas
Benediction
Rev. W. E. Ennis
School
Gertrude Leslie
Science" Grace Studies
School
Jeannette Ainsiie
Arthur Damon
School
Florence Williams
Margaret Black
School
Harriet Leach
School
Grayce Studley
GRADUATES
Grayce Lincoln Studley Margaret Vernon Black
Harriet Howes Leach Gertrude Winifred Leslie
Florence Mary Williams Jeannette King Ainsiie
Arthur Russell Damon
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TEACHERS
Mr. F. W. Carrier, Principal
Miss Eudora E. Ripley, Assistant
Miss Mary G. Magner, Assistant
Class Colors
;
Royal Purple and Gold.
Class Flower ; Red Carnation.
Superintendents Report
To the School Committee of Norwell:
—
I herewith respectfully submit my third annual report.
The policies governing the conduct of the schools have not
changed during the past year. My efforts have been directed
toward increasing the efficiency of both teachers and pupils.
The school system is constantly before the public mind not
in its ordinary aspect as quietly carrying on its function, but
as an object for criticism. Criticism is always welcomed when
fair, but when it is along fault finding lines it should not be
tolerated.
What we need is not less criticism of the public schools, but
more carefully considered criticism, the kind of helpful, prac-
tical criticism which a man applies to his own business affairs.
The public school is quite a business proposition today.
Those in charge must figure as closely as they would in their
own interests, not only the financial side but they must save
just as much of the childeren's time as possible, putting the
minutes gained into something of real future use.
The present time seems to be a period of unrest, and we
look for some radical changes in the future.
ATTENDANCE
Regularity and punctuality are doing much for some of the
children, and it is the wish of those in charge, that these two
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school virtues could be so strongly inculcated into the minds
of the pupils that a fixed habit would result.
MEDICAL INSPECTION
No disease has become epidemic in our schools the past
year, due partly to our system of medical inspection, and to
the alertness of those in charge.
"To safeguard the public health by practical attention to
the physical condition of the child is the aim of this branch".
Eye and ear tests are accomplishing a vast amount of good,
and parents now take notice when an adverse report is sent
home regarding their child. Our inspection should go farther
and include the teeth.
GENERAL SUBJECTS
A more definite system of penmanship is being tried this
year. It is based on the medical slant with muscular move
ment. Some good results have been shown. Spelling books
were introduced last term, and oral and written spelling are
being given thorough trial.
Parents' day in No. 5 showed how the pupils in that school
have improved in drawing. The improvement is noticeable
in nearly all our schools.
TEACHERS
Three new teachers began work in the grades in September,
two at No. 1, and one at No. 6. The teacher at No. 6 accepted
a one grade room in Maynard, and left after two months' ser-
vice here.
The grammar school at IJo. 1 is going along smoothly, work-
ing on much the same lines as last year. The pupils of this
school, encouraged by their teacher, have placed a piano in
their room. There may be some doubt as to the wisdom of
Ill
the manner of securing the necessary funds, but the pleasure
derived from the instrument has been very noticeable.
Primary No. 1 was in charge of a new teacher, but on a
visit to her home she became infected with scarlet fever.
The room is now in charge of Mrs. Martha Ford who had
taught the grammar class successfully for some years past.
The appearance of the building and yard is not artistic, and
something should be done to improve them.
On the whole the schools are doing fairly well; liKe our
lives there are good and bad days.
HIGH SCHOOL
J. W. McDonald, agent of the Board of Education, visited
us in October. He was at his best. He visited each of the
teachers during class recitation, and gave some advice regard-
ing the benefits of an education, illustrating his points with
anecdotes and facts.
The teachers are giving their best efforts to the work, and
practical value is being shown in the results.
Progress in education comes slowly. Some parents think
nothing is being done, because their boys' conversation is re-
garding the fun they have, rather than the lessons they learn.
The work is so organized that direct interference is rarely
needed. It is true that when the least is being heard from the
schools they are often doing most efficent work.
The advantages of a High School education cannot be too
strongly emphasized. Some of our boys are restive under re-
straint and are anxious to break away. But past history will
show that certain individuals will obtain their education in
no other way than by contactwith the world.
"We may test the extent and accuracy of knowledge acquir-
ed, and record our conclusions by symbols of one kind or an-
other but the efficent teacherdoes a far higher and more
im-
portant work. In the awakening of interests, the implanting
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of motives, in refining the feelings, in training the will; in
such activities as these which go far to dertermine what man-
ner of men and women the boys and girls now in school shall
by <md by become, is to be found the true glory of the school'
'
Our courses are a little broader than last year and a class
in German has been added.
On the horizon appears "something'' which seems to tell
the approach of a change in our courses, and supplementing
with physical effort for the training of hand as well as
mind. One can never be weil educated by means of books
alone.
The Commissioner of Education is a firm believer in voca-
tional training.
I wish to thank you for your counsel and co-operation, and
the teachers for their ready responses to suggestions.
JAMES S. HAYES,
Supt. Schools.
Report of High School Principal
To the Superintendent of Schools:
—
Herewith find my second annual report.
Some improvement seems evident. The scholarship of the
school as a whole is better than last year; all of the scholars
except five seem interested in their work and are therefore,
doing about their best. The order is much improved. More
seem to desire to attend higher institutions of learning than
last year, and all seem to have higher ideals.
German has been placed in the curriculum to meet the re-
quirements of higher institutions of learning. Rhetoricals
have also been added to give practice in public speaking and
in English composition and also to arouse an interest in cur-
rent events of importance. An attempt is being made to
make the subjects, especially science and mathematics, prac-
tical.
More of the sciences directly applicable to rural life both
in the house and out or it ought to be taught but this would
require a teacher especially prepared for this kind of instruc-
tion. It seems as if three or four of the High Schools in this
vicinity could jointly employ a teacher for this purpose, thus
making the expense small for each.
It is unpleasant duty to call the attention of the citizens
of Norwell to the fact that the heating apparatus in the main
room is inadequate. When the weather is cold <-nd windy it
is impossible to keep this room comfortable enough to study
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in ; near the stoves it is too warm and a few feet away it is
too cold. Under such conditions, the air is probably impure.
If a furnace should be put in, a laboratory could be easily
fitted up in the basement ; thus doing away with the necessity
of conducting a recitation in one end of a room and having
experiments on physics and chemistry in the other.
We take this opportunity to thank the Superintendent, the
Committee, the barge drivers and the citizens of Norwell for
their kindness and co-operation in our work.
Respectfully submitted,
F. W. Carrier.
Report of Drawing Teacher
To the School Committee of Norwell:
—
I have been asked to write a short report concerning the
work in drawing in the schools of Norwell.
It has been my purpose to make the pupils see the value of
this work and to put before them, problems which they
would be apt to meet, not in the few years which they remain
in the protection of home and school life, but when they leave
the home influence to provide for themselves.
Although the hours for the subject in drawing are very lim-
ited with no special time for manuel training, I have endeav-
ored to combine the work. This gives the students practice
in drawing objects, as well as some training in the manner of
putting parts together.
T have aimed to make the work in the drawing course in-
teresting as well as beneficial, and find much better work is
accomplished by the pupils who realize the great benefit
which is derived from a special subject of this kind. As the
classes are coming to appreciate this more and more, the out-
look for the future is constantly growing more promising.
BERTHA M. TILDEN.

LIST OF TAX=PAYERS, 1910
A List of the Tax Payers in the Town of Norwell
for the Year 1910
TOGETHER WITH THE
Valuation of the Real and Personal Estates

Valuation, 1910
frame 0
»—
'
Property Value Total
Abbott, Charles E. 1
Abbott, Martha R. House
Shed
Lot Via
500
50
75
625
Ainslie, Atwood L. •*1
OA
Ainslie, Claude G. 1 50
35
85
Ainslie, xLiiiory r
.
1 House 150X
Lot la 50
200
Ainslie, Hatherly E. 1
Ainslie, Henry W. 1
Ainslie, Mary H. 550
150
125
825
Ainslie, Peter E. 1 825
325
25
75
Turner Wood, 10a.
.
110
1,3(50
4Name
w
o
j
V ctlUtJ
1
J.ULdl
Allen, Clarence R. 1
Andrews, Emery N. 1X TTr*n cp 1,200
QAA
"VTT' J "IXT^ll 75
Lot ~\axjyj v lit 150
1,725
Appleford, John L. 1
Annlpford
1 IlcOpilllUS
1A 50
oO
Arts & Crafts 200
Society 50
250
Assi. Snooting Club 100
100
A vl ln (if 1 TOArfra Ax\.yUUg
,
ucUigc Jrx. 11 h-T/-\n oo 850
325Stable
1Z5
1,300
Babbitt, Samuel 1
Bailey, Mrs. E. M. 30 Fowl • 22
22
600
50
75
300
Stable
Lot l%a
Grose land, 15a
1,025
Bailey, George W. 1
5Name ProDerty Value
Bailey,
Mrs. Joshua D.
Baker, Charles H.
Baker, Frank
Barker, John S.
Barker, Joshua R.
House
Stable..:
Shop
Home field, 3a
Home pasture, 2a . .
1 Horse . .
.
All other
All other.
House
Stable
Shop
Home field 2a
House
Stable
Lot la
Tenant House
Tenant lot la.
Horse
All other,
Stable
Lot 7a
Pasture 14a
Wood & unim. lO^a
Church mead., 7V2a
Neal meadow la
700
200
50
180
25
50
25
75
300
50
100
75
600
200
50
250
50
50
60
300
450
140
75
9
1
6Name Poll rToperrv Value Total
Barker, Mary T. 900
100
Home pasture 8a. .
.
Fresh meadow 3a.
.
Wood & unimp. 25a.
100
5
250
1,455
Backer, Walter R. 1
Barnard, Charles D. 1 25
100
125
Stable
1 J(j c /2a
800
200
OVJ
1 Setson meadow 5a. . 0
1,055
Barnard, James H. 1 All other 600
600
House 2,000
400
100
Stable
Shed
Lot 2a 200
Pasl are 9a 400
Stable
Lot 1%-d
Litchfield
unimproved 2%a. .
pasture, 6a
in endow, 1 M>a ....
300
140
50
180
15
4,5 .
7Name
—
<
r—
1
Property Value Total
Barnard, Walter C. 1 150
50
200
i>aiiiarQ, i\irs.
Walter C.
900
Stable 300
Lot 2a 200
1,400
250
Barnes, Daniel 1 Wood land, 23a 250
Barrell, George W. 1 300
50
Field over way la. 50
400
T5flr«jtow Thomas 1 600
Stable 150
250
100
Fresh meadow 4a . .
.
Well field l^a
Pasture and vonng.
5
50
r
265
1,420
Barstow, Thomas
and others.
800
400
75
1,275
Bates, Charles A. .
.
50
• 1 35
15
20
8Name 'o Property Value Total
10 Fowl 7
*
All other 25
152
House
Stable
600
150
Out Bid 25
Lot 5a 200
275
Clapp pasture, 9a..
Old pond unimp. 5a.
Damon swamp 5a. .
.
Thompson wood 5a.
135
75
oO
50
1,560
Bates, Charles H. 1
Bates, D. Fred 1 4 Horses 450
Cow 25
All other 250
725
House 900
Stable
.
.
400
Out Bid 25
Lot 3V2a 150
Savage pastures 10a 200
1,675
Bates, David 1 Horse 25
25
Bates, Edward 1
Bates, E. Clifford 1 50
300
350
9Name Property Value Total
Bates, Mrs.
Edward M
Bates, Elbridge G.
Bates, George A.
Bates, George H.
House
Stable
Out Bid
Lot 3a
Pasture, 4a
6Horses
Cow
All other
House
Stable
Out Bid
Lot 2a
Barn
Out bid
Lot 4a
Mountain fields,6%a.
Cushing pasture
52%a
Black pond swamp,
5%a
House
Stable
Shop
Lot */4a
Rice unimp. 2a.
.
Pasture & unimp
28a
650
100
25
250
60
600
35
1,000
800
300
25
100
275
25
125
225
800
35
550
175
50
50
15
280
10
Name Poll Property Value Total
Bates, Henry T. 1 Horse 30
30
Dates, xienry w
.
1 O TT ou
/~t ZD
50
1 OCT125
Bates, Joshua S. 1 House 1,200
750 Bid
1 9^
1,400
Bates, Laban R. 1
Bates, Mrs. Nellie M House 100
i fin
Lot V2a 50
250
Baxter, Helen L. House 900
9^0
Henhouse 75
Lot l%a 175
1,400
B^^fpr .TnVm A 1
r OWi
i nn1UU
All other 50
162
Beach, Alden 1
Beach, Arnold V. 1 75
to
Dead swamp 3a. . .
.
30
30
11
Name
Bellfontaine, Henry
Bent, Frank
Bent, John H.
Berry, Charles A.
Black, Alexander
Property v alue Total
House . .
.
Lot 2V2 a
House
0. Bid
Lot 9V2 a
Simmons wood 4a
26 Fowl.
4 Horses.
Cow
All other
400
100
3uu
25
100
40
17
House
O. Bid
Lot 4V2a
Green Houses
Stable
Lot 16a
Home unimp., 25a .
Tenant house
Lot 6a
Unimproved 8%a.
.
Field over way 1^4a
Pastur3 4a
Island & mead.,12a
Old pond 3a
500
35
1,200
1,900
100
350
4,000
700
1,200
300
550
450
100
75
70
300
50
Horse . .
Cow. . .
.
2 Swine
25
40
20
500
465
17
1,735
10,145
85
12
-LI CLJJJ.V Poll Vain aV CtlLlC Total
Bowker, Wilfred C. 1 House 1,500
1 nn1UU
Lot 2V2 a 400
Old pond mead. S^a 35
2,035
-Dujiiiuii, vv dixer i>. iX
Brengan, Andrew 1 Cow 35
35
House 400
1 / 0
Lot 10 a
OAA
oUO
875
Brett, Clifford A. 11 5 Horses 750
00
30 Fowl
All othpT* 200
1,007
Jtiersey wood o/2a. .
Stoddard lot 64a . .
Brown swamp 3^a. .
1
0
75
650
Brewster, Charles E 1 200
I Swine 15
All other 500
715
House
Stable No. 1
1,800
700
0. Bid
Stable No. 2
75
300
Tenanl Iluuse No. 1 550
13
Name Property V alue
Tenant House No.2,
Tenant House No. 3.
Lot 2a
Brewster, Charles Hj 1 House . . .
0. Bid..
Lot 4%a
Briggs, Alfred W.
Briggs, Benjamin
Briggs, Edwin C.
Horse. . .
80 Fowl
House,
Stable
Shed
Lot 9a
Home meadows 3a. .
Home pasture 4^a.
.
Shop field %a
Unimproved 2a
Hatch wood 8a
Clapp wood la
House
0. Bid
Lot 2a
Wood 2%a.
1 Old Pond wood, 14a.
Cushing burnt plain
4%a."
Halifax wood 2a...
650
700
350
1,600
100
150
100
60
800
250
150
400
50
90
20
40
250
25
400
25
100
2o
400
375
35
14
Name Propertv Value
Briggs, Joseph
Briggs, L. Maud
Briggs, Sarah F.
Briggs, Walter H.
Bribers, Walter S.
Hatch lot 13a
J. Curtis, fine wood
la
Jacobs lot, young
wood, 6a
3 Horses.
2 Cows...
2 Swine.
.
All other,
300
150
50
350
70
30
600'
Barry Old pond 14a
Hoop pole swamp 5°
Ice house
275
100
200
House
Stable
O. Bid
Lot 9a
Randall pasture . .
.
and wood 42% a
House . .
.
Stable. .
.
Lot l%a
1 30 Fowl.
All other
House . .
.
Lot l^a
1,500
250
50
475
500
If I
850
300
125
22
200
375
75
15
Name Propertv Value
Briggs, Mrs.
William S.
Brooks, M. W.
& r. a
Brown, John W.
Brown, William A.
2 Horses
Cow
30 Fowl
House
Stable
Lot 3a
Curtis field
and meadow 2^a
Clapp field
and orchard l%a.
Home pasture, 6a .
.
Sylvester pasture
& unimp^l^a. .
.
Banell field l%a...
Curtis pasture 13a.
Land Msa.
House
Stable
0. bid
Lot l%a
Home pasture 9a.
3 Horses
4 Cows
1 Neat Cattle
1 Swine
All other
House.
Stable
125
35
22
2,300
500
200
100
75
120
275
100
200
35
700
100
50
125
175
150
140
15
20
150
600
225
16
Name Property- Value Total
Brownell, Edna E.
Bruce, Charles A.
Bullard, Jacob I.
Burditt, William E.
0. Bid
Lot 4%a
Home pasture 8a.
Home unimp, 18a,
House
Stable
Lot %a
,
Tilden's field 2%a.
Horse
200 Fowi
All other
House
Stable
Henhouses
Lot 7a
Home pasture 7a.
Jacobs wood and
unimproved 16a
1 Horse
2 Cows.
.
130 Fowl.
All other.
House
0. Bid
Lot 12a
Fresh meadow 2a
25
275
120
200
1,400
500
100
200
100
150
35
1,300
300
125
400
75
125
100
70
97
50
600
250
300
20
17
Name
l-H
o v cliug Total
Burhoff, Otto D. 1 75
70
5 Fowl 3
An ~ i-i^
1 TOI/O
Burns, B. Franklin. 1 150
35
^ c T71 _ 1 O'i
219
Burns, John W. 1
Burns, Mrs. John 200
W. and others 100
t i n 1 / _ oou
Home unimp. ad 72 a.
Stony Brook land,
2%a
oOU
20
1,020
Butterick, Mrs.
3. M.
fin
r
ouu
30
70
700
1
Capell, Fred W. 1
800
50
75
925
Carr, William C. 1
Carrier, Fred W. 1
1
18
Name Poll Property Value Total
Chamberlain,
Arthur B.
i
J-
Chamberlain,
George T.
1
Chamberlain,
Josiah W.
1
Chamberlain,
Wilfred S.
1
All other
125
50
175
900
Stable 150
75
1,125
Chandler, Frank C. 1
Chapman,
Charles V.
11 625
Stable 200
Shed 25
Lot 2a 250
Wood & unimpro. 8a 175
1,2/5
Church, Methodist 3,000
900
Parish stable or a250
50
4,200
Church, Unitarian 5,000
2,100
300Lot lMsa,
7,400
19
Name Poll Pronertv* A V WV4 J Value Total
Church, First Uni-
versalist The
Church and shed. . .
.
Lot la
5,000
IfO
1 5,150
• : . 1
Clapp, Andrew 1 25
35
60
350
C-\ i 11 1UU
DU
Field 2a 70
Fields 4%a 95
Wood & unimp. 15a
Burnt plain 2^2 a. . .
Oirl nond cedar
1 swamp, 2%a
180
50
40
975
Clark, James 1 1 Swine 10
oU
70
T-Tmi CP 800
100
375
Simons hill wood,
45
1,445
Cochran, Fred B. 1 750200
75
1,025
Colby, Fred E. 1
20
Name Propertv Value
Coleman, Abbie i?'.
Collamore, Abbie M
Collamore, John R.
Collamore, Wm, G.
Collier, William W.
Cobbett, James E.
Cobbett, Leon B.
House.
.
Stable.
.
Lot, %a
2 Horses.
7 Sheep.
2 Swine.
20 Fowl.
All other
House
Stable
Shed
Tenant house
Lot 10a
Gunning stand
Pasture 7a
Wood & unimp. 15a
Collamore unimp. 14
River meadow, l^a
Jacobs field l%a. .
.
Grove St. pasture
23a
Valley swamp
wood lMsa
Pasture 10a
675
75
50
150
35
20
15
100
1,650
450
75
60
550
50
150
200
175
2
100
400
40
150
21
Name Property Value Total
Corthell Bros.
Corthell, George S.
Corthell, Henry J.
Corthell, Joseph H.
5 Horses
All other.
All other
All other.
Horse ....
All other,
Crane, Mrs. Calvin
and others
Crocker, Clifton L.
House
Stable No. 1, Tank
and engine
Stable No. 2,
Slaughter House .
.
0. Bid
Lot, V2a
Tenant house
Tenant shed
Lot x/4a
Tenant house
Tenant shed
Lot V2a
Lincoln St. wood
7a
Young- wood, 35a. .
.
Otis swamp, 4a
Field la
House . .
.
Lot l-3a.
300
950
450
450
100
150
1,250
450
450
250
1,900
550
675
25
150 1
1,900
75
100
1,700
50
150
50
400
75
40
7,840
1,200
22
Name r-H Propertv Value Total
Crocker, John H. 1
* •
1
Cromwell, Lorenzo
1 1
i
1
1:11:
Cromwell,
Mrs. Lorenzo Lot %a 25
225
Cromwell, Weston 1
-L
Crowell, Elliot W. 1 2 Horses 75X
175 Fowl 130
All ntViPT
-LtJ'J
oo\j
House 700
Sita hip
Sued 25
i O
Lot 3a 225
Wood & unimp. 6a.
.
100
1,400
uurtis 05 -Dates i nn1UU
All others 950
1,050
Curtis, Charles 11
Curtis, Mrs. Eliza J House 200
60
260
Curtis, Frederick M 1
Curtis, Joseph H. 1
I
450
Cow 35
2 Swine 20
500 Fowl 375
All other 500
1,380
23
Name Value ! Total
Curtis, J. H. and
others
Curtis, Mrs.
Martin S.
Curtis, Martha W.
Cushing,
Miss Florence M.
House
Stable
Shop, tank & mill .
.
0. md
Lot, 3V2 a
Henhouses
Lot, 6a
Wood & unimp. 6a
Pasture and unimp.
40a
Sowing, unimp. 2a . .
Old pond swamp,
2%a
Horse
All other
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 8%a
Home pasture.
Home wood & unim
House
Stable
Lot 3a
Curtis lot, 2a
Pasture la
Brooks unimp., 10a
All other
4,325
75
1,540
1,865
1,000
24
Name Property Value
dishing Haywood
House
Water supply plant
Lot 4 a
Bates Tenant house.
Stable
Lot %a
Sylvester wood
64y4 a
Old Place field
3%a
Foster wood 25a
2 Horses.
All other.
House
Stable
0. Bids
Engine and tank
. .
Lot 10a ,
Home wood and
unimpro. 41a
House (Hart)
Stable
Tank and building.
Lot lV2a
House (Cushing)
. .
.
Stable and
boathouse
Lot 7a
Cushing field
and wood 12a. .
.
( lushing wood 10a.
Ford field l%a....
Tildcn pasture
8%a
3,600
1,200
800
800
200
100
1,800
500
400
250
1,300
10,000
3,000
700
400
1,000
750
2,800
1,100
500
300
1,100
600
300
225
300
75
675
25
Name Property Value Total
dishing, Nathan Es1
Livingston Gush-
ing Trustee
Gushing, Livingston
Trustee for Will o\
H. P. Cushing, foi
Florence M. Cush-
ing
Cushing, Livingston
Trustee under will
of H. P. Cushing
for H. W Cush-
3 Horses
7 Cows
I Neat Cattle
4 Swine ,
All other
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 13a
Home pasture 7a.
.
Home meadow, 4a
Home wood and
unimprov. 22%a
Hobart wood l%a
Hatch wood, 13a .
.
Otis fields 4a
Otis lot. (South
Lincoln) 41a. .
.
Otis lot, (North
Lincoln) 72a
Tenant house
Tenant Stable
Out Bid
Lot 4a
All other
All other
450
275
20
85
10,500
2,500
1,700
200
1,750
175
60
450
75
750
275
850
26
Name Property- Value
Cutler, William
Cutler, William W.
Cary, James
Damon, Charles M.
Damon, Albion
Damon, Alpheus
Horse
180 Fowl.
House
Lot %a ,
Hopp pole swamp
5a
Orchard l^ia
Hatch lot 6%a
2 Horses.
2 Swine .
.
All other
House . .
.
Stable.
.
Lot l&a.
House
36 Fowl
House
Stable
Shop
O. Bid
Lot 4a
Tlome pasture 4a
old pond, 7a
50
135
375
35
35
60
75
250
20
400
800
450
125
75
21
1,600
200
200
50
300
75
40
27
Name Property
Damon, Edwin A.
Damon, J. Alden
Damon, Lucy A.
Damon, Mrs.
Mary E.
Damon, Thankful
W.
Damon, Wallace H.
Burnt plain, oa.
.
River mead.,14%a,
Stetson lot 10a. .
.
Horse
1 Neat Cattle
30 Fowl
House
Lot 4a
0. Bid
Young wood and
pasture 5a
House
Stable
Lot 6a
Unimproved 12%a,
House
Stable
Lot 3%a
Wood & unimp. 3a,
House
.
Stable
.
Lot, la,
Horse
v alue Total
450
200
25
100
50
28
Name Property Value Total
Damon, Wallace H.
and others
Davis, George W.
Davis, Irving
David, Mrs. Sarah
Dean, Clifton S.
Delano, William H.
Dinzey, Joseph
Dorr & Turner
House
Stable
Lot 5a
Home pasture 3a. ,
Hill wood 2a
Young wood and
unimproved 4a.
Horse
House
Stable
Lot 5^a. . . .
Wood lot 9a
Horse
House
Stable
Lot 3V2 a
Pasture 3a
Wood & unim. 10a.
Sparrell & Gardner
wood, 15a
Damon wood 3 Ms a
700
50
250
30
10
40
50
650
50
175
60
75
600
100
250
50
150
275
70
1,080
50
935
75
1,425
70
29
Name 'o
Ph
Property Value Total
Douglas, Arthur 1
Drake, Joseph H. 1 35
15
60 Fowl 45
All other 25
120
650
Stable
0. Bid
250
25
50
Field 3%a 110
1,085
Drew, John 1
Drew, Richard 1
1 All other 100
100
Dyer, Charles H. 1 50
50
100
\jy til, r I dliit i 501 100
1
300
50
125
Bowker unimp., 15a 200
675
Dyer, Mrs. Frank
600
100
30
Name Property Value
Eaton, Joseph J.
Eaton, Mrs. Jennie
Ellms, George B.
Ellms, Lincoln
Shop
Lot %a
Bates lot 5a
2 Cows
80 Fowl
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 5a
Jacobs wood, 7a.
.
3 Horses
3 Cows
2 Swine
30 Fowl
All other
Horse
House
Stable
Lot 3V2a
Tenant House
Stable
0. Bids
Lot 4a
Lewis Ellms wood
and pasture 13a.
Welch unimp. 13a
75
30
150
70
60
2,400
600
250
450
160
250
105
35
22
100
50
775
325
200
600
150
75
140
165
140
31
Name Propertv Value Total
EUms, Mrs.
Nathaniel and
others
Enols, Mrs. John
Evans, John A.
Northy and Vinal
swamp 6a ,
Otis swamp 5^a. .
.
Merritt pasture, 9a
Bowers swamp 4a.
.
Welch field 9a....
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 2a
Orchard x/£a
Swamp pasture, la
Fieid over way, 2a.
Cowing wood 6a. . .
Stockbridge wood,
10a
Bailey wood 37a.
.
House
.
Lot la
Cow
30 Fowl.
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 10a
Meadow and
wood 5a
Fields over way
Pasture and
unimproved 10a
Turner lot 10a . .
.
17a.
35
60
125
25
375
1,100
400
200
130
25
25
160
175
100
600
125
25
35
22
475
375
50
500
50
650
125
75
32
Name o Property Value Total
Evans, Willard G.
Ewell, Amelia and
Vesta
Ewell, Danielft.
Fairbanks,
Herbert E.
Farrar, Albert I.
Farrar, Albert N.
Farrar Mrs. Charles
2 Horses.
2 Swine . .
All other.
House.
.
Shop.
.
.
Lot V2a,
House . .
Stable .
.
Shop. .
Lot %a.
Horse
10 Fowl.
.
All other
House. .
,
Stable.
0. B....
Lot 1V2&,
House . .
.
0. B
Lot l x/4a.
House .
Lot %a,
House.
Stable.
100
10
25
800
100
75
700
75
75
75
75
7
75
950
300
25
150
1,400
50
125
1,100
100
675
200
33
Name Poll Pronertv v alu j Total
Lot 3%a 150
Wood and unimprov
14&a
75
175
1 o~ Cl,z<-j
Farrar, Fred S. 1 150
230 Fowl 175
225
550
TT_ _ QAAyou
fN 1 1
_
0. B
/ 0
500
Collamore
pasture 15% a
600
2,500
Farrar, Geor^,. E. 1
1,UUU
75
1,225
Farrar, George R. 1
Farrar, Henry R. 851
85
800
400
250
Young wood 2a ...
.
Fresh meadow 2a. .
.
Pasture over way 3a
Fielu over way 2&a
Kent pasture, 24%a
50
20
135
60
100
400
2,215
34
Name o Property Value Total
Put
Farrar, Mrs.
Josephine M.
Farrar, Mrs. Mary
E. and others
Farrar, W. Wallace
Farrar, William H.
Faulkner, Robert
Fessenden,
Lothrop E.
House
Stable
0. B
Lot 10a
Wood and
Unimproved 19a.
House
Stable
0. Bldg
Lot 2a
Stable
Field 4%a
Pasture over way 7a
Home pasture and
wood 37 Mj a
Wood and unimp. 7a
Hunt lot 2a
English mead., 12a . .
Cushing lot 12a
Horse
Cow
2 Swine.
600 Fowl
All other
House
Stable.
.
.
900
400
50
450
200
900
700
25
150
100
275
280
350
75
10
310
75
50
35
15
450
85
800
35
Name Property Total
Fogg, Horace T.
0. Bids
Colony Houses
Lot 4a
Field ltta
Pasture and
unimproved 13 x/2a
Field, l%a
Horse
Cow
All other
House
Stable
Tank and engine .
.
Lot PAa
Home pasture, 5a. .
Bobbins field, l%a.
Fields & young
pine, 13%a
Wood, 24a
1 og£ House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 6a
Cushing field
Mixi wood 5a
Nash House
Lot 2a
Silvia House
Lot 25a
Robbins field 2%a.
Foster wood 5V2a.
.
Barnes wood 5% a.
Halifax wood la
Valley swamp 2a. .
.
Curtis unim., 13%a.
400
230
180
50
2,800
300
100
300
150
200
400
400
2,500
900
100
900
800
1,800
200
50
150
250
250
75
20
40
175
2,005
4,785
36
Name o
An
jgg, Horace T.
and others
Fogg, Horace T.
Trustee under will
of E. T. Fogg
Fogg, II. T. Trustee
under will
J. P. Sampson
Fogg, II. T. Trustee
under will of
Adeline Hatch
Fogg, EL T. and C.
P. Nutter, Trustees
of est. of Fannie
Plaisted for
George L Plaisted
Fogg, EL T. and C.
Nutter, trustees of
estate, Fannie
Plaisted for Ros-
coe M. Plaisted
Property
Chittenden lot, la. . .
Turner wood, 3^4a.
Stoddard lot (Lane) ,
33a
Back lot, (Lane) 10a
Bates and
Turner wood 16a. !
Clapp wood, 10a
Jenkins swam^ 4%a
Bobbins wood 3^a. J
Curtis lot la
Torrey lot, la ....
Value
25
100
500
140
300
150
110
75
15
10
Total
Store
|
2,400
Lot %a 100
Forest St. wood 19a . 250
Cranberry mead., if 100
Hatch unimprov. 2a 40
All other,
All other
1,500
1,000
37
Name Property Value
Ford, Mrs. Arabella
Ford, Atwood L.
Ford, Carrie M.
Ford, Charles J.
Fcrd, Henry C.
Ford, Mrs. Lydia A.
House
Stable
Shop
Windmill and tank
Lot, 25a
Pasture 8a
Turner lot 16a
2 Horses
All other
All other
Horse
All other
3 Horses
Cow
11 Sheep
2 Swine
20 Fowl
All other
Otis fields 14a
Brown fields 8a. .
.
Brown wood 22a...
Smith meadow 5a . .
.
Bonney meadow 4a
House
0. Bid
Lot la
700
1,000
250
75
1,375
125
400
250
1,050
300
25
25
350
35
50
30
15
150
1,000
325
275
5
5
900
50
100
38
Name Propertv Value
Ford, Patrick I.
Foster, Benjamin P
Foster, Benjamin P.
and Helen M.
Merritt
Foster, Mrs.
Evalina
Foster, Litchfield
and Merritt
Foster, Talbot and
Merritt
Foster, J. Warren
House ...
Stable
Lot 2a
Foster field 6%a. .
.
Gushing field 2a. .
.
Cushing wood 2 1/4a.
Otis wood and
unimproved 13a.
Flint wood 8a
Curtis wood ll^ia. ,
Burnt plain swamp
3a
Otis unimproved
5%a
Whirlpool mead.,la.
House
Stable
0. B
Lot 5a
Tenant house
Stable
Lot l%a
Mill lot la
Otis unim., 31%a
Horse. . . .
All other
800
150
100
175
200
60
135
60
325
50
150
1
3,000
1,150
oO
650
800
200
100
50
500
75
250
39
Name Properfr" Value Total
Freeman, Edwin F.
Freeman, Joshua
French, Benj. W.
French, Edwin W.
French, Matthias
Gammon, Patrick
1 2 Horses
Cow
House
Stable
Lot 3%a
D. Clapp swamp 3a
D. Clapp field 3a...
D. Clapp pasture 14a
Collamore pasture
16a
Sprague lot l^a. .
House (Central st.)
Lot %a
75
25
House
Two Stables
0. B
Lot ^a
300
50
125
25
70
175
175
15
100
50
House . .
Stable.
.
O. B.
Lot ^a
32 Fowl
House. .
O. B....
Lot %a
1.500
400
25
100
700
150
75
100
24
1,200
25
100
100
1,085
2,025
1025
24
1.32u
40
ftame Property-
Hall
Shed
Lot, la
Turner wood 18a
40 Fowl
All other,
House
.
^xdS
Lot 3a
Wood 13% a
Shute swamp 6a.
.
An other
House
^xiop
0. Bid
Lot V2a
2 Horses
Cow
1 Neat Cattle . .
.
All other
Value
G. A. R. Hall
Gaffield, Maria W.
i.ud others
Gardner, Alfred B.
Gardner, Charles N.
Gardner, Edward W
Gardner, Harry A.
2,500
200
100
350
30
50
1,000
125
250
200
45
50
1,000
75
50
100
350
35
15
100
41
Name Property- Value Total
Gardner, Henry H.
Gardner, Jared A.
Gardner, John S.
Gardner, Miss Mary
A. and others
Gardner, Ralph W.
Gardner, Wilbur F.
House . .
,
Stable.
.
Lot l'/2 a
House
.
Lot la
Gardner, William N
Gardner, Winslow
D.
Gaudette, Horace
Georgeatte, Carlo
Cow
House
Stable
Lot 4a
Pasture l^a. .
.
Stable lot l^a
2 Horses
4 Cows.
.
3 Swine.
32 Fowl.
800
225
75
400
100
35
700
150
150
50
45
150
140
b6
24
42
Name Property- Value
Gipson, Charles
Griffin, Brenton
Griffin, Lawson A.
Griffin, Stanley
Griggs, George W.
Grose, Mrs.
Katherine
House
Stable
0. B
Lot 5a ,
Fields over way 4a
Wood and unimp.
22a
50 Fowl
House
Stable
0. B
Lot 6a
Jones field 6a
Home wood and
pasture 13a
Briggs unimp. 3^a,
House
Lot J/4a
Young woou, 18a
Grose, Charles W.
j 1 All other
700
250
25
200
160
220
38
700
200
100
300
150
150
50
650
50
200
150
43
Name o
Ph
Property
Grose, Miss Deborah
Grose, James L.
House
Stable
Lot 2a
Tenant house,No.l . .
Shed
Lot %a
Tenant house,No.2. .
Lot la
Tenant house.No.3 . .
Lot J/ia
Home pasture 5^a. .
Home wood 10%a. . .
Simmons lot 6a
Poole lot 5%a
Fields over way 2a.
Loring swamp l^a.
Cow
30 Fowl,
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 4a
Tenant house
Stable
Lot l^a
Home unimp. 4a. .
Field over way 9a
Young wood 6a. .
.
Simons Hill wood
16a
alue
3,500
1,500
300
1,200
100
100
1,200
100
850
50
75
250
200
75
150
30
35
22
500
300
50
ISO
375
150
90
80
270
100
250
2,845
44
Name Property Value
Grose, Mrs.
Mary A.
Gunderway, Henry
T.
Gunderway, John
H.
Gunderway, Thomas
H.
Hammond, L. Frank
Ail otiier
House
Stable
Lot la
Tenant house
Shed
Lot 2a
All other
House . .
Stable .
.
Lot %a
House.
Stable
.
Lot la
5 Horses
2 Cows
2 Neat Cattle
2 Swine
10 Fowl
All other
House and Stable
O. Bid
Lot 2a
S'table
1,750
4,000
1,100
200
1,400
50
225
35
225
25
25
300
25
60
450
70
25
15
7
300
1,600
50
100
700
45
Name o Property Value Total
Hammond, William
Hammond & Turner
Harris, Charles G.
Hatch, Alfred
Hatch, Alfred and
others
Lot 11a
Field 9%a
825
635
Field %a 40
Orchard 2a 150
Pasture 6% a 125
Foster i.ot 2Vz a 25
Hatch wood 7% a. . . 150
"Wood, No. Main
street 51a 425
Bowiser unimp. 3 Via 65
Young wood 13a. .
.
130
Halifax tongue 2%a.
Black pond %a
50
10
5
Curtis wood P/ia. .
.
10
Foster wood 10a. . 150
Wood & unimp. 4a.
Farrar wood,3%a. .
House
Stable
Lot 5a
Horse
All other
House
Stabie
O. Bid
Lot 2a
Pasture and unimp
9a.
50
35
400
100
200
50
75
925
1 1 o
50
ljo
75
46
Name Propertv Value
Hatch, Cushing
Hatch, Edgar C.
Hctch, George A.
Hatch, George S.
Hatch, John T.
Hatch, Josephine
and others
Hatch, Josoph H.
Pasture and
unimproved 58a
Horse
. .
.
Cow
20 Fowl.
Ail other
House. .
Stable .
.
Shed...
Lot 18a
1
Lot 4a
2 Horses.
8 Swine. .
All other,
900
50
35
15
200
950
50
100
750
House 475
200
100
175
30
Stable
Lot IV2SL
Otis unimproved 14a
Parker st. wood lV2a
House 1,000
150
oO
Stable
Shed
175
175
35
100
47
Name o Property Value Total
Hatch, Joseph W.
Hatch, Lydia J.
Hatch, Marshall C.
House
Stable
Shed
Lot l%a
Field over way 5a
Young wood 5a.
.
Wood pasture aud
unimproved 16 a
Horse . . .
,
bu Fowl.
A±± otner
Horse
50 Fowl.
All other.
House
Stable and 0. B..
Lot 13a
Spencer house ....
Spencer lot %a. .
.
Parker st
unimproved 13a
Horse . .
.
50 Fowl
House
0. B
Lot 3%a
Pasture, meadow
and unimp. 16a
950
500
75
175
375
10
250
75
22
100
to
37
100
400
100
200
60
30
130
50
37
350
25
225
150
48
Name
i—
i
Property Value Total
Ph
Hayden, William J.
Heilbruin, Edwin S.
Henderson, Arthur
F.
Henderson, Ernest
L.
Henderson, Francis
E.
All other
House . .
.
Stable . .
.
0. B. . .
.
Lot IV2&
House
.
Stable.
Lot la.
All other
House
Stable
Lot 2a
Tolman wood 17a
Horse
Cow. .
House
Stable,
0. B..
.
Lot 8a
6 Horses
16 Fowl.
All other.
25
400'
225
50
90
2,000
800
100
100
900
250
150
170
100
35
800
400
25
400
600
20
700
49
Name Property Value
Henderson,
Harry P.
Henderson, John P.
House
Stable
Shop
0. B
Lot 2a
Field over way l^a
Unimproved over
way 5a
Stockbridge field 4a
Stockbridge wood
5%a
Younsr wood and
unimproved 12% a.
Burnt plain 5a
Cedar swamp la
Cedar swamp 2a. .
.
Cedar swamp 4a. .
.
Cedar swamp l%a.
Stockbridge field 3^4
Horse
Cow
All other.
House . .
.
Stable...
Lot la. .
.
Horse
Cow
All other
House . .
.
Stable. .
.
900
300
100
50
100
75
60
250
85
125
65
5
5
10
5
200
50
35
150
650
250
75
50
35
25
1,100
50
50
Name Propertv Value
Henderson,
Robert C.
Henderson, William
0.
Heredeen, Henry
Hight, Romandel 0.
Higgins, Thomas J.
Hilt, Charles E.
Lot la
House
Stable
Lot 4a
House (Winter st.)
0. B
Lot l%a
James field 6^a. .
.
James pasture and
unimproved 7% a.
Home meadow 4a. .
Turner field 2%a. .
Soper unimp., 4a.
.
Mill unimp., 9 Ms a. .
Kings Landing
meadow 4a
All other.
All other
House.
Lot 3a
House
.
Stable.
Lot la
1 Cow. . . .
20 Fowl,
75
750
75
300
750
25
100
325
100
5
85
60
75
150
25
200
50
1,100
300
100
35
15
51
Name Poll Property Value Total
900
Stable
0. B
Tint 9a
500
50
17a
Jeremiah field 4a. .
.
Young wood la
200
10
1,835
Hines, Edward F. -*1
Hook, Clarence C. 1
XT 1 ' Ti _ Ji„ ,THopkins, Bradford
H.
1 i -ifi, ±o\J
100
250
900
0. B
200
25
100
1,225
Howard, Herbert r. 1
Howard, John H. 1
Howland, Mary T. OUU
Carriage house
"1 AA1UU
350
1,250
Howland, Louis K.
F.
50
1
40
200
290
1,500
350
52
Name Propertv Value
Humpnrey,
Edward W.
Hunt, Charles E.
Hunt, George R.
Hunt, Mrs. Sarah C.
Hutchinson,
Ada E.
Sheds
Lot 6a
Pasture and
field 13a
Young- wood 5a.
Young wood 2a.
.
House ,
Stable
Lot 5a
Home pasture 6a
Wood 9%a
House
0. B
Lot 3a
House
,
Stable
0. Bid
Lot V23L
Barnes wood l^a
Horse
Cow
I Neat Cattle
4 Swine
230 Fowl
House
Stable
300
270
200
60
25
600
200
350
75
100
700
25
75
2,200
500
50
200
30
150
35
15
65
170
50
250
53
Name Property Value Total
Hutchinson, Roscoe
Innis, William E.
Jackman, George A.
Jacobs, Andrew F.
Jacobs, Andrew F.
and others
Jacobs, Benjamin
W.
Lot 10%a
Field ana
meadow 5a
Home meadow 4a. .
.
Wood and amimp. 61
Corlew land 6a
Horse
Cow
I Neat Catue
9 Sheep
All other
House
Stable
0. B. .
Lot, 10%a
Pasture and fresh
meadow, 13%a .
Middle lot, 14a.
Jacobs unim., 4% a.
Halifax swamp
Valley swamp,
%a.
SL. .
House .
Stable .
Shop...
Lot, 4a
375
300
80
475
75
75
40
25
45
25
1,400
400
50
450
200
350
50
10
20
600
200
50
250
54
Name 'o Property Value Total
Jacobs, Edward A.
Jacobs, Edward C.
Jacobs, E. Everett
Jacobs, E. Everett,
Trustee
Jacobs wood and
swamp, 14a ....
Powder field, 10a,
River meadow, 8a.
Pasture and
unimp., 15a . .
.
Jacobs field, 6a. .
,
2 Horses
Cow ....
1 Swine
All other
Horse
. .
.
2 Swine
.
All other
House
Stable
0. B
Lot, 10a
Henhouses
Pasture, 4a
Sylvester wood and
pasture, 6a
Sylvester field, la.
Daniel unimp., 12a.
Damon wood and
swamp, 9a
Damon pasture, 22a
Barry Batch lot,
11a
Bowker swamp and
wood, 2% a
175
175
50
175
250
275
35
15
150
75
20
75
2,200
500
150
550
300
80
75
35
180
225
650
155
CO
55
Name Property Value Total
Jacobs, L. Walter
Jacobs, L. Walter
and others
James Library,
The
Old pond meadow,
2a
No. Gushing past.
and wood, 5%a. .
.
No. Cushing field,
l%a
So. Cushing pasture,
6a
So. Cushing wood,9a
So. Cushing fields,
5a
Tenant house
0. B
Lot, Mia
Cushing swamp,3V2a
Hatch unimp., 10a.
,
Horse . .
Cow ...
50 Fowl
All other
Library
25
160
75
90
180
House
Stable
Lot, %a
Jordan wood and
unimproved, 12a.
Jacobs unim., 13Ha.
56
Name Property Value
Jenkins, Laura A.
Jennings, T. F.
Jennings,
Mrs. T. F.
Jones, Arthur C.
Jones, Charles H.
Jones, John P.
Horse
. . .
All other
House,
btable
Lot, 5a
Home wood and
unimproved, 25a
Tenant house
Lot, 3a
Wood and unimp.
12a
Horse
. .
30 Fowl
House
Stable
0. B. .
Lot, 3%a
Wood and unimp.
10%a
Bowker field, z^a
House .
Lot, ^a
TTonso
Horse * .
.
All other
100
40
850
400
300
250
300
200
120
75
22
900
250
25
175
100
75
700
75
25
50
25
57
Name
Jones, Marcellus
Jones, Sarah E.
Jones, Frank W.
Property Value To'al
Horse . .
.
Cow ....
160 Fowl
All other
House
Stable
Shop
0. B
Lot, 7% a
Home young wood,
4% a
Home young wood,
12a
Old pond, 3a
House
Stable
0. B.
Lot 10a
English mead., 5a.
Wood, 17a
Unimproved, 10a. .
Home field, 6a ... .
Leavitt swamp, 3a.
Horse . . .
2 Cows .
All other
House . .
Stable .
.
0. B. ...
Lot, 3V2 a
75
35
120
35
750
125
50
50
300
75
180
60
1,000
200
50
1,000
125
425
150
90
30
50
80
75
1,000
450
25
225
58
Name o Property Value milTot-.:
Gustavus field, 4a.
.
O/l o
Simons Hill, unimp.
unimproved, 20a . oUU
Home wood and
10a 75
Gardner & Benson
lot, 7a
Bowker and Foster
Old pond, 3%a OKOO
Valley swamp, la.
.
.
30
Factory lot, %a 50
T HIT T71 1
Jones, Mrs. Frank TTHouse 500
W. and others Stable 25
Lot, 3a 125
Home pastures ana
wood, 8V2a 125
775
Jones, Walter M. 1 House 1,050
0. B 75
Lot, %a 125
1,250
Joseph, Emanuel P. 800
3 Cows 105
J neat Cattle 30
All other 2,300
3,235
House, 850
Stable 100
0. B 25
Lot, 8a 475
Stable 850
Sheds 225
59
Name Property Value Total
Joseph, Percy E.
Keene. Mrs.
Josephine
Keene^ Perley C.
Kenyon, Mrs.
Jennie W.
Kidder, Fred H.
Tank and engine . .
Lot, 14a
Home pasture and . .
wood, 6a
Tenant house
0. B. . ,
Lot, 6a
Mollie pasture and.
wood, 3a .
Studley field, SV2 sl. .
Stetson wood and
unimproved, 2IV2 a
Stable
River meadow, 5a. .
All other
Cow
Horse
All other
House
Stable
Lot, 10a
Wood, 17V2a
Field over way,2a. .
Mead, over way
2V2 a
Home mead., 4V2a. .
.
200
200
225
400
75
300
250
175
325
100
15
150
35
100
50
550
300
500
250
75
25
45
4,790
150
35
150
1,745
60
l\ame
Knapp, John H.
Lake, Mrs. 0. H.
Lake, Mrs. Maria
and others
Lambert, Osear W.
Lapham, Charles H.
Property Value
Horse
.
.
2 Cows .
All other
House
Stable
0. B.
.
Lot, 2a
V\ <>od, 3a
Field over way,
2%a
Wood and unimp.,
^
18a
Fresh meadow, la.
.
Sampson pasture,2a.
House,
. ,
Lot, &a.
House
Stable
0. B
Lot, 3a
Wood and unimp.
6a
House
Stable
'
Lot, 2tta
Meadow and unim
7a
Farrar wood,9tta.
.
25
70
50
400
125
25
90
60
100
180
5
30
450
50
800
100
25
150
150
1,200
100
175
85
100
1,660
61
Name Poll ProDertv Value Total
Lapham, William 50
T., Est. 50
Wm. R. Lapham
Admin., 20 Mil- 900
wood St., Dor- Stable 250
chester Center, 0. B 50
Lot fia 350
Ward wood, 3^a.
.
.
250
Wild oat field 4a 100
Wild cat mead, 6a . .
.
60
Wild cat wood, 3a.
.
30
Hoop pole swamp,2a 30
2,020
Leach, Lebbeus 1
Leach, Walter B. iX
Leavitt, Melvin C. 1 250
75
Stockbridge field,la. 45
Black pond swamp,
2a 20
Old place wood,^a.
.
10
400
Leavitt, James H. 1 775
75
850
Leavitt, Jesse I. 1
Leavitt, Robert N. 1 35
35
600
0. B 50
50
700
62
Name Property Value Totrl
Lee, Edgar E.
Lee, George H.
Lee, Mrs.
George H.
Lehan,
Jeremiah H.
Leighton, Mrs.
Hattie E.
Lester, Samuel A.
2 Horses.
Cow
10 Fowl
All other
300
Stable 50
Lot, 2%a 75
James wood, lV2a. .
.
20
Lot over way, la. .
. 15
Pine St. lot, 2a
2 Horses.
All other
100
35
7
25
75
House
Stable
Lot, 2a
Pasture and wood
3a
House
j
Lot, la
Blaek pond swamp
175
250
1,300
250
150
75
120 Fowl
700
75
35
90
167
460
75
425
1,77&
810
90
63
Name
—*
i—
<
Property Value Total
&
Leslie, John E.
Lewis, Alpheus
Leggins, Premies
Lincoln, I. Austin
Lincoln, Lyman W.
Lincoln, Lyman
W and others
Henhouse
Horse
Cow .
House . .
Stable.
.
0. Bids
Lot, 4a.
House . .
.
Stable. .
.
0. B
Lot, %a.
.
Field, 5a.
Horse
House . .
Stable . .
.
Lot, l%a
Horse
Cow
I
All other.
House . .
0. B...
Lot, la
100
50
35
450
125
25
200
1,000
400
50
100
100
75
800
200
125
50
35
100
750
50
50
64
Name
i
Property Value Totai
Lingham,
Charles T.
Lingham, Harold T.
Litchfield, Albert
Litchfield,
Alfred B.
I All other ,
House . .
.
Stable...
0. B
Lot, 8&a.
Horse
2 Cows
I Neat Cattle
All other
House
Stable
0. B
Lot, %a
Horse
Cow
30 Fowl
All others
House
Stable
Lot, 5a
,
Home pasture, 2 V* a
Field over way,la.
Henhouses
Pasture over way
7%a
Wood, 23a
50
600
100
50
150
75
75
15
25
1,000
200
25
75
150
40
22
35
950
200
254
45
50
50
275
200
65
Name Pronerxy Value
Litchfield,
Andrew J.
Litchfield,
Andrew J., Jr.
Litchfield, A. J.
& Son
Litchfield, Mrs.
Annie
Litchfield, Mrs.
Annie & others
Halifax tongue, la.
Gardner lot, 3% a. .
.
Valley swamp, la.
.
House
Stable
Lot, 2a
Wood & unim.jl^a.
Turner field, l%a. .
Upland and swamp,
10a ,
All other,
House (Chittenden)
Lot, la
4 Horses.
All other
Horse
All other
Lewis wood, 3%a.
House . .
Stable.
.
0. B...
Lot, 6a
25
30
35
1,000
250
225
25
90
225
150
250
75
450
1,350
50
50
85
1,000
650
50
300
66
iJame !=3o Propertv Value Total
Litchfield, Caleb D
Litchfield, Carl W.
Litchfield,Carlton 0.
Litchfield,
Charles A.
Litchfield,
Elwyn E.
Pine and hard wood
29a
Burnt plain, la
3 Horses
Cow
All other
nouse
Stable
0. B
Lot, 12V2a
Home past., 5^ a. . . .
Hatch past., 9 x/2a.
.
.
Turner wood and
pasture, 9a
Turner wood, la.
. .
.
House
Stable
0. B
Lot, 2a
Collamore fields,3V2a
Fields Central St.
4a
Home unimp. and
wood, 35% a
Black pond, la
1,500
30
250
30
250
750
250
250
550
75
175
135
25
1,050
275
100
150
175
175
525
10
67
Name Property Value
Litchfield,
Franklyn, Est.
William 0.
Souther, Exu.
Litchfield,
Freeman Est.
Litchfield,
Harry J.
Litchfield,
Herbert F.
Litchfield,
James L.
All other
Vinegar house
Pastures, 5a
Wilder lot, 5%a.
.
Wood and unim.
9a
Otis pastures, 10a
Jacobs wood and
pasture, 18% a.
.
Horse
All other
House,
Stable
Lot, %a
Unimproved, l%a. .
.
Field, 3a
Field, %a
Ellms wood and
unimproved, 6a..
Flat swamp, 3a
All other.
1 2 Horses.
All other
75
200
100
50
150
150
325
50
50
325
68
Name Propertv Value
Litchfield,
John H.
Litchfield, Lucy
and others
Litchfield,
Luther J.
Litchfield,
Orlando R.
Litchfield,
Percy L.
Little, Harry J.
Little, Melvin
House
Stable
0. B..
Lot, 5a
Field over way,lV2a,
Pasture and unim.
7a
Merritt swamp, 5a.
.
House
Lot, 3a
Home unim., 9a,
1 All other
House
Stable
Lot, %a
Merritt wood, 5a,
2 Horses.
All other
2 Horses.
All other
750
300
25
225
30
200
100
850
150
150
50
650
150
75
50
150
100
100
1,400
69
Name
Loring, Benjamin
Loring, Edward L.
Loring, Mrs.
2mma L.
Property Value Total
House, Stable and
store
Lot, iy2a
4 Horses
Cow
2 Neat Cattle
16 Fowl
All other
Bailey pasture
2a
Wood and unimp
^Bailey), 12a....
Wood and unimp.
(Wild Cat), 14a.
Old pond meadow,
2%a
House
Stables
Wind mill and
tank
0. Bids
Lot, 24%a
Jacobs pasture,10%a
Wright wood and
pasture, 27%a. . . .
Hatch unimp.,4a
;
Simons hill, 3a
|
Fearing lot, la
Swamp land, 2% a. .
Simmons wood,3a. .
.
Ellms wood, 20a
1,800
125
550
35
200
12
400
35
125
175
25
950
500
100
300
800
160
325
125
120
15
15
15
125
70
Name Poll Property- Vj^ue Total
Kent pasture, 12^a. 200
Town swamp, 7%a. . 100
Barnes swamp, 12a 350
Leavitt swamp, 4a.
.
100
Dayton lot, 7^4 a. 60
Hosea Cushing lot,
2a 50
E. Jacobs Hatch lot,
14a 175
Damon lot 12a 250
4,8c,:
Loring, John L. 1 Stable 175
Lot, 4V£a 450
625
Loring, Lizzie B j. yj uug w v7^i_i.j id.... 50
50
Loring, Mrs. 2 Cows 70
Mary L. All other 50
120
Young wood,7a 155
100
Loring, William 1
W.
Lovett, Albert J. 1 Horse
. 75
25 Fowl 18
All other 500
593
1,800
Stable 650
0. B 75
Wind mill, T. and
engine 300
71
Name Poll Property Value Total
Lot, 5a 300
500
Tenant stable 350
Tenant 0. B 50
Tenant Shed 150
Lot l^a 100
Pasture and un mp.,
12a 180
Field over way,4% a. 225
vxreen pdbiuit;, ta. . . 80
325
Shed 25
Stone iand, 33 a. .
.
700
River meadow, 9a. .
.
10
5,820
Lyons, Freeman H. 1
Macdonald, Annie S 1,000
300
OH 25
Lot 2a 150
1,475
MacDonald, 1 150
Robert W. 225
375
900
100
1,250
MacDonald, &
Turner
400
25
425
J
*
72
Name Poll Property V alue Total
Macomber, 1 ou
Onarles r>. i ztn
All other
215
ouu
100
25
Lot, 3%a 100
Lapham house 50
100
Home unimp., 8^a.
.
85
960
Magoun, William 1 35
E. QA I,"1 „ ,-,,-1 60
95
775
Stable 17^
0. B lOU
Lot, 4 x/2a
Unimproved, 10a i— - >
JU.CLLLL, LLtiLiry W . 1 10 Fowl 7
7
600
Stable 80
0. B 20
Lot, 4 Via 175
Simons Hill wood,
4% a 75
Swamp wood, 3a. . .
.
45
995
73
Name
Mann, Howard F.
Martin, John A.
Maynard, John C.
McHugh, Henry
McLaughlin,
John T.
McNichols, Patrick
McPherson, Lucy B.
Merrill, Andrew H.
Property
House
Stable
Lot ^a
House
0. B
Lot, 3a
10 Fowl
House
Stable
0. B
Lot, l 3/4a
House
Lot, 8a ,
Wood and unimp.
15%a
Field over way,2a
Wood over way,
l%a
House,
Lot, ^a
3 Cows
40 Fowl.
Value
900
75
100
400
25
100
1,000
400
25
150
200
360
180
150
35
200
50
105
30
74
Name Property Value
-Merritt, Albert
Merritt, Allan P.
Merritt, Archie F.
Merritt, Edwin L.
Merritt, Ernest L.
Merritt, Guy S.
Merritt, Harry B.
-Merritt, Harry S.
House
Stable
0. B
Lot, 8a
Pasture, 16a
Horse
All other . .
.
18 Fowl....
House
0. B
Lot, la
All other
,
House
Stable
0. B
Lot, 3a
Torroy fiold and
meadow, 1^4 a. .
.
North field and
meadow, 5a. . .
.
425
200
35
350
240
75
25
13
1,400
50
125
40
950
250
50
125
40
100
75
"Milm p Poll nuuci i>y V dl Lie Tntnl
Merritt, Mrs. 1,450
Helen M. Stable 400
Out B 25
JUot, la
2,000
Merritt, Joseph F. 1 25
Cow 40
20
285
Dover house 150
100
200
Cushing field, 2% a. . 100
550
Merritt, Joseph Shop 150
F. and others 50
50
Mill pasture and
on
50
James wood, 16a. . . . 400
James field, 2V2a. . . . 150
Black pond swamp
100
Litchfield wood,4a. . 60
1,100
Merritt, William 0. 1 35
35
Mitchell, Arthur J. 1 200
50
250
76
i.ame Property
House
0. B
Lot, V28L
Horse
Cow
All other
House
Stable.
Store
Lot, %a
House
Shed
Lot, %a
Horse
2 Cows
All other ,
House
Stable
Lot, 2a
Chamberlain land,
4%a
Value
Monahan, Francis
Monahan, John
Manahan, William
>>xont^ ornery,
Arthur A.
Montgomery, James
Montgomery, Robert
Montgomery, Mrs.
Robert
350
25
50
75
40
375
1,000
275
125
75
1,100
100
100
75
70
35
1,000
100
125
100
77
Name Property- Value Totrl
Montgomery,
Robert, Jr.
Monks, Edward L.
Moriarity, Michael
Morse, William H.
Morton, George S.
Mott, Stephen L.
Mott, Mrs.
Stephen L.
House . .
.
Stable . .
.
Lot, l x/4a
1 Cow
1 10 Fowl.
All other
House
.
Stable
Shop. .
0. B.
Lot, 12a
Pasture, 13a
Wood and unimp.
30a
Fresh mead., 4a. .
.
Young wood, 59a.
Cedar swamp, 3V£a
Stetson unimp, 9a.
Ford unimp., 3a. .
10 Fowl.
House
0. B..
175
125
75
35
7
50
450
300
50
50
500
100
350
5
475
10
65
30
1,100
75
375
92
2,385
78
Name Poll 1 IOUcI L'' Villus XUlcU
150
Wood, 4V2 a 60
1,3?
^Joulton, John A. 1JL
Nash, Lester S. 1
Nichols, 1 Turner wood, 10a .
.
100
Benjamin P. 100
Nichols, Mrs. 750
Harriet (Norwell ave.)
Stable 200
Lot, 2a 120
500
f Lincoln St ^
Stable 125
50
M eld, (Norwell av.)
165
Field and unimp.
90(Lincoln av)3Msa.
Field and unimp.
225
( Grove st.)8%a. .
.
2,22">
1 450
Stable 175
0. Bid 50
100
775
Nichols, Henry L.
Nichols, Wilbur 1 Horse 50
25
r
79
Name
&
Property Value Total
800
Staoie 125
1 0
400
100
Corner lot (Cross
and White) Vs a. .
.
Bowker field, 2a. .
.
Bowker wood and
unimp 28a
50
70
325
1,945
Oakman, Stanley 1
Olson, Samuel 1 3 Horses 150
35
25
1)1 A210-
Osborn, Albert 1 50
50-
Ochnrn AloTIZO 1 Mill and machinery
Cedar swamp, 3^a.
650
20
670
\
Osborn, Harold K 1 50
501
Osborn, Everett 1
Osborn, Frank H. 1
100
Osborn, ueorge A.. 1 100
Osborn, John 1 300
400
15
200
915
80
Name Property Value Totai
Osborn, Levi N.
Osborn, W. Scott
Osborn, Walter T.
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot, 5Mj a
Hatch field and
wood, 22a
Hatch fields, 6a.
Horse
2 Cows
10 Fowl
A.n other
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot, 5a
llobart wood, 3a
Halifax wood, la
2 Horses
.
Cow
10 Fowl
.
All other.
House ....
Stable.
. .
.
0. Bid....
Lot, 2a. . .
v:
-M. 2V4 a
750
200
250
325
150
100
70
7
125
500
400
50
250
30
5
200
35
7
100
2,000
800
1 50
150
160
81
Name Pronercy Value
Otis, Joseph C.
»
-toley, Henry
Packard, Emma L.
Horse
2 Cows
1 Swine
All other
House
Stable
Wind mill and tank
Lot, 5a
Tenant Hor.je
Stable
Lot 7a ,
Wood 6% a
Lapham Field 7a. .
.
Hoop pole wood 3%
Wild cat wood and
Field, 17% a
Wild Cat meadow
3a
Wood and unimp
55a
Pasture 4%
Wild Cat wood and
meadow 9^4a
Corlew wood, 17a. .
.
Burnt - lain wood
9a
House
Stable
Lot, 5a
Wood, 33a
Dwelley Creek,
mead., 3a
75
70
8
2,425
2,000
500
170
250
1,100
300
280
150
175
SO
450
30
550
75
7
r
)
150
90
800
150
250
500
82
Name Poll Propertv Value Total
irdCKcirci, jLiiiina ij. (jreorge otetson
and others TTTAA /I y fin
A. Stetson wood,7a. 150
575
Packard, I. Howard iX
Parr, Arthur J. 1 •
Parr, Mrs. Bessie E. 2 Horses i on
3 Cows
-I U'J
All other 100
305
House 700
Stable . 200
0 Bid 21
75
Sheds 25
Pasture and fields
18a 350
-L,0 1 O
Peterson, Axel 1 2 Horses 200
3 Cows 105
6 Kowl 4
All other 150
459
1,100
Stable 600
0. Bid 25
Lot, K)a 625
Rose Curtis pasture,
30a 450
Wood and pasture
34a 500
3,300
83
Name Property-
Perry, Otis H.
Phillips, Ansel D.
Pierce, Diana
Pinkhain, James H.
Pinson, Alfred C.
Pinson, Ashburton
W.. .
Pinson, Harry G.
Horse . .
.
All other
House
.
Stable.
Lot, la
House
Stable
Lot, %a
Curtis field, la. . . .
Clapp swamp, 2%a.
House . .
Stable.
.
Lot, %a
2 Cows
House .
.
Stable.
Lot, 2a
House
Lot, 4a . .
Unimproved, 8% a. .
;
Field over way, 2a
I Young wood, 10a .
.
Value
150
150
1,800
500
200
800
100
50
30
40
500
200
50
70
500
100
75
600
160
100
100
150
84
Name Property Value
Pratt, W. Frank
Pratt, William A.
Pratt, Charles C.
Pratt, Charles N.
Pratt, Charles H.
Prince, John H.
roole, Benjamin B.
Horse
1 Swine
30 Fowl
House
Staole
Lot, 10a
2 Horses
All other
Horse
All other
House
Stable
Lot, 4a
Field over way,l^a
Young wood and
unimp., 12a
Richmond past.,4a.
.
Burnt plain, 2a
House .
.
O. Bid..
Lot, ^a
35
12
22
500
250
300
m i i
100
35
50
100
1,120
375
250
100
180
200
140
750
50
75
85
Name Property Value Total
Poole, George A. 1
Porter, Arno 11 70
18
88
Field over way, 10a. 300
300
Porter, Mrs. 900
Laura S. 275
50
T ~+ 1 3/ „ ItlU
Pasture, 7%a 100
1,475
rower, ArtJiur Ju. 1X
IfiO
50
20
4-00
780
2 300
Stable yuu
Wind mill and tank, 150
0. Bid 150
Lot 12% a 1,000
Pasture and wood,
10a 200
Otis wood, 14a 200
Turner unimp.,7^4a. . 75
River meadow, 5a . .
.
5
4,980
Power, Howard S 1 600
600
86
Name
r—
1
'o Property Vp^e Total
Prescott, Gardner L.
Prouty, Alfred H.
Prouty, James L.
Prouty, Frank A.
Prouty, John H.
House
Lot, 19 %a.
Swamp, la,
House. .
Stable.
.
0. Bid..
Lot, %a.
Horse . .
.
Cow
All other
House
Stable
O. Bid
Lot, 4%a
Pasture and wood
10%a
Hayden lot, 13a
Wood, 4% a. . . .
Horse
.
. .
All other
House
Stable
O. Bid
Lot, 4%a
Pasture, 2%a.
. .
.
Young: wood, 3%a
100
200
20
400
100
50
50
100
35
100
87
Name Property Value
Prouty, William 0.
Ramsdell,
George E.
Rand, Allen F.
Rand, William EL
Reed, Alphonso
Old Place wood, 7a
Hobart lot, 3% a. . . ,
White and Loring
lot, 9&a
Valley swamp, 2% a,
j-iouse
Stable
0. Bid
Lot, 10a
High St. lot, la
Horse
Ail other
House
Stable
Shop
0. Bid
Lot, 4% a
Pasture, 4a
Fresh mead., 2a
Horse
All other
50
20
225
?0
1,200
400
25
250
100
150
75
900
150
80
50
250
40
5
50
50
88
Name Property- Value Total
Reed, George
Reed, Jesse
House
Stable
Lot, V2 8L
Bryant wood, la.
Bryant wood, la
Horse
45 Fowl.
,
All other
House
Stable
O. Bid
Lot, 4a
Long field, 2a
Wood and unimp.,
7y2 a
Otis pasture, 4^a.
Flat swamp, 7a. .
.
Horse.
.
.
All other,
House
Stable
,
0. Bid
Lot, 8a
Torrey pasture, 34a.
Reed wood, 7%a
Turner wood, 3^a.
.
Black pond unimp.,
l%a
950
450
75
25
10
75
33
40
10
1,510
148
1,880
200
2,145
89
Name Property Value To^al
Reed, J. Martin
Reeves, Edward B.
Rezendes, Antoine
Ridley, Arthur E.
Ridley, G. W.
Richardson,
Andrew L.
Richardson,
Andrew S.
Horse ,
All other
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 6a
Home pasture, 15a. .
Black pond wood,3a
Wood, 2a
Brown swamp, 2a. .
Turner wood, 2a . .
.
House . .
.
0. Bid. .
.
Lot, 3%a.
Horse . .
.
All other
Cow
20 Fowl.
House . .
Stable. .
.
Lot, 7a.
75
50
600
300
25
250
150
85
50
40
20
1,050
100
175
50
25
30
15
225
200
175
90
Name Property- Value
Richardson,
Carlton E.
Richardson, Earl
Richardson Bros.
Burnt plain, ^a. . . .
Lucy pasture, 10a. .
Pasture & unim., 9a,
Horse -
All other
Meadow, 2a
Young wood, la
6 Horses
All other
House
Stable
O. Building
Lot, 2a
B. P. Hersey lot,2a.
.
Damon lot (flat
swamp) 12^a.
. . .
Halifax swamp *Mja.
.Mountain wood and
pasture 15a
No. Savage field,
Ta
No. Savage wood 3a
No. Savage pasture
and unimp. 7M:a. .
Stockbridcre lot 8a. .
Blac lot, 2V4 a
Damon lot, 5a
30
125
150
150
25
20
6
500
1,400
500
400
225
90
50
75
85
400
240
75
75
50
25
35
91
Name Property
Richardson, George
W.
Richardson, Mrs.
Wm. H.
Robbins, Georgre W.
Robbins, Herbrt E.
Robbins, Asa W.
House
Stable
Lot %a
Field meadow 2a, . .
Bowker unimp.,3% a.
Wood and unimp.
4a
Horse
All other
House
Stable
Lot 3a
Jordan wood and
unimp. 7a
All other
Cow
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot la
Tenant house
Lot %a
Hall and 0. Bid.. . .
Hall lot (Grove) 14a
Value
950
300
75
60
50
80
125
125
2,400
900
500
75
75
35
700
200
50
100
650
75
500
1,050
3,325
92
Lame Property-
Robinson,
Chester W.
Robinson, David P.
Rosco, Mrs.
Elizabeth
Rosco, Thomas
Ross, Daniel W.
Saggesse, E. P.
Sampson, Thomas C.
Sampson, Sarah L.
Sale, J. A.
Value
House
Stable
Lot 2a
Young wood,3a
Horse ,
Horse
2 Cows
20 fowl
All other
House
Stable
O. Bid.
Lot 4a
Pasture 13a. . . .
Wood 13V2 a....
Stetson field la
96 fowl
775
100
75
45
50
30
70
15
35
1,150
150
40
150
210
135
75
72
93
Name Poll Property Value Totrl
600
0. Bid
Lot 2 x/2 a
50
75
725
Scully, Bernard M. 1
Scully, Charles 1 2 Cows
160 Fowl
70
120
15
205
950
0. Bid's 150
Lot 4% a 400
1,500
Scully, C. Francis 1
Sexton, Harold 1
Sexton, Edward M. 1 75
150
25
.1 1
1,200
775
300
Fields overway 8a.
.
Home pasture 13%a.
Wood and unimp.,
600
270
150
Brooks meadow 2a.
.
Old Pond wood l^a
20
15
3,330
94
Namj Pronert^ Value Total
Sexton, William E.
Shaw, Miss A. A.
Shaw, Mrs. Ella J.
Sheehan, John J.
Sheehan, Maurice
Sheehan, Peter
Sheehan, Timothy
Jr.
Sheehan, Timothy-
Horse. . .
Cow
45 Fowl.
All other
House . .
.
Stable. .
.
Lot 5%a.
Horse
2 Cows
1 Swine
All other
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 5a
llonrn pasture 15a.
High St. wood 20a
Unimproved 9a. .
.
Loring lot 3^a. .
.
100
35
34
50
1,100
300
400
50
70
20
25
850
325
25
450
300
200
100
25
95
Name Poll Property Value Total
Sheppherd, Mrs. House 900
Mary
*>
Stable 50
0. Bid, 25
75
1,050
Shultz, Mrs. Laura Horse 125
Cow 35
130 Fowl 98
258
550
200
50
T A ^ 200
Home pasture, oa .
.
\>\J
Burrell meadow, 5a. 50
1,110
1
Sll YY"I TY1 din cs0 1illILLUIIS, 225
1YTt*<j Annip 70
T,
Li, 2 Neat cattle 35
75
200
605
1,600
500
Shop 150
150
550
Home pasture
125
Gushing lot 15}4a. .
.
150
40
3,265
96
Name Property Value
Simmons, Mrs.Annie
L. and others
Simmons, Charles E.
Simmons, Mrs. Ellen
Simmons, Mrs. Ellen
Administratrix
Wood 5a
Fogg lot 5a
All other
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 7a
Stephens pasture 10a
Home pasture 8a.
.
.
Home wood ll^a...
Old Pond meadow,
2a
Stephen Damon
pasture 10a
Damon lot 8a
Simmons pasture 16a.
Simmons wood,7a...
Fearing wood 4^a. .
Burnt Plain 2%a. .
.
Burnt Plain la
Young wood Mt.
Blue St., 3% a
Tansson and
Zachary Sts. 8a. .
.
Zachary fields 3a. .
No. Valley smp, 7a.
Ridge fields and
orchard 2a
Swamp 6a
75
75
75
700
300
125
350
150
120
175
25
150
50
450
50
100
20
15
35
50
125
90
50
36
97
Name Poll Property V alue Total
Simmons, Herbert G. iJL
Simmons, William S. 300
All other 1,100
1 1,400
550
Stable 250
Shed 50
Lot %a 40
100
Mill priv. and mach. 900
Lot 2V2 a 150
B. B. Tolmanwood
17y2 a 265
B. B. Tolman wood
4a • 100
W. C. Litchfield
50
W. C. Litchfield
unimp. 5a
W. C Litchfield
3
W. C. Litchfield
Burnt Plain 2%a. 15
O Lc LoUJJ. vcual
15
Sylvester mead.,la.
.
2
2 540
Slatcher, Ira H. 1
30
30
Smith, Arthur L. 1
Smith Charles H. 1
25
25
98
ftame
Smith, Charles W.
Smith, Charles Z.
Smith Mrs. Eliza
Smith, Mrs.Evelyn J.
Smith, James W.
Smith, Henry D.
Property
House
.
Lot la
House . .
Stable.
Lot %a.
House
0. Bid
Shed
'Lot la
1 Youngwood %a
House
. .
Lot %a.
Horse
Cow
900 Fowl
.
All other
Value
House
Stable
Hen houses
0. Bid
Lot 12a
Pastures and wood,
25a
150
50
250
25
25
500
25
50
50
15
75
25
50
40
675
1,000
1,000
400
700
50
700
400
Total
99
Name Property
Smith, Robert
Snowdale, Albion
Snowdale, Nellie S.
Soule, Mrs. Hattie B.
Soule, Mrs. Hattie B.
and others
Soule, Herbert
Soule, Whitman C.
Sparrell, Ernest H.
Field over way l^a.
Unimp. over way,7a
Stetson unimp. 9a .
.
House lot la
House
0. Bid
Lot 4a
Pasture 2%a
House
Lot V&a
House
Stable
Shop
Lot %a
2 Horses. .
.
Cow
All other . .
.
6 Horses . .
3 Swine
All other . .
.
Value
150
90
60
Total
20
500
25
160
35
650
50
1,200
300
200
100
100
35
300
600
30
1,800
435
2,430
100
Name Property- Value Total
IIous3
1
800
Garage 25
Lot & a
I
50
Simmons lot 23a. . . . 115
Sparrell, John H. 1 Horse
|
INeat cattle
All other . .
.
Sparrell, Mrs. Nellie
M.
Sparrell Bros.
Sparrell, Mrs. Susan
M.
Holism . .
O. Bid.. .
Lot 2%
a
|
Turner Hatch unimp
16%a
Turner Hatch field
334a
All other
75 Fowl,
25
20
25
900
100
200
990
70
1,200
175
200
475
Ice house 200
Lot, ^4a 25
56
375
475
225
56
House 1.150
Stable No. 1 200
450
Stable No. 2 750
O. Bid. and engine.
.
50
Shop 325
101
Name Property Value
Spellman, James P.
Spencer, Alvin G.
Spencer, "William H.
Spencer, Mrs. Carra
L.
Carriage house. . .
.
0. B
Lot 2%a
Tenant house
Tenant stable
Lot */4a
Pasture urrmp. 9a,
Torrey field, 2% a.
Field la
Briggs wood (Bl'k
Pond) 8a
Dead swamp 4a. .
.
Horse
House
Lot la
D. Smith meadow
iy2 a
Horse
All other
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 7a
Jenk'ns wood la.
Raymond meadow,
2a
200
75
150
500
375
50
225
200
50
100
20
75
550
75
75
300
850
175
75
300
10
20
102
Name o Property V^ae Total
Ph
Spinney, Nelson
Sprague, Arthur H.
Sprague, Daniel D.
Sproule, HardingR.
Spur, Charles 0.
Stetson, Hosea L.
House
Lot &a
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 3a
,
Damon field 3a.
Damon unim. ll^a.
Halifax wood 2a.
.
.
Halifax Tongue 2y2a
Burnt Plain 2%a. ..
House
,
Lot la
All other
House
Stable
O. Bid
Lot l%a
Field overway 5a.
.
.
Old Pond swamp
39^a
Youngwood 6V2 a. .
.
Rainl)ow meadow la
River meadow 2a.
.
1,000
75
500
150
25
125
60
125
30
30
50
1,000
75
75
1,000
300
200
75
200
550
100
2
3
103
Name lc roperty Value Totrl
Stetson, Mrs.
Matthew
Stetson, Bradford P.
Stetson, Ezra E.
Stetson, Harold G.
Stockbridge,Andrew
675
Stable 200
Lot la 200
135
Wood 10a 150
Fresh meadow, l%a. 5-
3 Horses.
All other
House . .
.
Stable . .
.
O. Bid...
Lot l%a.
Horse
All other,
1 Horse
Cow
All other
House
Shop
Old House
Lot 4% a
Stable
Field overway 2^ a
Pasture 6^ a
Damon wood 12a.
.
1,365
300
1,900
275
175
104
Naire Property Value
Stockbridge, Mrs.
Ella
Stockbridge, Jennie
and others
Stoddard Alonzo H.
Stoddard, Arthur T.
Wood and unim. 19a 325
Pond swamp l^a. .
.
5
Turner wood, 4% a.
.
150
Tonvy wood and
100
Turncoat lot 2a. . .
.
65
So. Savage pasture
13%a 150
Black lot 4a 60
Swamp and upland,
2a * 35
V2 (So. end) House,
y2 (So.end) Stable.
Lot, l x/4a
Home unimp. ^a.
.
Halifax swamp 2a.
Torrey meadow 2a.
Birch lot 3a
Horse
Horse
120 Fowl
All other. . .
.
House
O. Bid. . ....
Lot lV2 a
275
125
75
10
40
25
325
25
125
90
75
1,000
125
150
105
Name
t—
i
r—
o Property Value To.al
Stoddard, Ernest H. 1
1
1,000
75TiOt
1,075
Stoddard, Fred A. 1 750
O R1H 25
75
850
otoaaara, xienry jj. 1 50
50
Stoddard, James G. 1 *5
50
125
TTmn op 850
Stable 150
0. Bid 25
150
1,175
otodclara, "Osepn JJ. 1 I-I ATI C* t~\ 625
Shed 25
225
875
btracnan, John 1
Studley, Charles F. 1
50
50
100
750
250
Shop 150
Old House 200
106
Name Poll Property Value Totr
T,/-v4- Qo ouu
Briggs field 2%a...
Wood and unim. 13a
50
175
1,775
Studley, Edwin R. 1
Stable
1,100
250
125
1,475.
Studley, Frank G. 1
0. Build
700
75
Lot ^4a 75
850
Studley, Henry L. 1 Horse 25
10 Fowl 7
50
House 600
Stable 50
Lot la 75
725
Studley, N. Frank 1
Studley, James W. 1
Studley, Thomas J. 1
Swan, C. Irving 1 375
2 Cows 70
150
595
107
Name Property Value
Sylvester, Albert L.
Sylvester, Alonzo C.
Sylvester, George E.
Sylvester, Mrs. Ruth
Sylvester,
William T.
2 Horses.
2 Cows. .
All other
Horse
All other
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 2a
Sylvester field %a
Burnt plain, M$a.
.
300
70
2,200
5,000
Stable 700
Lot 2%a 200
100
125
O. Bid 50
150
900
Tenant shop 50
100
River St. field 2a. .. 200
Barstow field, 3a. .
.
120
Fresh meadow 10a .
.
10
2 Neat cattle
3 Swine
235
108
Name Poll Property Value Total
450
CI j 1_ 1 _
Lot 3a
i nr175
250
btade (Forrest bt.)
.
Forrest St. land la.
.
Chittenden wood,
22%a
1 C\(\1(JU
150
900
1,925
Sylvester, Wilbur 1
Taylor, Charles A. ±
Taylor, James 1
Thomas, Alpheus W. 1 100
35
135
House 1,000
0. Bid 25
125
Puffer lot, 17%a 400
1,550
Thomas,
Charles W.
1 Horse 50
All other 150
200
House 1,200
Stable
Lot, %a
400
125
Valley swamp land,
2%a 30
1,755
103
Name Property Value Total
Thomas, Frank L. I 1
Thomas, Lucy A.
Thomas, Robert
Thompson,
John W.
2 Horses.
2 Cows.
1 Neat Cattle
42 Fowl
All other ....
House 1,500
Stable
0. Bids
Lot, 15%a
Field over way, 5%a
Home pasture,18a. .
.
Pasture over way,
6%a
James wood and
meadow, 28% a. . .
.
Stetson wood and
meadow, 18%a. . .
Black pond swamp,
la
River meadow,15a..
Stetson field, 5a. . . .
House
Stable
Lot, la
Gardner lot, 8a. .
.
Hoop Pole swamp,
2y2 a
Bowker St. lot,
100
70
20
32
75
400
25
775
225
600
115
400
250
297
4,520
1,835
110
Name Poll Property Value Total
Tilden, Amos H. 1 75
105
1 Neat Cattle 15
60 Fowl 45
25
265
600
Stable 250
250
600
0. Bid 25
Lot, %a 75
Field, la 65
Wood, 13a 125
Home pasture, 5a . .
.
65
Merritt unim., 2%a. 40
Otis swamp, 11a. .. 65
2,160
Tilden, Charles W. 1 50
All other 200
250
rrrA/50
Stable 300
0. Bid 25
Wind mill 125
Lot, 2^4a 200
Shop 800
Lot, %a 100
2,300
Tisdale, Alvah C. 1 1,600
0. Bid 25
Lot 125
1,750
Ill
Name Property Value Total
Tisdale, George H.
Tolman, Charles
Tolman, Henry J.
Tolman, Joseph
Tolman, Mrs.
Jessie
Tolman, Maria
I Cow
All other.
1,050
Stable 350
0. Bid 25
75
Gardner field, l^a.
.
100
30
Dwelley Creek meac
%a 1
House . .
O. Bid.
Lot, la.
Horse
750 Fowl
All other.
Henhouses
Incubator house
House. .
Lot, %a
House . .
.
Stable. .
.
O. Bid.
.
Lot, 3V2a,
35
300
1,600
25
100
150
562
650
1,000
450
700
50
800
400
50
250
112
Name Poll Property Value Total
Young wood, 5^a.
.
,
.bleid over way, lV&a
Mill lot, 19a
100
100
280
Hovviand mead., 3a.
Stetson meadow, 5a.
Jacobs meadow, lV£a
Toiman meadow, 2a.
60
3
5
2
2
2,052
Tolman, Mrs.
Susan N.
All other
l.i i
75
75
1,000
150
900
200
Stable
Shop and bowling
alley,
,
Lot, &a
Tolman, Mrs.
Susan
y2 House (So. Half)
0. Bid
Lot, Jonah pasture,
24a
1
400
15
550
2,250
Field south side,
2a 100-
Bald hill wood, 28a.
Young wood, ll^a.
.
"Wrio-hf wood S;i
Curtis meadow, 3a.
.
625
325
120
5
2,140
Tolman, William C. 1 50
70
1 Neat Catlle 10
50
180
113
Name Property Value Total
Tolman, William
C, Jr.
Toppan, Arthur L.
Torrey, Edwin B.
Torrey, Edwin
B. and others
Torrey, Everett L.
V2 House (No. half). 400
Stable 150
50
Wood and unim.,7a. 100
5
Horse . . .
All other,
House
Stable
O. Bid
Lot, oa
Unimp., 11a
Unimp. and young
wood, 19% a
Pasture, 9a
House
Stable
Lot, l%a
Wood, pasture and
unimp., 10a
House . .
.
Stable . .
.
Lot, 1^4 a
114
Name o Property Value Total
P4
Torrey, George 0.
Torrey, Mrs.
Harriet C and
others
Torrey, Mrs.
Martha W. and
others
.
.
1 House
Lot, 3a. . .
.
Wood, 12a
Horse
. .
.
Cow
15 Fowl
,
All other
House 1,500
Stable
Shop
Lot, 4a
Tenant house
Lot, V23L rfL. .
Swale land, la
Pasture and unimp.,
29a
Tenant field,l%a.
.
.
.
Turner wood and
nnimp
,
38% a
Foster wood, 14a. .
.
Burnt plain, %a. . .
House
Stable
Sh?ds
Tank and wind
mill,
Lot, IVaa
,
James fold, 3^a.
. .
Stable
Lot, 8a
Wood, 11a
300
200
125
100
35
11
100
600
350
250
400
25
25
375
70
575
280
25
2,100
500
100
150
150
250
175
145
165
115
Name Property Value
Torrey, Walter R.
Totman, Gustavus
Totman, John F.
Totman, Joseph F.
Totman, Mrs.
Rebecca
Trefethen,
Gilbert S.
Jordan wood and
unimp., l^a. .
.
Pump field, ^a. .
.
Black field, %a...
Dwelley Creek
meadow, 6a. . .
.
Meadow, 3a
All other
House
Stable
Lot, %a
Washington St.
land, V28L
Wood burnt plain
2%a
Horse
House . .
0. Bid.
Lot, la
Horse
Cow. .
30
25
20
5
5
1,250
2,100
800
200
100
20
50
600
50
100
25
35
60
116
Name Property Value
Turner, Arthur J.
Turner, Caroline
C. and others
Turner, Edwin A.
Turner, Mrs. Eliza
Turner, George A.
Turner, George C.
Horse
All other
House
Windmill
Lot, 2a
Sumner house .
.
Wood, 20a
Jacobs wood,4a
Lewis lot,%a. .
.
House
Stable.
Lot, V2Sl
House
Lot, %a
Stetson house.
Stetson stable,
Lot, %a
House.
.
Stable .
.
Lot, %a.
1 2 Horses
1
All other
1 House. .
Lot, %a
1,000
100
200
100
900
125
75
117
Name Poll Property Value Tea!
Turner, George H. 1 400
75
2 Swine 20
400 Fowl 300
All other 350
1,145
House 1,250
Stable 650
0. Bids 500
550
Wood & unimp., 17 200
Field over way,2a .
.
125
Pasture over way,4a 75
Orchard over way,
la 70
3,420
TVittipv TTptitv A 1 House 1,300
Stable 400
Carriage house 300
Tool & henhouses . .
.
365
Lot, 11% a 470
Ruggles pasture . .
37%a 800
Home pasture, 9^4a. 140
Orchard, past., Msa.
.
30
Unimproved and
90
Youn£ pine, 6a 210
Maple swamp, 5a . . . 5
Wood, 2%a 30
River meadow, 5a . . 5
Fresh meadow, 5a.
.
5
Studley meadow, 2a 2
Brooks meadow, 2a
.
2
2
4,156
118
Name Property Value
Turner, H. A.
& Sons
Turner, Herbert S.
Turner, H. S. & Co.
Turner, J Frank
2 Horses
Cow
170 Fowl
All other
Horse
All other
All other
Store
,
Lot, ^4a
2 Horses
12 Fowl
All other
House
Stable
Lot, 2a
Halifax wood,! a.
.
King's landing
meadow, 12a. . .
.
Hoop pole swamp,
la
Burnt plain, 2%a.
Machinery and
privilege
Lot, ^a.
Mil] lot, 14a
Mill Lane lot, 5%a
Mill fielfl, 3a
2,565
119
Name Property Value Total
Turner, Lucy
Turner, Mary R.
Turner, Nathan S.
Turner, Samuel
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot, 3a
Field over way, 8a.
.
Young wood and
unimp., 36a
Sylvester field, 2a..
Ruggles unimp., 9a.
Sylvester wood,13a.
Studley unimp., 38a.
Home unimp., 9a. .
.
W. C. Litchfield
unimp., 5a
Unimproved, 13a, . .
.
Stetson swamp, 10a.
Dwelley Creek
meadow, 5 ^4a
House
Lot, 5a
Soper wood, 4^a. .
.
Cow
All other
Ho'^se
Stable
0. Bid
Tenant house
Lot, 3%a
Wood and pist.lla
1,000
j
300
100
125
325
650
75
95
225
380
125
50
100
150
650
225
70
35
25
1,000
500
50
500
250
300
2,600
120
Name o Property Value Total
Ph
Turner, William D. 5 Horses
Cow
1 Swine
8 Fowl
All other
House
Lot 2%a
Stable
0. Bid
Lot, 2a "
Mills, maehin. and
privilege
0. Bid
Lot, 7%a
Tenant house
0. Bid
Lot, 2a
Sylvester wood and
meadow, 10a . . .
.
Hatch mill wood,9a,
Hatch wood, 15a. . .
.
Point wood, 2 1/&a.
. .
Cushing meadow,6a.
Brooker wood,5a.
.
.
William Hatch
wood, 2a
Black pond wood,2a
William Hatch
wood, 10a
James wood and
nnimp, 28a
Thomas Hatch
wood, 20a
Sampson wood,
29%a
600
40
20
6
2,575
950
175
800
25
150
1,800
200
250
400
25
90
215
400
500
20
10
75
40
20
400
600
325
260
121
Name 'o Property Vp^ae Total
Pk
Vinal, Mrs.
Frances A. H.
Vinal, Mrs.
Frances A. H.
and others
Vila, Mrs.
Louisa L.
Vinal, George H.
Halifax wood, 6a.
,
Cushing pasture &
wood, 39% a
Hoop pole swamp,
2%a
House . .
.
i
Stable . .
.
0. Bid...
Lor, l^a.
Vinal lot, (Wright
land) 42a
Damon field and
pasture, 3%a. . .
.
House
0. Bid
Lot, 5% a
Pasture and wood,
2% a
Fresh mead., 2a
Black pond unimp.,
2%a
Black pond swamp,
2y2 a
Hatch wood, 5a
Horse
House
.
Stable
0. B..
30
750
10
750
125
50
65
500
75
800
100
250
50
20
25
50
125
50
500
100
25
122
Name Property Value
Vinal, William R.
Vining, Asa L.
Vining, Frank M.
Lot, la
Field over way, 2a
Otis unimp,la
Wood and unimp.,
5a
Turner swamp, 3a.
Horse
,
Cow
172 Fowl
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot, 5a
Home pasture, 6a .
.
Wood and unimp.,
19a
Horse
40 Fowl
All other
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot, lMsa
Horse
,
80 Fowl
All other
,
50
60
15
100
*0
75
35
129
175
100
75
225
125
225
75
30
50
1,000
250
50
125
75
60
35
123
Name o
Ph
Property Value Total
House
Stable
0 Bid
500
100
50
T,/-w4- Ol/„o 1 9^
Field over way,la.
.
25
800
Wagner, D. Oscar 1 100
Cow 35
2 Neat cattle 20
All otliPT 25
180
Wagner, Walter J. 1 25
25
Walters Thomas H 1-*- Horse 125
9. C!nw<3 70
168 Fowl 125
100
420
9,10
Stable 150
0 Bid 300
Hoop Pole swamp 5a
"Rlnplr Pond lot 5a
/ 0
100
2,000
Ward, Samuel A. 1 10035
25
160
Wardwell, Silas J. 1 900
Stable 100
124
ji
Name Property
0. Bid's
Lot la
Cushing lot 6a
House
,
Stable
Lot 6%a
Field overway %a. .
Pasture and young-
AYood, 6a
Field and unimp. 3a
Fresh meadow 2a. .
.
Cow
2 Horses
2 Cows
1 Swine
All other
Clapp unimp. l%a. .
Clapp swamp 3%a. .
Brownell wood and
unimp. 30^4a
House
O. Bid
Lot IVza
Value
"Waterman, Frank H
Weber, Anton
Whalen, John
Whalen and
Litchfield
Wheeler, Louis M.
1
1
100
100
60
1,500
400
300
35
60
60
25
35
150
70
20
100
30
50
400
1,500
25
150
125
Name Property Value
Wheelwright, Fred
White, George E.
White, Patrick L.
Whiting, Eunice I.
Whiting, Louis B.
Whitney, Mrs.
Hattie C.
Whiting, John S.
House .
.
Lot V2'&,
House ,
Stable
0. Bid
Lot la
Tenant house
Lot %a
Pond St. lot 16%a
50
25
650
150
50
75
300
50
200
50
35
100 Fowl 75
25
900
Stable 350
25
250
Wood and pasture
130
75
Field over way,2a . . 125
Brings unimp.,4^4a .
.
50
1,905
126
Name Poll Property Value Tot?l
"Whitney, Lincoln S. 1
Wilder,, Mrs. •dtOU
Abigail T 1 1 9^±40
(~\~\ A T>^-nA 3/ n 9fi
Wood 2a 30
625
"TXT* "| J /"^V> n / ,n XTWilder, Lmaries ±1. 1
_.
Wilder, Mrs. Dora
L.
1 fin
20 Fowl 15
All other 50
165
ouu
j.fifi
0. Bid 50
Lot 4a 225
Home meadow SV2 a.
Home unimp. 7a. . .
.
OO
75
1 roc1,585
Wilder, Frank E. 1 Horse 125
All /-v+Vi
175
House 950
Stable and 0. B.. .
.
T,r\+ 9V„q
100
1,250
Wilder, George H. 1 House 1,100
0. B
Lot Msa
25
75
1,200
127
Name Poll Property Value Total
Wilder, Harrison 1 75
75
150
900
Stable 350
22o
Home pasture 4a . .
.
Field overway la . .
Brooker field 3a
40
40
150
1,705
Wilder, John F. 1
Wilder, William E. 1
enoU
70
7
1 OT
Wilder William E.
and others
650
100
or
4/0
Williams, Tilon 501
35
oO
800
100
500
400
1,800
Williamson, Mrs.
Kate and others
400
200
128
Name Property Value
Williamson, Mrs.
Marietta
Williamson, Minot 1
Williamson, Phineas
J.
Winslow, Edward
Winslow, Edward P.
Winslow, Leonard
Winslow, Edward F.
and others
Winslow, James E.
Winslow, Jesse M.
Shops. ..,
Lot 4%a
Curtis unimp. IY2B,
Damon wood 3a.
.
No. half house . .
.
No. half stable. ..
Shop
Lot IV2SL
Home wood 9a. . .
.
Halifax swamp 2a
Horse
10 Fowl
All other
1 House . .
.
Lot l%a.
Field 2a
Unimproved 8a
125
200
10
35
275
125
25
75
135
10
125
7
25
150
50
50
100
129
Name
Whittaker, Thomas
W.
Williams, James H.
Wright ington
Warren B.
Young Mrs. Esther
M.
Young, William C.
Property- Value
Winslow, Emery T. 1
Winslow, Mrs. Eva
and others
Whiting, Alonzo B.
House
Lot 2a
Fresh meadow 2a. .
2 Horses
Cow
All other.
House. .
O. Bid.
Lot V2a
1 ! 12 Geese
Total
300
80
5
100
35
100
Stable
O. Bid
1,000
250
50
Lot 2%a 150
Fi Id la 25
Wood and unimp.
10a 150
875
50
75
25
385
235
1,625
1,000
25
Non-Resident Taxpayers
TOWN OF NORWELL VALUATION, 1910
Name Property- Value
Adler, Edwin
Somerville
Alger, Frank
Assinippi
Allen, Helen L.
Medford
An Irews, E. J. H.
He rs, H'ng-ham
Bacon, Ernest D.
Kockland
Baih>y, Edwin T.
Hanover
House
Lot 5%a
Pasture 3:i
Field No. house la.
.
House
Stable
Lot^a
Stable
Lot 10a
Pasture and wood 20a
School St. wood 5a.
.
James wood 4a
Lewis wood 2%a. . .
Cushing wood 4a. .
.
Jones lot 14%a
Ridge Hill lot 7%a
Loring lot 10% a.
Spra^ue lot, 2% a.
Wood 2a
Bailey, Marshall H. House..
Cambridge Lot 10a.
250
300
30
60
550
100
50
500
500
200
150
60
30
150
175
100
125
35
15
1,100
400
131
Name Property Value
Bailey, Solon I.
Cambridge
Bank, Canton
Cooperative,
Canton
Barnes, Edwin
Hingham
Barstow, Henrry B.
and others
Hanover
Pond pasture, 7a.
.
River fi lds 5a. . .
House
Stable
Shed
Lot 7a
Home pasture,4a. •
Po nt field and
unimp. 4a
Fresh meadow 2a.
River meadow 14a
House (Hagar)
StaMe
0. B
Lot ^a
Pasture ll^a
Swamp 2a
V nal Orchard %a.
.
House (Rudd)
Stable
0. Bid
Lot 6a
Pasture and unimp.
24a
Valley Swamp 7%a.
Stockl ridge wood
ll%a
Gardner meadow
VAa
Stetson meadow 6a.
75
150
900
4L0
100
300
150
,1 I
50
10
15
600
150
100
50
175
25
25
400
50
25
250
350
125
350
3
7
360
132
Nam*; Property Value Total
Bartlett, Edward
T-Tino'liam
. .
. U _ 11 CL l-LL
Valley Swamp lOVfca 150
150
Bass, Lewis Jr.
(^uine-y
Valley Swamp 20a.
.
375
375
Bates, Aaron
Beeehwood
Otis pasture, 7a. .
.
Halifax swamp 2V6a.
Mt. Hope wood, IV2
133
50
25
210
T^'i1p<i Aim at "M
No. Seituate
B rites Pasture 2a.
.
Flat Swamp 3 a
30
25
55
175
J3Jtes, e
w
Xo. Seituate
Sin 111 111 pt* ftt wnnrl iSa 1 1 0
Bates, Helen M.
CM 11 Ha ( c
Black Pond l%a. ... 20
20
Bates. William F.
Hanover
Field 3%a 400
25
425
Bates & Lincoln
Cohasset
Burnt Plain Swamp
2%a
Valley swamp, 2 Mia.
25*
25
50
Blake, Carrie T.
and ot'iers
Worcester
Stable
700
300
Lot 2a 80
Shod 125
Field overway 9a. .
.
Hatch Pasture 23a . .
Prince Otis lot 17%a
600
500
275
133
Name
Blanchard .Mrs.
Arthur W. and
others
Bonney, Frank W.
Hanover
Bowker, E. Dexter
and others
Boston
Bowker, George F.
Chelsea
Breed, Henry W.
Lynn
Property
Wood and unimp
8%a 125
Home pasture 7^a. 115
Gr >en lot l*/ia 25
Hoop Pole swamp 4a 50
Halifax Tongue 4a. . 125
Hal fax unimp. 2%a. 50
Value
House . .
.
Stable. .
.
Lot l^a
Old Fond la
House . .
Lot lV2 a
Bowker St. land 30a
Bowker WW wood
14a
Hoop Pole Swamp
l%a
House
StaMe
Tank and engine. .
.
0. Bid
Lot 7a
Turner wood 2a. . .
Wood and meadow
35a...
7.10
175
100
10
1,-100
125
300
140
35
2,100
300
150
25
450
30
350
134
Naire Property Value Total
Brewster, Edward
E., Boston
Briggs, Albert H.
Quincy
Briggs, Alden
West Quincy
Briggs, C. W.
North Hanover
Briggs, C. W. & F.
Ella, North
Hanover
Briggs, EJbridge,
Assinippi
Briggs, Ella F.,
North Hanover
High St. land,4%a..
House
Stable
Lot, la
Pasture and young.
.
wood, 4a
Sumner St. wood. 5a
Merritt wood, 2a. . .
Neck orchard, %a .
.
Fre-h meadow, 94 a. .
Clapp burnt plain,
2a
Old pond, l%a. . .
.
Fillebrown lot,
10%a
Sylvester wood,58a
Tolman wood, 11a.
Old pond island,
3%a
Bryant wood, 26a.
River meadow and
upland, 3a
Otis middle iot,15%*
Bowker lot, 14^ a. . .
100
500
150
75
65
125
100
80
30
45
150
350
85
20
160
25
175
185
3i;o
1?5
Briggs, George H.
No. Scituate
Briggs, Mary T.
North Hanover
Brooks, Noah W.
New York City
Brooks, Mrs. S. J.
M., Brockton
Brooks, William P.
and others,
Amherst
Brooks, William P.,
Amherst
Field, l 3/4a
Otis fields, 4%a...
Wood and unimp.,
2a
Cole wood, 5^ a. .
.
Otis pasture, 14a. .
River meadow,3a.
.
House
Stable
Windmill and tank
Shed
Lot, 4a
Tenant house
Lot, %a
Tolman land, 7V2a.
Swan land, 4a
Sparrell unim.,8a.
House
0. B
Lo+, %a
Stable
Lot, 8a
Field over way,6%a.
Lot west of orchard,
3a
Fresh moadow,2a . .
.
Bowker pasture and
unimp..10%a
75
150
30
75
150
1,450
100
100
50
325
125
25
525
60
40
900
25
25
200
500
265
75
20
160
480
5
2,760
40
950
136
Kinm a x roper ty v alue lOtai
Wood over way, 3a. 60
TT 1 < _Hoop pole swamp,4a 80
Gardner & Benson
300
Wood r^ar of Town
tt _ _ n„ 300
1,960
Brown, Llwyn M., 900
Hanson 0. B 25
T ,.4. -| _ 100
Young wood (Grove
St) 2a 30
1,055
Brown, Margaret Jj. 4,000
rJoston otame 200
25
Wmam: 11 75
L/ot, ^a 200
2,000
T „ j. ^ - „ 600
800
T _ j_ 1 / _ 20
TT 1 ' j 11Haskms stable 300
Lot, 4a 100
Old place stable, .... 200
T
_
i OCT _ 250
Haskins wood, 31a.
.
575
Sylvester past., 18a. 450
Haskins fields(east)
8a 200
150
Leavitt pasture, 9a... 100
Haskins fields,
(West), 7a 140
Younjr wood, 24a. .
.
150
137
Name Property Value Total
Brown, Samuel L.
and others
Boston
Brown, Stella H.
Scituate
Burns, John T.
Hingham
Carpenter, Daniel
A., E. Milton
Carr, Elmer E.
Boston
Hatch bush m°ad.,
8a
Haskins orchard, V2 a.
Old place wood,3a..
Cedar swamp,4% a. .
Leavitt, mead. 2a.
.
Church mead., l%a.
Fresh mead.,2a
Winter St. wood,
3V2 a
House
0. Bid
Lot, l%a
Fearing lot,13 1/2a. . . .
House
Stable
0. B
Lot, 4V2a
House
Stable
Lot, 3V2 a
Shaw wood and
unimp., 81a
Neck field, la
Wilson hill fields,4a.
8
30
(JO
25
2
2
3
40
COO
25
125
100
1,300
400
75
350
700
75
100
1,100
50
240
10,665
40
750
10O
2,125
2,265
138
Name
Casneau, Louise J.
Boston
Church, Alonzo
Hanover
Church, Samuel,
Assinippi
Church, William
heirs, Hanover
Clapp, Miss
Antoinotte,Boston
Clapp, Miss
Antoint tte and
others, Boston
Clapp, Arthur W.
Boston
Clapp, Charles and
others,Creenbush
Clapp, Mrs.
Elijah and
othors^reenbush
i ^
Property
House
Lot, Y28,
Tolman wood, 7%a.
.
Cashman old pond,
3a
Meadow,3%a
Fields and wood,
10a
Pasture and mead.,
7^a
Wood and pasture,
27y2 a
Wheelwright swamp,
4a
Wheelwright unimp.
2^a
Main St house
O. Bid
Lot, la
Lin oln St. house.
.
.
O. Bid
Lot, 3a
Value Total
25
25
90
30
350
75
500
30
35
360
40
75
450
50
150
139
Name Property
James pasture,14a. .
Clapp wood, 2^a. .
.
Sylvester wood,13^a
Valley swamp,3a. . .
.
Black pond wood,
l%a
Black pond wood
i%a
Stockbridge wood,
l%a
Flat swamp, 5a. . .
.
Clapp unimp.,8a. . .
.
Mt. Hope wood, l%a
Prospect hill pastu.,
82%a
House
Stony Brook land,
ll%a
Black pond wood,
l%a
Value Total
Clapp, Frank
Wayland
Clapp, Oscar and
"others, Greenbush
Clapp, Albert and
others, Scituate
Clapp, William 0.
Xo. Scituate
Clapp, William T.,
No. Scituate
Codman, William C.
Jr., Boston
Coffee, Timothy
Kockland
Cole, Edward E.
Boston
350
50
200
45
60
25
25
75
85
15
1,200
100
85
40
L525
245
60
25
185
15
1,210
185
40
140
Name Property
Cole, Fred and
others, Greenbush
Cole, Henry T.,
Scituate
Studley wood and
uninip., 10a
Black pond swamp,
13a
Collamore, Anthony Fresh meadow. 2a
Est., Hanover
Hoop pole swamp,
4%a
Collamore, Mrs.
Mildred, North
Hanover
Collins, C. B. and Hatch unimp.,12a
other.-, Rockland Bowers unimp.,2%a
Cowing, Percy W. Wood (Grove St)
So. Hingham 5a
Crorker, Warren
H., Campello
All other
House
. .
Lot, %a.
Value
325
150
50
180
25
50
100
75
25
100
Currell, Charles Lot, lV2 a
House
. . .
900
100
1,000
Curtis, Ahner and Bowkor unim., 3M;a
others, Whitman Old pond, 2V2a....
Hemlock island
wood, 5 1/4a. . .
75
60
500
141
Name Property- Value Total
Old pond maple, la.
i Soper wood, la
Curtis, Leorge N.
No. Hanover
Curtis, Mrs. Maria
Brockton
Curtis, William S.
Hanover
Cushing, Davis,
Rockland
Cushing, Frank,
Grtenbush
Cushing, Fred,
North Hanover
Cushing, Helen M.
South Hingliam
Cushino-, Lewis T.,
heirs, Cohasset
Old pond wood,2a. .
Old pond wood, 2 Ms a
Hemlock island,5V2a.
Prouty mead., V23L. .
.
10
20
CurtiSjCliarl s L. Hatch wood, 5a. . . . 465
North Hanover Fearing lot, 21% a. .
,
160
Wood lot, 14a 125
Turner wood, 9% a. . 100
Ha:ch wood, 10a. . . . 70
Hin s lot, 3a 25
50
40
25
10
25
50
Valley swamp^ia.
,
Lane field, la
Collamore lot,12a...
Hatch lot, 4V2a.... 50
Burnt plain, la 25
665
945
50
40
35
25
50
100
50
25
142
Name Property Value
Cushing, Mrs.
Melissa, Hanover
Cushing, Samuel
heirs, Hanover
Cushing, Webster A.
Brockton
Dailey, Mrs. Mary
South Hingham
Dailey, Thomas
South Hingham
Dalby, Abner,
North Scituate
Meadow, l^a
Fresh meadow,2a . .
House
Stable
0. B
Lot, %a
Stoddard field,l%a.
Stoddard wood,6%
a
Pine grove lot, 2a.
.
Hobart lot, 5%a. . .
Fearing wood, 15a.
.
Stockbridge wood,
8a
Barry Hatch lot,
12%a 85
Valley swamp, 4a . .
.
50
Dug hill swamp,
2%a 20
Gardner unim.,5%a. 30
L. Gardner No. 1,
3%a 40
L. Gardner No. 2,
3^a 20
Briggs orchard,^a. 50
Wood and meadow,
5a 70
1,000
150
50
100
175
100
75
60
90
50
143
lsame Property Value Total
Damon, Alphonso C.
heirs, Boston
Torrey unimp.
r
8a.
.
50
50
Damon, Charles and
others, Quincy
Curtis wood, 4a
Curtis fields, 4a. .
. .
Black pond swamp,
4%a
Hoop pole swamp,
2%a
Turner unimp.,5%a.
.
125
200
20
125
100
55
30
655
Damon, Frank Wood Mt. Blue St,
la 40
40
50
Damon, Frank E.
W. Hanover
Cor. lot (South &
50
Damon, Frank G.
Marshfield
River mead., 3a. . .
.
15
15
Damon, Mrs.
George H. and
others, North
Scituate
Litchfield wood,
2y2a 25
25
Damon, G. Wilbur,
North Scituate
Flat swamp,6a 60
60
Damon, Israel D.,
Greenbush
Hoop pole swamp,
100
Turner wood and
unim., 4%a
Ellms unim., la
45
10
155
144
Name
Damon, John
Minot
Damon, Seth,
Weymouth
Damon, Yadilla A.
Boston
Dan forth, Julia M.
Whitman
Darling-, Benjamin
P., Roekalnd
David, Frank,
Abin<:ton
Davis, Martha W.
Somerville
Delnno, Edward F.
Welthea Merritt,
guardian., North
Scituate
Property
House . .
Stable.
.
Lot, & a
Litchfield unimp.,
8a
Olr pond mead. ,2a
Bowker St. buri^t
plain, 2V2ZL
House . . .
Lot, Y2 2L,
Value Total
Town swamp, 2a. .
.
Valley swamp, 8a .
Hous<'
Stable
Carriage and wood
house
Windmill and tank.
Lot, 6a
Unimproved,13a. . . .
Wild eat wood, 5%a
Lapliam wood, 5a. .
.
Curtis, mead
,
1 %a. .
60
50
500
50
50
100
30
25
700
100
4,000
400
125
235
360
200
150
125
5
60
50
600
100
30
25
800
5,600
145
Name Property Value Total
Delano, Edward
and Emma L.
Welthea Merritt
guardian, North
Scituate
Gray hill wood, 18a. 450
450
Dieges, Mrs. C. J. 900
Dodd, George
Trustee for Eva-
lina Foster,
Boston
Donnelly, Mrs.
Mary, Rockland
Dove, Florence A.,
Hingham
Dunham, Mrs. Ella
Holden
Dwelley, Jedediah,
North Hanover
Lot, 2a ,
Young wood, 5a. .
.
All other,
100
50
7,622
1,275
7,622
House
.
O. B...
Lot, la
Valley swamp, 7a
Pasture, l^a
Molley Foster lot,
2%a
River meado\v,2%a,
Dwelley, Robert E. Fresh mead., 2V2 a.
Hanover
925
25
100
65
25
200
Electric Light &
Power Co.,
Abington
All other 2,500
1,050
90
200
5
5
2,500
146
Name Property
Halifax swamp, 3a,
Cowing swamp, 9a.
Soper swamp, x/£a.
.
Sears pasture,! 3a.
.
House
Lot, 5a
Wood & unim., 11a.
Horse
40 Fowl
All other
Land (River St.)
3 x/2a..
Black pond wood,
12%a
Otis wood and
unimp
,
6a
Barnes swamp, 3a. ,
Black pond wood,
2%a
Value
i
Total
Ellms, Benjamin,
North Scituate
Ellms, Lucy A.
Scituate
Farrar, Gustavus
Est., Brockton
Farrington, Mrs.
C. A.
Field, George P.
Brookline
Fitts, John T.
Greenlmsh
Fitts, Mrs. Julia E.,
Greenbush
15
175
10
250
900
200
220
150
30
300
175
100
60
45
60
147
Name Property
Fitts, Seth 0.
Rockland
Flamand,Elizabeth
M., Greenbush
Ford, Henry F.
Rockland
Ford, Peleg,
Greenbush
House
0. Bids
Lot, la
King's Landing
mead. & wood, 9a.
Horsa. . . .
2 Cows . .
.
3 Swine
20 Fowl. .
All other,
House
Stable
0. Bid....
Lot, 8a. . .
.
Wood la
House & store
Stable
0. Bid
Lot, 2%a
Tenant house (Grov
St)
Stable
Lot, 3a
Corner lot,%a
Hoop pole swamp,
l%a
Soper wood, 3a.
n
148
Nairn Property Value
,
Total
Foster, William
heirs, Hingham
Fraudevaux,
St. Louis
French, Mrs. Arthur
P., Brookline
Frye, Charles H.
Scituate
Fullerton, K. B.
New York
Church, Mrs.
Samuel & others
Assinippi
Hoop pole swamp,
6a
House . . .
Stable. .
.
0. Bids..
Lot, 2y2 a
House
,
Stable
Lot, 4a
Field Washington
St.,5a
Wood rear church,
2a
Foster neld, l%a. .
Foster wood, %a. .
,
House
House . .
Stable.
.
Lot, %a
Mill, Mach. and
privilege
Lot, 3a
Bald hill meadow,
la
Old pond, l%a
125
450
150
75
175
850
250
350
500
300
125
85
75
149
Name Property Value Total
Gardner, Mrs.
Celestia E.,
Hanover
Field(River st.)3%a.
Meadow, (River st.)
.
2a
300
50
350
Gardner, Mary C.
South Hingham
50
50
Ganatt, Mrs. Mary
W.
Wood and unim.
Bowker st.,12a. . . 120
120
Gilman, A. K.,
Rockland
50
25
75i
Goodrich, N. V.
South Hanover
Wood, (Green St)
10a 85
85
Goosby, Robert.,
Boston
Hackett, Charles
(
'ohasset
House
Lot, 3a
Briggs lot, 3a.
Stockbr^dge wood,
8a
White swamp, 2V2a.
Clapp burnt plain,9
Whiton swamp, 2a. .
Loring wood, 5a. . . .
Lincoln wood, 2Msa. .
Lewis wood, 2a
Flat swamp, 3%a . . .
Cushing burnt plain
2%a
Burnt plain. 6a
350
50
45
125
100
75
75
50
50
40
25
20
60
445
620
150
Naire Property Value
Hackett, Wallace
North Hanover
Hall, Nancy C. Est.
W. Hanover
Harrington.
Ephriam,
Boston
Harris, Nettie and
others, Norwell
Harris, Mrs. Nora
N.
Hatch, Asa L.
Boston
Hatch, Mrs. Charles
B.
ooston
Andrews lot, 55^.
.
Lewis lot, 18a
Emma Loring,
Lot, 10a
Randall lot, 11a. . .
.
Cushing wood, 8M$ a.
Damon pasture, 5a.
Curtis lot. 2 2-3a. .
Thomas lot, 6^a. . .
.
Halifax wood, la . .
Minot lot, lV2a
Fresh mead., l^a. .
Buildings 1
Lot, 4a
Unimproved,5a
|
House
.
Lot. Ms a
Field Ka
Litchfield wood 2a.
Cole wood 4Msa
Otis wood SV2 a
Soper unimp. l%a..
Otis swamp la
Horse
. .
other
800
250
150
150
100
100
65
60
40
10
15
350
180
75
200
25
50
25
35
35
20
25
75
150
151
Name Property value Total
Hatch, Jonathan H.
Scituate
700
Stable GOO
TToiiip nasturp 9a
Dean field 3%a
Otis meadow, 4a. . . .
150
100
250
5
2
1,807
Henderson, Alonzo
P., Hanover
Tolman factory
200
200
Henderson, Wm. P.
Rockland
100
40
140
Herchenroder,
Howard J.
1,300
300
50
300
1,950
Hersey, Benj. A.
Heirs
Field and meadow
50
50
Hersey, Henry M.
and others
650
50
Medford
Hersey, Reuben
Hingham
Hinckley, Josiah W.
fW. Hanover
, alley Swamp 6a.
S. Jenkins Hoop
pole, 5a
Whiting Old Pond
Ifca
60
50
35
152
Name Property value Total
Hines, John 75
Hingham Lot 4a 150
225
Hingham Water Co. 1,000
Hingham
0. Bid 150
Lot 3a 300
Condon land 5a 375
Turner land 4%a.
.
.
250
French unimp. SV2 a. 225
Prince land l x/4a. . .
.
125
2 875
House, Martha S.,
»
House 800
Dorchester Stable 250
0 Bid 50
Land 5% a 325
Home pasture 6a. . .
.
100
1,525
Hyde, Edith L. House 500
Cambridge 75
575
Jacobs, Edv 1 F. House 1,500
Boston Stable 600
0. Bid 50
Lot 4t, 400
Home pasture 8a. .
.
300
Tenant house 400
Lot %a 40
Hatch lot 11a 225
Damon wood 14Msa.
.
100
River meadow 2^a. 25
S. Clapp unimp. Msa. 10
Sand Hole lot V2&.
.
.
10
' 3,660
153
Name Property Value Total
Jacobs, Everett anc
others
"Whitman
Stony Brook upland
and meadow 4a .
.
.
25
or25
Jacobs, Franklin Est Hatch lot 20a 300
son
Jacobs, Dr. Henry J3.
Baltimore, Md.
-LOU
2 uows 70
1 Neat cattle 15
All other 50
285-
House -L,UUU
2 Stables 700
Shed 100
0. Bid
Lot 20a
Home wood 49a
Home pasture 28a. .
.
Field overway 4^a.
50
1,100
l,o00
350
250
50
x»xill and privilege. .
Mill fresh meadow
2a
Valley swamp wood
l%a
Valley Swamp wood
Mollie Foster wood
Wade unimp. la. . . .
Old Pond meadow
2a
River meadow l%a.
i i
1,500
100
120
25
50
25
200
65
15
30
5
7,835
154
Name Property-
Jacobs, Stephen 0.
and others
Assinippi
Jacobs, Wilbur
No. Hanover
Jenkins, George 0.
Boston
Johnson, Mrs. Emma
Rice
Auburndale
Johnson, Enoch
Hanover
Kane, Florence R.
Assinippi
Kane, Mrs. Patrick
and others
Hoop Pole Swamp
2a
Side Hill lot 18a...
Otis swamp,3a
Maple Swamp and
field 9a
Soper and Prouty
lots 7%a
Fresh Meadow 4%a,
Wild Cat lot la....
Ail other
Mill and privilege
.
.
Lot la
Prouty Swamp 6a..
Jacobs Valley
Swamp 2%a
Le Roy Prouty
Swamp la
,
Jacobs wood and
meadow 3a
Old Pond Cashman
lot 5a
Old Pond Crossway
lot 2%a
Value
75
150
100
200
140
45
25
550
500
50
200
15
15
25
75
15
155
Name Property- Value Total
Keene, Mrs. N. A.
Rockland
Kendall, Frederick
Boston
Kilbun, Chas. H.
Rockland
Killam, Charles H.
Assinippi
Kirby, George J.,
New Bedford
Knight Mrs. Mary
Boston
.1,300
Stable 425
Shoo 25
0. Bid 60
3, U
Wood and pasture .
.
15%a 400
Field overway 2a. . . 150
Fresh meadow l^a. 25
House
.
Lot 3a
Plat Swamp la
Hatch lot 9%a
House
Stable ,
Lot 3 x/4a
Wood and unimp
12%a
Foster field %a
Field on Circuit St.
2%a
Fresh meadow l%a,
House
Stable
O. Bid
Lot, 9V2 a
Home and unimp.
9%a
200
100
10
75
200
30
156
Name Property Value Total
Lawson, Thomas W. Otis wood 2a,
Egypt Black Pond wood la
Lea, Mrs. M. C.
Bar Harbor, Me.
Leach, Albert E.
Boston
Leary, John J.
Minot
Leavittt, Charles T.
So Hin*iham
Leavitt, John T.
Abington
Lincoln, John
Hingham
Lincoln, Joseph,
Accord
Linscott & Bryant. House.
.
0. B....
Lot la.
.
% Store
Litchfield Arthur C. House
3 Horses
House . .
.
O. B
Lot l%a.
Old Pond wood 2%a.
Great Field l%a
Stockbridge wood 4a
Curtis unimp. 5a. .
Burnt Plain 2a
Field and wood 3a
Coha8set Stable.
Lot 4a,
50
30
200
700
50
100
35
35
40
65
40
100
900
100
75
200
700
200
175
80
200
850
35
75
65
40
100
1,275
157
Name Property Value Total
Litchfield, Clarence
L.
No. Scituate
Litchfield, Edith V.
Litchfield, Francis
So Hingham
Litchfield, Geo. W.
Scituate
Litchfield, G. W.,
H. Assignees
Scituate
Litchfield, Mrs.
Horace, Egypt
Litchfield, Luther
North Scituate
Litchfield, Lydia
Assinippi
Litchfield, Martha
Hingham Center
Home past., 14a. .
Wood field la. .. .
! Judges Hill Pasture
40a
Mt. Hope wood,
l%a
James wood 22a. . .
.
Fearing Swamp 7a.
.
Litchfield unimp. 2a.
Stable
Factory lot 3a
Mill unimp, 16^a. .
.
Hoop pole swamp,la
Black pond, la
Mt. Hope wood, 3a
Hatch wood, 10a . . .
Turner swamp, 3a.
.
Barnes swamp, 6a. .
.
425
25
600
15
400
300
40
75
150
125
25
25
40
150
60
200
1,525
615
400
300
40
225
175
40
210
200
158
Name Property Value
Litchfield, Melvin j Curtis wood,2a
North Scituate
Litchfield, Reuben
North Scituate
Litchfield, Robert J.
North Scituate
Litchfield, Samuel
W. Hingham
Litchfield, Milton
and others,
North Sc tuate
Litchfield,
Thaddeus
North Scituate
Litchfield, William
T., Cohasset
Litchfield, Zenas
Est., North
Scituate
Loud, Hulda B.
Rockland
Loud, R. Loud &
Sons, South
Weymouth
Curtis field, la. . . .
Flat swamp, %a. .
.
Flat swamp, 3a. . .
.
Stockbridge wood,
2a
Mt. Hope wood, 3a.
Mt. Hope wood, la.
Burnt plain, 2a ... .
Halifax swamp, M*a,
Lot (High St.),4a..
Factory
Lot, Vza,
Mt. Hope wood,3a
Prouty lot, 2a . .
.
Hersey wood, 10a
100
40
10
50
75
30
10
10
10
100
1,000
75
40
200
100
159
l\ame Property Value
Lynch, Mrs. Mary
E., Cambridge
10 Fowl
All other
50
120
7
50
Lot, 4% a
Large stable
Field over way, 4V2a
800
150
500
300
lit)
Locke, L. Eugenia
Boston
Lapham field, 5%a.
.
Qtolon-n fiplrl 4-a
450
30
70
100
Mack, Thaddeus,
East Boston
Burnt plain swamp,
20
Mann, Albert G.
North Hanover
Prouty swamp, 2% a.
WlQ pUIiU. UlcdU., I '*a
Hunt swamp, la. . .
Cushing burnt plaii
50
75
15
50
Mann, Caleb A.
North Hanover
High St. wood,8a. .
.
Clapp swamp, 2%a.
.
Burnt plain swamp,
Halifax swamp, la. .
Totman swamp, 6%
a
75
50
30
15
80
160
Name
Mann, Mrs. Jane
C, Rockland
Mann, Joshua
Hanover
Manson, John L.,
Scituate
Marsh, Sydney R.
North Scituate
Martin, E. F.,
Lynn
McArthur, Mrs. A.
Center Seitunte
Property
Burnt plain No 1,
2a
Burnt plain No. 2,
la
River meadow,! Mi a
Otis swamp, 5a. . .
.
Merritt wood, la . .
Merritt wood, 2^a
2 Swine.
All other
House
0, Bid
Lot, %a
Curtis wood, 5a.
Ford fields, 4%a
Ford wood, 21a.
Burnt plain, la,
McConey, Charles House..
E. F., Boston Stable
.
Lot, 5a.
Merritt, Cassius C.
South Weymouth 1 House . .
Stable.
.
Value Total
35
20
125
40
80
30
75
1,075
25
100
125
150
200
55
5
165
80
105
10
150
50
60
1,675
10
260
700
225
161
Name
Merritt, Mrs.
Charles H.,
Winthrop
Merritt, Lester
and others,
North Scituate
Mitchell, Charles
H., No. Scituate
Moore, Thomas
Mattapan
Murphy, Edward
L and others,
Ashmont
Property Value
0. Bid 75
Lot, 3%a 200
Stetson unim., l%a. 20
Curtis black pond
swamp, l%a 25
Foster meadow,3a
Sumner St. wood,
3%a 75
Sumner St. wood,
l%a 15
Burnt plain wood,
4a 80
House 700
Stable 300
Shop 100
Lot, la 60
Richmond field,
3%a 150
Neal field, 3a 225
Whitman mead.,2a. . 3
Cedar swamp, 2a . . . 25
Lane meadow, 2a . . . 2
Curtis and Otis
wood, Ifa 300
162
iMame Property Value
Nash, Herbert,
rirustee,Boston
Nichols, Israel
Greenbush
Norris, Robert N.
Rockland
Northey, Charles
H., Plymouth
Northey, Henry H.,
Greenbush
Nott, Chr.rles E.
Pembroke
Old Colony Street
P. R. Brockton
Osborn, Lester W.
Duxbury
Pratt, Elias E.
Norwood
Peckham, John L.
East AVeymouth
All other
Flat swamp 3a
Valley swamp
wood, 8a. . .
Thompson wood,
2%a
Black pond, la.
.
Black pond swamp,
la
Fr« sh m adow,2a.
Car barn
Lot, la.
.
All other
Fi.'ld(Elm St.),l%a
Jacobs field and
orchard, 16a
Jacobs wood, 20a. .
House
Stable
,
Lot, ">^a
Barker wood, 8a. .
.
5,000
50
75
40
25
25
2,200
100
50
90
900
1,200
3,000
1,200
300
175
163
Name Property- Value
Peiiniman, John W.
Whitman
Percival, William,
North Hanover
Peney. Charles,
Hanover Center
Perry, E. Y. Est.,
William Bates,
Trustee
Perry, Laurence
Boston
Phillips, A. R.,
Phillips, Fred W.
W. Hanover
Phillips, Lot &
Co., Corp.
West Hanover
Old pond, ma
House
Lot, &a
Rear land, 3 x/4a
Perry field, la
Perry pasture,12 :^a,
Fresh mead., 2a. .
.
Stoekbridge swamp,
4a
Fresh m adow.3a . .
.
Wood, 4%a
Wiid cat, 72a
William Tolman
(Lot 2), 30%a...
Black pond from
(E. Torrey), 40a
Old pond
Cashman, 4a. . .
House 750
100
150
Stable
Lot, la
550
50
500. B
1,000
164
Name Property value rp 1lotai
Torrev lot 28a 420
Curtis lot, 14 1/^a. 475
Bowker wood,
(No <z\(\p) 36a 360
Zela wood 10a 325
Delano lot (So
(xreeTl ftf ") ^t sAa 325
Tnrnpr & Brico^
wood 30a 300
Curtis wood and
unimp 36a 250
Totinan field fia
-L V/ LJJ.-LJ.CtXX XX\j1U.j W CL • • * 250
Foster lot (from
Hammond) 28a. .
.
210
Bowker lot, unim.,
20a. .
.
200
Jenkins wood from
(Studley) 19a.... 175
Torrey wood, Cross
St., 18a. . 180
D. Clapp lot, 19% a. 150
Curtis wood fTTifh
St) 5 l-3a 130
Turner lot 8a 125
Stoddard lot 10%
a
100
Dp] arm lot (No
Green St ) 8 x/4a 85
Bowker St field
1 o
Wild f*at wood fifl 75
•T Cljirni nniin (inti . v
.LUJ/J/ Lt 11 1111., \i<X . 50
E. Stetson unimp.
and mead., 8a. .
.
.
50
Foster wood, 6a ...
.
50
Thompson wood,4%a 30
Bela Jacobs Mt.
Blue wood, l%a. . 30
Torrey black j)ond,
2a.' 25
165
Name
Pingree, Andrew
heirs, Illinois
Pollard, George H.
Greenbush
Pooler Charles
Minot
Power, T. C.
East Boston
Pratt, Aaron,
Cohas^et
Pratt, Frederick R.
South Weymouth
Property
Town swamp, la. .
.
Jacobs wood, 3a. . .
.
Foster wood, 3^a.
.
Fresh meadow
Bowker St., 2a. ..
Wigwam swamp,2a.
Burnt plain, 4a
Jacobs burnt plain,
l%a
Hobart wood,3^. .
Wade unim., ^a. .
.
Field, 2% a
Black pond wood,
l%a
House
2 Stables
Lot, l%a
Walnut hill feld,
3%a
Swamp ard pasture,
3%a
Loring swamp, 6a..
Halifax swamp,3a. . .
Valley swamp,! 2a . . .
Value Total
25
25
25
20
20
20
15
35
10
150
35
1,300
800
150
225
50
175
50
325
166
Name Property Value Total
Pratt,
South Weymouth
Black poiid,2a 50
50
.rray, i nomas n.
Ashmont
±,UUU
75Lot, x/4a
1,075
Jrresby, i^mma A.,
Boston
oou
J <LO
Wood, 6V2 a 125
1,100
Prouty, Sarah L.
North Hanover
House 425
0. Bid 25
75
525
rulier, George,
South Hingham
Valley swamp, 2a.
.
.
41'
40
Kandall & Litchfield house
West Hingham Field- 5a 375
Tavern pa^-t, 8^a.
.
.
Field over way,2^ a.
175
O i 0
you
Reod, George,
North Abington
Curtis lot 26a 300
300
Remey, Mrs. W.C.,
Boston
Horse 150
All other 150
300
Richardson,
Zimrie, Boston
House 750
0. Bid 50
Lot, Vzs, 60
860
167
Name Property v alue Total
Richardson,
George B.
New Bedford
Richardson, Mrs.
George,
Hyde Park
Salmond, Samuel
Sons, Hanover
Scully, James H.
Shaw, Mrs. Carrie.
New Bedford
Sheldon, Frank A.
Rockland
•Sheppard, Joseph J.
Pembroke
Wood and unim.,
7a ^.
Burnt plain, 7a. .
Algerine wood,13a
All other
Factory and priv.
and out bid
Lot, la
135
75
100
4,050
5,; oo
100
400
200
O. Bid 25
Lo +
,
3%a 150
Wood and unimp.,
75
210
100
4,050
5,100
850
House
StaMe
Lot, l%a
Hatch lot, 10a.
Bald hill unim., 4a,.
Wood, 2a
1,(50
450
125
50
100
75
1/.75
100
75
168
Name Property value Total
KJli.U.l/Cj J.JA 111 jr -Li.
Accord
Pond Sit wood 54a
Cus .ing f\eld, 8a.
.
.
9,10
500
1,450
Si 1Y1 TTI OT1 « ( 'li a >»] pok_Jiiiiiin_>ii5>, v uai ics
Winthrop
TTon«?p 1 100
100
250
Stable
1,450
Simmons, Henry
and o;hers,
T^nctnnJJU8 lull
Simmons wood,14a.
.
White meadow, 2a.
.
300
30
Singleton,, Theodore Lot on Green St.,
25
25
Slniiri(Ji' VI pt>v Ti
Dorchester
dn^h Tier wood 17^>a 180
180
Smith Eli7n Ckjllll til, J-JllZiCl v •
North Hanover
Fresh meadow 2a . 5
5
SnpQr TTptitv
NnTtli Han ovat1> Ul 111 ililllU \ Cl
Hiffh St wood 5a 100
100
Spicer, Fred K.
heirs, Boston
60
60
Sprajrae Amos 0.
South Weymouth
Hatch lot la
Halifax swamp,2^a.
15
30
45
Sprapruo, Bf la F.
Center Ilingham
Valley swamp, 7a. . 200
200
169
Name Property Value Total
Sprague Children
Weymouth
Wood and unim.,32a
Hatch lot, 10a
400
70
1 470
Sprague, Elisha C.
South Hingham
Saud h'll lot, SV28L.
.
50
50
Sprague, Mrs. Laura
So. Hingham
375
Grove St. wood 4a. 150
oZO
Sprague & Puffer
So. Hingham
Stebbins, Mrs. Harry
and others
Newton, Mass.
C*. ATI £tT* A TYI "H ^ifi 50
50
Farrar field wood,
46a 1,500
1,500
Stevens, Sarah E.
and others
Wayland
Young wood, 13a... 260
40
.300
Stetson, Charles B.
Medford
Meadow near River
St. 6a 45
45
Stetson, Ella F.
Medford
800
X 1 -1 _ 75
875
Stetson, Henry M. Fresh meadow 2^a. 5 5
Hanover Center
Stetson Kindred of
America, Geo. W.
Stetson, Treas.
Medford
250
150
800
209
170
Name Property Value Total
Unimproved 26a ....
Young wood 12a ...
375
240
5
2,020
Stevens, Edward
Cambridge
House .... zUU
100
200
Unimproved 4a
lialiiax tongue la.
80
nr
605
150
Stockbridge, Charles
T.
Hyland lot ll%a. .
.
150
No. Abington
Stockbridge,
Elizabeth B
Pnnrl lnt 9a 10±u
10
S*ln HlTlfTnQTYlou. xiiiigiicmi
Stockbridge, Hosea
Cohasset
Flat Swamp 10a. . .
.
Turncoat wood 5^a.
"ITT ,1 1 „ J. Ol/ n
Pasture 3a
100
1UU
50
50
c0
305
Stockbridge, Williarr Groat field 3a 85
H. 90
Mt. Blue 175
Stoddard, Samuel
Beechwood
Merritt wood 2V2a.
.
65
65
Stoddard, Samuel L.
Rockland
Old Pond 2a
Old Pond. ( ashman
111
50
15
171
Name Property Value Total
Studley, David L.
No. Scituate
Mill wood and
Black Pond 3a
Wade Swanip la. .
.
175
75
25
275
Studley, Gideon
Rockland
Curtis Wild Cat
wood 22a
Wood and pasture
Grove St. 37a. .. .
350
300
650
*
Stucuey, James H.
Rockland Stable
0. Bid
450
275
50
Lot 2%a
Field and unimp.
Randall wood 5a . .
.
Home wood 3% a. . .
Old pond mead.,
175
100
100
75
15
1,240
Studley, Joshua
Center Hanover
Bald Hill meadow 5a 5
5
Swan, Wilbur H.
No. Weymouth
Jenkins burnt
plain, 2a
Burnt Plain 4a
20
OA
50
Sylvester, Mrs. Jacobs meadow 6a. . 5
5
Clara
Hanover
Sylvester, Mrs. Eliza Stockbridge wood
150
172
Name Property Value Total
Pasture Pleasant St.
7%a
Meadow Pleasant St
4a
Pasture and wood
School St. 24% a. .
150
80
800
1,180
Sylvester, Michael
Hanover
Fresh meadow 2a... 2
2
300
180
Sylvester, R. Irving"
and others,
Hanover
Rainbow meadow 7a
Stetson wood 25a . . .
50
250
Sylvester, Robert
Hanover
Field 2a
Fresh meadow l%a.
150
30
Talbot, Richmond, 1,300
225
50
200
and others
Plymouth
Stable
0. Bid
Lot %a
1,775
Tea Co., Grand
Union
250
250
5
Thomas, Reuben
heirs, Hingham
Thompson, Joseph F.
Pembroke
Simmons unimp la.
.
5
Winslow mead., 2a. . 5
5
Thompson, Leonard
Hingham
Valley Swamp 7a. . . 50
50
173
Tindale, Edward H.
South Hanover
Tilden, Amos A.
Scituate
Tolman, Edward P.
J. Smith guardian
No. Hanover
Tombs, Miss Carrie
and others,
Boston
Island Pasture 23*/4a
Mann old pond, 7 tea
Litchfield Old Pond
7 tea
Island field 2 tea. .
.
Meadow 6a
Gro.se meadow 5tea
Briggs meadow 5a.
.
Wood meadow, la.
.
Damon meadow 2 tea
Freeman meadow 2a
Bonney meadow, 2a.
Saxton meadow ltea
Black Pond 5a
Halifax la. . . .
Wood and unimo. 9..
Stetson wood, 10a. .
Wood and unimp. 7a
Home field l*/4a
Steston field, %a. .
.
Bald Hill meadow 8a
Stetson meadow la.
House
Stable (No. 1) . . . .
Stable (No. 2)
Shed and 0. B
Lot, 5tea
Fields, 5a
Wood east of
house 3a
Torrey unimp, 10a
Reed wood, 3 tea. .
2,775
174
Name
Torrey, Everett,
Boston
Torrey, Howard C,
Boston
Torrey, Mrs. Nellie
Scituate
Totman, Emma A.,
East Somerville
Totman, Silas B.,
East Weymouth
Tupper, Mrs. Eva
G., Boston
Property
House
Stable
Mill, machinery and
privileges
Lot, 10a
Dead swamp, 30a. . .
Sylvester field,5%a.
,
Burnt plain, 3a
Halifax swamp, 4%
a
House
0. Bid
Lot, lV2a
Damon past., 8a. . .
.
Cow
All other
House
Stable
O. Bid
Lot, 4%a
Clapp field
Young wood
D. Clapp pasture. .
.
Value Totrl
800
125
1,790
225
100
2,950
275
45
90
275
25
50
275
135
350
150
110
1,930
175
i.ame Property Value
Turner, David S.,
Est., Chelsea
Turner, Edwin,
East Somerville
Turner, Edwin Jr.
East Somerville
Turner, Francis
Somerville
Turner, Mary C,
Trustee of
Emeline Turner
Est., Hingham
Turner, Sophia,
Pembroke
Tuttle, Mrs. Emma
J., Littleton
Turner unimp.,15a..
Turner field and
unimp., l%a. .
.
Turner unimp., 2a.
Sopher wood, 5a. .
.
House
Stable
Lot, 3a
Field over way, la.
Wood over way,6a.
Wood and pasture,
19a
Fresh mead., 3a. .
.
All other
House
Stable No. 1
Stable No. 2
Ice house
O. B. and tank. . . .
Lot, 12a
Home pasture,12a.
Wood & unimp,42a
125
50
20
100
700
350
175
65
60
200
800
3,600
1,000
800
200
100
900
ISO
650
176
Name Property Value
Tyler, Mrs. Lillian
Roxbury
Vinal, Alvin A.,
Marshfield Hills
Vinal, George B.,
North Scituate
Vinal, George B.,
Agt., No. Scituate
Vinal, Thomas
heirs, North
Scituate
Vinal, William G.,
Salem
Vininff, Clarence I.
Holbrook
Vining, Henry F.,
North Weymouth
Hatch pasture,6^a. .
Bryant pasture. ,6^a
Whiton lot, 6a
125
150
125
Stable
0 Bid
Lot, 2a
Field over way,2^a.
\JJL\JL JJldCc HCLU.,^ As a .
Old place field over
Pasture unimp., 9a. .
250
175
150
90
100
i. — ' >
75
125
Cedar St. wood,9a.
.
175
Gushing lot, 10% . . . 175
Black pond wood,
y2a 20
Wild cat unimp.,13% 75
High St. land 2a. . . 75
House
Stable
Lot, */ia
1,150
250
75
177
Name Property Value Total
Vimntr Rnv VallpV <J\VaTY)"n 1 ^'A
^r»T*tVi AYpvTiiftiitli 125
>V cl LCI illoil, l j l) I 11 Vv
.
800
TTpTinvPT*AjLCIJ-HJ V "1 Stahlp & O B 200
Dflmnn Vionsp 300
T)f>mnn tpnant Vionsp1/ <X I li V711 LUI I (I 11. L IlUUiSv 100
Lot 3a 150
OfpluiTrl Sa 225
—- •
>
Pastnrp 6% a, 135
if UUU. ClIJ.ll LAJLX1AXX L7. y WClf 100
Field over wav l^a 100
Pasture over way,
lV2a 30
Stetson swamp, 2a . . 30
Dwelley Creek
5
2,175
Waterman, George Burnt plain, 12a .... 225
O.j vydlll Ul 111 cl Afpadow 2a 5
230
W'ltpTinfin Willi Jimyy a lci j_u.ci.li., »y ij.jlici.lll Black pond wood,
W Spitnafp 3a 50
Halifax swamn 1 ^4a 35oo
85oo
W < Jl»stPT* S-stPT»rlPTl House 750
Scituate Stable 300
0. Bid 50
Lot, %a 75
OCflOOl IlOUoti llt?lU,
2U& 150
1,325
178
Name Property Value
Welch, E, Parker
Seituate
Wells, Hugh,
Rockland
West, Gilbert H.
No. Pembroke
AV hitman, Edmund
A., Boston
Whitman, J. C,
Pembroke
Whitcomb, Herbert
L., Brockton
Whiting, Edward C.
Accord
800
Lot, la
10a
Litchfield unimp.,
10a
O ctllICo WUUll, Oa . . . .
Jenkins wood,2a. . .
75
325
125
7^I o
30
All t\ "f- li r\ »•» 7^
200
Lot, la 75
Wood, 18a....
Cedar swamp,8% a. .
.
270
85
Valley swamp, 8*/^. 85
Meadow, 2a 5
All other 100
House, 125
Dunbar lot, lfi^a.
.
.
250
_•
1 <7Ql < y
JName
j
Property Value Total
\\ niting, George
Accord
\\ ood and field,
IV2& 50
50
\> llcler, Henrietta
Braintree
r routy wood, zOa
. . .
Barnes lot, 4a 125
400
Williams, Arthur Cow 35
Scituate 35
Wilson Mrs Mabel
TIT * "I 1\V., Greenhush
I tfl 1 1 "5T ^WflTDTl 1 '1L-
-t- CI i. 1 -L& A. o > \ CI I J L ( f , J 1 1 . .
Burnt plain swamp,
2a
40
40
80
ITT 1 1 1 (1 TWinslow, Alfred
South Hingham Lot, */4a
lou
25
175
Wood, iuiss Annie House
Lot, %a 50
400
Wood, Ephriam
L., Providence
House
Stable
0. Bid
Lot, 12%a
Unimproved, 9a
WoocL 2IV2R
Pasture, 3a
950
150
25
425
100
275
60
Maple swamp, la.
.
.
Fresh mead., l%a.
.
.
Orchard, %a
20
15
2,050
Wright, Charles
Hanover
Fresh meadow,3%a. . 35
35



